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Résumé 

 

L‟objectif principal de ce mémoire est d‟étudier la nature du processus de sélection lexicale 

chez des bilingues tardifs modérément compétents et locuteurs de deux langues 

lexicalement distantes : l‟Arabe tunisien (AT) et le Français. Dans un premier temps, une 

base de données psycholinguistique en AT a été créée aux fins du contrôle convenable de 

variables psycholinguistiques dans la sélection des stimuli en AT. Cette première étude 

avait aussi pour but de mettre à disposition des chercheurs intéressés par le traitement du 

langage en Arabe une ressource psycholinguistique nécessaire. Dans la deuxième et 

principale étude, des bilingues AT-Français ont effectué une tâche d‟interférence image-

mot dans deux contextes expérimentaux différentes : unilingue (Expérience 1) ou bilingue 

(Expérience 2). Nos résultats suggèrent que le traitement lexical chez les bilingues est 

dynamique et modulé par un nombre de facteurs incluant, mais non limités à, la 

compétence langagière et le contexte langagier de l‟expérimentation. 
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Abstract 

The main aim of this master‟s thesis was to investigate the nature of the lexical selection 

process among late moderately proficient bilinguals whose two languages are lexically 

distant: Tunisian Arabic (TA) and French. As a first step, a psycholinguistic normative 

database in TA was created to enable proper control of several psycholinguistic variables in 

the selection of TA stimuli. This first study also aimed to provide researchers interested in 

Arabic language processing with a much-needed psycholinguistic resource for a spoken 

variety of Arabic. In the second and main study, TA-French moderately proficient 

bilinguals performed a picture-word interference task in two different language settings: 

monolingual (Experiment 1) and bilingual (Experiment 2). Our findings suggest that 

bilingual lexical processing is dynamic and modulated by a variety of factors including, but 

not limited to, language proficiency and experimental language setting. 
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Chapter 1: General introduction 

More than half of the world‟s population is bilingual. In Canada, almost 20% of the 

population speaks two, or more, languages, a percentage that rises up to 42% in Quebec 

alone (Lepage & Corbeil, 2013). These figures call us to reconsider the focus on the 

monolingual as the model of the normal speaker and hearer and tell us bilingualism is far 

from being the exception. Therefore, it is important to study how the bilingual mind and 

brain process language, as separate and distinct phenomena from monolingual language 

processing. Moreover, the study of bilingual cognition can inform us on a broad range of 

topics including language representation and both normal and impaired language 

processing phenomena. It can also inform us on the role played by different cognitive 

functions (for example, executive functions) in language processing.  

1.1  Research problem 

Research on bilingual word production has consistently shown that during lexical 

access the target concept spreads activation to lexical representations from both languages 

(e.g., Colomé & Miozzo, 2010; Colomé, 2001; Hermans, Ormel, van Besselaar, & van 

Hell, 2011). 

The presence of cross-language activation begs the question of how bilinguals are 

able to select the lexical alternative of the intended language of communication (a process 

known as lexical selection). Lexical selection typically involves competition, meaning that 

several lexical items are activated and compete for selection. There is lack of consensus 

among researchers on whether this competitive process is cross-linguistic. This is what has 

been known as the “hard problem” (Finkbeiner, Gollan, & Caramazza, 2006) and is the 

subject of an ongoing debate in the field of bilingual language processing. Two main views 

dominate this debate: the language-specific versus the language-nonspecific view. 

According to the first, even though lexical representations from both languages are 

activated, only the target language lexical items enter into competition (Costa & 

Caramazza, 1999).  The second view conceives lexical access as a wholly cross-linguistic 

process, from activation to selection (Green, 1998; Hermans, Bongaerts, De Bot, & 

Schreuder, 1998).  
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Thus far, only a handful of researchers have gone down the tricky road of bilingual 

lexical access in word production. Findings from these studies are inconsistent and 

inconclusive, mainly due to methodological pitfalls (e.g, Costa, Albareda, & Santesteban, 

2008; Costa, Colomé, Gomez, & Sebastin-Galls, 2003; Costa, Miozzo, & Caramazza, 

1999; Costa & Caramazza, 1999; Hermans et al., 1998; Hoshino & Thierry, 2011). The 

majority of these studies used the picture-word interference (PWI) paradigm in a picture-

naming task where participants have to name a picture in their L2 while ignoring a visual or 

auditory distractor word in their L1 or L2. This paradigm provides a unique way of 

untangling, behaviorally, specific sub-processes in lexical access (e.g., lemma selection) 

indexed by behavioral effects and tracking their locus in the time-course of processing. 

Using this task, some studies found some evidence for cross-linguistic lexical selection 

(e.g., Hermans et al., 1998). However, it was not reliable enough to adjudicate between the 

competing views of the bilingual lexical selection process. Moreover, the majority of 

studies that found cross-language competition using the PWI paradigm involved Romance 

and Germanic languages: Dutch-English (Hermans et al., 1998); Spanish-English (Hoshino 

& Thierry, 2011); and Spanish-Catalan (Costa et al., 2003, 1999). The orthographic and 

phonological similarity of these languages or their lexical proximity might have played a 

role in the cross-language interference effects observed. Additionally, all these studies 

involved highly-proficient bilinguals. Therefore, it is important to further investigate the 

bilingual lexical selection process with another set of lexically distant languages and with 

bilinguals with a less advanced L2 proficiency level in order to validate the reliability and 

generalizability of cross-language competition effects. 

1.2  Objectives 

The general objective of this master‟s thesis was to investigate the dynamics of the 

lexical selection process during word production among Tunisian Arabic (TA)-French 

bilingual speakers in relation to variables such as language proficiency, lexical distance of 

the bilingual‟s languages, and language context (i.e., monolingual vs. bilingual context of 

communication). The present work is further subdivided in two specific objectives. 
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In the first study we collected norms in TA for four psycholinguistic variables: 

name agreement, familiarity, subjective frequency, and imageability. This study aimed to 

establish a normative database in TA that will serve:  

1) In controlling the stimuli selection for the experimental task used to investigate the 

abovementioned research questions; and  

2) Seeing the lack of such resources for Arabic, the usefulness of such a database will extend 

beyond the scope of this work and will serve in future psycholinguistic studies investigating 

Arabic language processing.  

The second study comprises two experiments using the PWI task: in the first 

experiment picture-naming and the presented distractors were in French, while in the 

second experiment, pictures were named in French and distractors were presented in TA.  

The specific aims of this study are the following: 

1) To replicate Hermans et al.‟s (1998) experiments (which involved two Germanic 

languages: Dutch and English) with two lexically distant languages: TA and French. 

2) To test the hypotheses of the language-nonspecific lexical selection model by means of the 

PWI task.  

3) To test cross-language competition in two different experimental language settings, namely 

an entirely monolingual experimental context where the non-target language (TA) is absent 

(Experiment 1), as in Hoshino and Thierry (2011), and a bilingual context where both 

languages are present (Experiment 2). 

1.3  Defining bilingualism 

A bilingual person is defined in the Oxford dictionary as “a person fluent in two 

languages”. Bilingualism has been defined in many different ways over the years and 

definitions vary from one perspective to another (linguistic, psycholinguistic, 

sociolinguistic, etc.). In general, the many different definitions of bilingualism may be 

classified in two main views: fractional and holistic (Grosjean, 1989). 

For a long time, many researchers have defined bilingualism from a language 

proficiency perspective. In this perspective, a bilingual is someone who has achieved 
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relative proficiency and competence in the four skills of two languages. In this „fractional‟ 

view, the bilingual is simply two monolinguals in one person (Grosjean, 1989). In the field 

of psycholinguistics, this definition entails that language storage and processes in bilinguals 

are the same as in monolinguals. As a consequence, many researchers have focused on how 

each language is stored and processed separately. Additionally, models of bilingual 

language processing have been largely adapted from monolingual ones with little 

modification (e.g., De Bot‟s model of bilingual language production; 1992).  

By contrast, in the holistic view bilingualism is defined from a language use 

perspective according to which a bilingual is someone who uses more than one language in 

her/his everyday life in different domains and for different purposes (Grosjean, 1982). In 

this sense, the bilingual‟s level of competency in either language as a whole and even in 

each language skill will vary depending on her/his communication needs and the 

environment in which either language is used (including interlocutors and domains of life 

such as work, home, school, etc.). In this integrative view, the bilingual is a unique speaker-

hearer distinct from the monolingual and should thus be studied as such (Grosjean, 1989). 

Therefore, in the present work we chose to subscribe to this holistic view of bilingualism. 

Different types of bilingualism have been identified, as determined by the age of 

acquisition of the second language and the relative levels of proficiency in the two 

languages. With regards to age of acquisition, two main types of bilinguals arise: early 

bilinguals (simultaneous, where the languages are learned at the same time from childhood, 

or sequential where one language is learned after the other in childhood), and late bilinguals 

(the second language is learned after childhood). With respect to proficiency level, 

bilinguals may be classified as balanced or unbalanced with the former having equal 

proficiency in both languages while the latter have a dominant language (i.e., the 

proficiency level of one of their languages is higher than that of the other). Often, the first 

or native language is the dominant one, however in some cases reversal in dominance and 

even L1 attrition may take place thus causing the second language to become dominant. 

The different views of bilingualism will have an impact on how psycholinguists 

develop theories and models of bilingual language storage and representation. Below, we 

present and describe the main models of bilingual spoken word production.  
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1.4  Bilingual language production 

In this section we will present and briefly describe the main model of bilingual word 

production. We also introduce Grosjean‟s (2001) influential language mode hypothesis. 

Taken together, these proposals represent the theoretical framework in the light of which 

the results of our experiments were interpreted. 

1.4.1 De Bot‟s model of bilingual language production 

The model of bilingual language production developed by De Bot (1992) is the 

main theoretical framework underlying studies and models of different processes involved 

in bilingual word production (e.g., Green‟s model of the lexical selection and control 

mechanism, 1998) and is essentially an adaptation of Levelt‟s (1989) model of monolingual 

language production to bilinguals. Levelt‟s (1989) model involves a conceptualizer, a 

lexicon, a formulator, a monitor system, and an articulator. The conceptualizer is where the 

preverbal message is formed, it is separate from the lexicon and  activated by the intention 

to speak. The preverbal message then in turn activates the formulator. Lemmas (i.e., lexical 

entities containing semantic and syntactic information) are activated and compete for 

selection. Once a lemma is selected, the formulator encodes its morphological and 

phonological forms. The phonological form produced by the formulator is sent to the 

monitor and the articulator. The latter produces the articulatory movements corresponding 

to the phonological form. Finally, the monitor system provides feedback as it connects the 

production system to the comprehension system thus allowing the speaker to review the 

output of the formulator (inner speech). De Bot (1992) made very few modifications to this 

model. The lexicon is integrated but subdivided into two sub-lexica, each of which has its 

own formulator. Additionally, there is one conceptualizer and one articulator shared by 

both languages.  

1.4.2 Grosjean‟s bilingual language modes 

Grosjean‟s language mode hypothesis merges the sociolinguistic and 

psycholinguistic dimensions of bilingualism and provides a theoretical framework for 

bilingual language processing in relation to the context of communication. Grosjean (2001, 

p. 3) defines the language mode as “the state of activation of the bilingual‟s languages and 
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language processing mechanisms, at a given point in time.” The language mode can be seen 

as a continuum in which the two extremes are the monolingual mode and the bilingual 

mode. When in the monolingual mode (i.e., when interacting with monolingual 

interlocutors), the speaker chooses a language to speak in (language A) and deactivates the 

other language (language B), but never completely. In the bilingual mode (i.e., when 

speaking with bilingual interlocutors) both languages are active. The speaker chooses a 

base language (A) and activates the other (B) to which s/he may switch mid-speech (often 

mid-sentence). The level of activation of language B determines where on the language 

continuum mode the bilingual speaker is. 

1.5  Bilingual lexical access and selection 

In monolinguals, lexical access is based on the principle of spreading activation 

(Levelt, Roelofs, & Meyer, 1999). When trying to name a picture for example, the first step 

is to retrieve the appropriate concept (e.g. dog) but during this process other related 

concepts are activated as well (e.g. fox). These representations, in turn, spread activation to 

the corresponding lemmas in the mental lexicon. These lemmas are thought to compete for 

selection and the speaker then must choose the appropriate lexical item. Once a lemma is 

selected (as soon as its activation level exceeds the sum of the other lemmas‟ activation 

levels), its corresponding morphemes and lexemes are retrieved. Selection of the 

appropriate lemma depends on its level of activation but also on the activation levels of 

non-target lemmas. High levels of activation of non-target lemmas mean the selection 

process will be more difficult and will take more time.  

If we assume that the principle of spreading activation also applies to bilinguals that 

would mean that the activated conceptual representations (stored in the common conceptual 

store) spread activation to corresponding lemmas of both languages regardless of the 

intended language of speech. Evidence for this comes from several studies (e.g., Colomé, 

2001; Colomé & Miozzo, 2010; Hermans et al., 2011). But as mentioned above, a point of 

contention is whether non-target lemmas enter the competition for selection or not. Models 

supporting either view (language-specific vs. nonspecific) were developed. Figure 1 

presents a simplified representation of both models of bilingual lexical selection. 
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Figure 1. Language-specific vs. nonspecific views of bilingual lexical selection (adapted from Costa, 

Colomé, & Caramazza, 2000; figure 4, page 413). 

1.5.1 Language-specific lexical selection 

According to this view, during lexical access in production, lexical representations 

from the non-target language are activated but do not compete with those of the intended 

language of production (Costa & Caramazza, 1999). This view fixes the locus of language 

selection at the conceptual level. Lexical representations have been hypothesized to contain 

information that specifies their „language membership‟ (Costa, Santesteban, & Ivanova, 

2006). This feature enables the lexical selection mechanism to direct attention solely to the 

activation levels of lexical items that are “members” of the intended language of speech or 

to heighten their activation levels (La Heij, 2005). La Heij‟s (2005) „complex access, easy 

selection proposal‟ is a language-specific model that offers a specific hypothesis on how 

language membership may be represented and determined at the conceptual level. In this 
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model the intended language is a conceptual feature specified in the preverbal message 

along with other features like register and the concept to be expressed. Thus, lexical 

competition occurs only within the target language, as in monolinguals. However, in 

language-specific models, selection mechanisms are constrained within the language 

system and are underspecified. In an adaptation of Poulisse and Bongaerts‟s (1994) model 

of bilingual production, Kroll, Bobb, and Wodniecka (2006) argued that a “language cue” 

at the conceptual level specifies the language of production. 

In most cases language-specific lexical selection is hypothesized for production in 

L1 (the more dominant language). For example, Kroll et al. (2006) reported evidence for 

this hypothesis from a code-switching experiment. It demonstrated that L1 picture-naming 

was faster than L2 picture-naming and that L2 had no influence on picture-naming in L1, 

whereas L1 influenced production in L2. This was taken as evidence for the idea that in 

contexts where the language of production is L1 (e.g. in L1 monolingual mode), the lexical 

selection process is language-specific. In a series of experiments, Costa and colleagues 

investigated the effect of proficiency level on switching performance in a language 

switching task (Costa et al., 2006; Costa & Santesteban, 2004). In this task, participants 

alternate between their languages in response to a cue when naming pictures (for example, 

naming in language A when the picture‟s background is red, and naming in language B 

when the background is blue). The difference in naming latencies between non-switch 

(trials where participants name pictures in one of their languages) and switch trials (trials 

where participants alternate between their languages in naming pictures) is known as the 

language-switching cost. If the switching cost is more important for L1 than for L2 

(signifying that it is harder to switch into L1 than into L2), it is said to be asymmetrical. 

Alternatively, if the switching cost is similar for L1 and L2, then it is said to be 

symmetrical. Costa and colleagues found that while low-proficient bilinguals show 

asymmetrical switching costs, highly-proficient bilinguals (i.e., bilinguals who were very 

proficient in both their L1 and L2) produced symmetrical switching costs even in 

experiments where the difference between the proficiency levels of the two languages 

involved in the experiment (i.e., their L2 and an L3 for which their proficiency level was 

low) was large.  
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This particular finding contradicts one of the predictions of the most influential 

model for a language-nonspecific mechanism: the Inhibitory Control Model (ICM; Green, 

1998). This model predicts that a large difference in languages‟ proficiency levels will 

result in asymmetrical switching costs. Costa and colleagues took this as evidence that a 

shift from an inhibitory (language-nonspecific) mechanism of selection to a language-

specific lexical selection mechanism occurs as a function of increase in proficiency level. 

However, the language-switching paradigm serves to investigate the control mechanism 

involved in lexicalization and does not actually inform us on the nature of the lexical 

selection per se and the cross-language interactions that may or may not take place. In fact, 

a symmetrical switching cost with unbalanced proficiency levels of the languages involved 

is not incompatible with the language-nonspecific view and only contests one of the 

predictions of Green‟s (1998) model. 

1.5.2 Language-nonspecific lexical selection 

Advocates of the language-nonspecific process (e.g., Christoffels, Firk, & Schiller, 

2007; Green, 1998; Hermans et al., 1998; Hoshino & Thierry, 2011) assume that all 

activated lexical representations (target and non-target) compete for selection during lexical 

access in spoken word production. According to this view, selection is achieved by means 

of a top-down inhibitory mechanism external to the language system (Green, 1998) that 

“suppresses” the activation levels of non-target words (equipped with tags that determine 

their language membership). Green‟s (1998) ICM postulates that the higher the activation 

levels of lexical representations, the greater the amount of inhibition applied. Evidence for 

this control mechanism has been provided by numerous neuropsychological and 

neuroimaging studies (e.g., Abutalebi et al., 2008; Abutalebi, Miozzo, and Cappa, 2000; 

Fabbro, Skrap, and Aglioti, 2000). 

Evidence for cross-language competition during lexical selection comes mainly 

from PWI studies (e.g., Costa et al., 2008; Hermans et al., 1998; Hoshino & Thierry, 2011). 

In these studies, two effects of crucial importance to the issue at hand were observed: (1) 

the semantic interference effect; and (2) the phono-translation effect. The semantic 

interference effect (which is observed when the distractor word in the non-target language 

is semantically related to the picture‟s name in the target language) and the phono-
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translation effect (which occurs when the distractor word is phonologically related to the 

picture‟s name in the non-target language) have been taken as supporting evidence for the 

language-nonspecific process (Hoshino & Thierry, 2011). Hoshino and Thierry (2011) 

agree with Hermans et al. (1998) on the interpretation of these two effects as indexing 

cross-language activation and competition during lexical selection. However, Costa and 

Caramazza (1999) argue that the semantic interference effect actually reflects within-

language competition and cannot be taken as conclusive evidence of the presence of cross-

language competition. While there seems to be a disagreement on the interpretation of the 

semantic effect, the status of the phono-translation effect as an index of cross-language 

competition is uncontested. Unfortunately, the pattern of occurrence and strength of this 

effect has been inconsistent across the handful of studies that used this type of distratcor in 

the PWI task. Only one study (Hoshino and Thierry, 2011) found a significant phono-

translation effect in the by-participant and by-items analyses in a monolingual PWI task 

(i.e., distractors were presented and pictures were named in L2). However, this study‟s 

stimulus list composition, namely the use of the picture names as distractors in the 

experiment, casts some doubts on the results obtained.  

1.5.3 Bilingual lexical selection as a dynamic process 

Finally, in recent years, a third alternative solution to the bilingual “hard problem” 

has been advanced and advocated by some researchers (e.g., Kroll et al., 2006), according 

to which bilingual lexical selection is a dynamic process which is by default language-

nonspecific but can also operate in a language-specific way under certain conditions. Such 

a hypothesis is a theoretical claim worthy of further investigation, as it would explain the 

conflicting evidence that exists in the literature. Thus, further research needs to be 

conducted with different types of bilingual populations (in the proficiency continuum) and 

with different languages in order to determine whether different mechanisms are at play 

depending on a set of variables like level of proficiency, language context, frequency of 

use, etc., as suggested by some authors (e.g., Costa et al., 2006; Grosjean, 2013; Hermans 

et al., 2011; Kroll et al., 2006). 

In the next two chapters we will present two different studies. The first is essentially 

of methodological value as it presents a normative database in TA for four psycholinguistic 
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variables (name agreement, familiarity, subjective frequency and imageability), a tool of 

crucial importance to conducting experimental research with an Arabic-speaking 

population. The second study is the main focus of this thesis and presents two experiments 

conducted with moderately-proficient TA-French bilinguals in a monolingual (Experiment 

1) and bilingual (Experiment 2) context.  We predicted that if bilingual lexical selection is a 

language-nonspecific process, we should observe the phono-translation effect in both 

Experiments 1 and 2. 
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Chapter 2: A standardized set of 400 pictures for 

Tunisian Arabic: Norms for name agreement, 

familiarity, subjective frequency, and imageability 

 

Résumé 

Les bases de données normatives sont largement utilisées dans la recherche sur le 

traitement du langage afin de contrôler un nombre de variables psycholinguistiques lors de 

la sélection des stimuli. Il y a un manque important de ce type de ressources pour la langue 

arabe et ses variétés dialectales. La présente étude avait pour objectif d fournir des données 

normatives en arabe-tunisien (AT) pour une banque de 400 images de Cycowicz, Friedman, 

Rothstein, et Snodgrass (1997) et qui inclut la banque de 260 images créées par Snodgrass 

et Vanderwart (1980). Les normes ont été recueillies pour les variables psycholinguistiques 

suivantes : accord sur le nom, familiarité, fréquence subjective et imagerie. La longueur des 

mots (en nombre de phonèmes et de syllabes) est aussi listée pour les mots dans la base de 

données. Des comparaisons effectuées entre les normes en AT obtenues et des données 

normatives pour le français, l‟anglais et l‟espagnol ont davantage mis en relief le caractère 

spécifique à la culture et à la langue des mesures susmentionnées. Cela met l‟accent sur 

l‟importance d‟obtenir des normes pour ces variables dans des langues et des dialectes 

différents. Ainsi, cette base de données représente une ressource psycholinguistique 

précieuse qui répond aux besoins des chercheurs s‟intéressant au traitement du langage 

chez des populations arabophones. 
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Abstract 

 

Normative databases for pictorial stimuli are widely used in research on language 

processing in order to control for a number of psycholinguistic variables in the selected 

stimuli. Such resources are lacking for Arabic and its dialectal varieties. The present study 

aimed to provide Tunisian Arabic (TA) normative data for 400 line-drawings taken from 

Cycowicz, Friedman, Rothstein, and Snodgrass (1997) that include Snodgrass and 

Vanderwart‟s (1980) 260 pictures. Norms were collected for the following psycholinguistic 

variables: name agreement, familiarity, subjective frequency, and imageability. Word 

length data (in number of phonemes and syllables) are also listed in the database. 

Comparisons between the obtained TA norms and French, English and Spanish data further 

foreground the culturally and sociolinguistically specific character of the abovementioned 

measures, thereby highlighting the importance of obtaining norms for those variables in 

different languages and dialects. This database represents a precious and much-needed 

psycholinguistic resource for researchers investigating language processing in Arabic-

speaking populations. 
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2.1 Introduction 

It has long been established that standardized pictorial stimuli allow for a more 

reliable comparison between the results of different studies and better control of 

psycholinguistic variables. As a result, their use has become common practice in 

experimental as well as clinical research on language. Indeed, the effect of several 

psycholinguistic variables on spoken and written word processing has been extensively 

documented both among healthy and language-impaired populations in several languages 

(e.g., Alario et al., 2004; Barca, Burani, & Arduino, 2002; Barry, Morrison, & Ellis, 1997; 

Bonin, Boyer, Méot, Fayol, & Droit, 2004; Cortese & Schock, 2013; Cuetos, Ellis, & 

Alvarez, 1999). Therefore, minute control of such factors is of paramount importance for 

reliable and valid experimental design and results.  

Over the years, Snodgrass and Vanderwart‟s (1980) pioneering set of 260 

standardized pictures for American English has been extended (Cycowicz, Friedman, 

Rothstein, & Snodgrass, 1997) and norms have been collected for different languages, 

including French (Alario & Ferrand, 1999), Italian (Nisi, Longoni, & Snodgrass, 2000), 

Greek (Dimitropoulou, Duñabeitia, Blitsas, & Carreiras, 2009), and Spanish (Manoiloff, 

Artstein, Canavoso, Fernández, & Segui, 2010; Sanfeliu & Fernandez, 1996). Several of 

these studies have shown that variables such as name agreement and familiarity are 

culturally specific and vary from one language community to another. This highlights the 

importance of obtaining norms for different languages and even different culturally distinct 

varieties of the same language (e.g., Argentine Spanish vs. the Spanish spoken in Spain).   

Psycholinguistic resources in Arabic for both pictorial and verbal stimuli are quite 

scarce and no extensive normative database exists for this language. A few computerized 

databases for modern standard Arabic (MSA) containing information regarding word 

frequency are available (e.g., Aralex; Boudelaa & Marslen-Wilson, 2010). However, the 

scope of their use is limited to the written variety of Arabic (i.e., MSA). The language 

situation in the Arab world is characterized by diglossia, a sociolinguistic condition where 

two varieties of the same language are used by a speech community for different functions 

and contexts (Ferguson, 1959). Dialectal Arabic (DA) is the medium of oral 
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communication and MSA that of formal written communication such as mass media (press, 

radio, and TV), textbooks, and official documents (Boudelaa & Marslen-Wilson, 2010, 

2013; Daoud, 2001). Additionally, MSA and DA present some typological differences at 

the phonological, lexical and morpho-syntactic levels (Boudelaa & Marslen-Wilson, 2013). 

DA itself is further subdivided into several, and sometimes mutually unintelligible, 

varieties across the Arab world, including Tunisian Arabic (TA), the variety spoken in 

Tunisia.  

Another difference between MSA and DA (and more specifically TA) is the manner 

of acquisition of these two varieties. While DA is acquired as a native language, MSA is 

acquired much later in a formal instruction context (namely, at school). In Tunisia, for 

example, TA is acquired as any first language, while instruction in MSA begins only at age 

six when children start primary school. Concerns have been raised with regards to the 

impact of the difference in acquisition modes of both varieties on the way they are 

processed during language production and comprehension (Boudelaa & Marslen-Wilson, 

2013). 

Therefore, research involving Arabic-speaking populations is in dire need of 

psycholinguistic databases for the different varieties of DA. Norms have been recently 

established for Levantine Arabic, one of the DA varieties spoken in the Middle-East 

(Khwaileh, Body, & Herbert, 2013). However, the ratings were collected for a different and 

smaller set (n = 186 pictures) than the commonly used Snodgrass & Vanderwart (1980) set 

(e.g., Alario & Ferrand, 1999; Cycowicz, Friedman, Rothstein, & Snodgrass, 1997; 

Dimitropoulou et al., 2009; Manoiloff et al., 2010;  Nisi et al., 2000; Raman, Raman, & 

Mertan, 2013; Sanfeliu & Fernandez, 1996; Tsaparina, Bonin, & Méot, 2011). Additional 

norms are therefore needed in a spoken variety of Arabic for the extended and widely used 

(Cycowicz et al., 1997) 400-picture set which includes Snodgrass and Vanderwart‟s (1980) 

260 line-drawings. 

The language situation specific to each Arabic-speaking country is also an important 

factor to take into consideration. In Tunisia, for example, the language situation is a 

mixture of diglossia and societal bilingualism (Daoud, 2001). In addition to TA and MSA, 

the Tunisian sociolinguistic portrait is characterized by the marked presence of French in 
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formal as well as informal written and spoken communication and code-switching between 

TA and French is common in daily informal communication. TA itself is marked by 

numerous French lexical borrowings (e.g., /farʃitɑ/ in TA from French fourchette). Recent 

years have also seen the rise of English, which is gaining influence in daily communication, 

especially among the youth, and as the language of science (Daoud, 2001). Thus, we expect 

culturally-specific psycholinguistic variables to be influenced by and reflect this specific 

language situation for TA. 

The aim of the present study was to establish a normative database in TA for the 

400 line-drawings taken from Cycowicz et al. (1997). Norms were collected for name 

agreement and familiarity of the pictures, as well as the subjective frequency and 

imageability of their names. Values for word length (in number of phonemes and syllables) 

of the picture names were also listed. 

Name agreement (NA) refers to the degree of variability in the names given to the 

picture across participants. A picture that elicits the same name by most subjects is said to 

have a high NA and a picture that elicits several different names has a low NA. This 

variable has been shown to be the most important predictor of naming latencies in picture-

naming (Alario et al., 2004). Pictures that elicit different names take longer to be named 

because of the lexical competition that takes place between the different alternatives (Barry 

et al., 1997; Cuetos et al., 1999). Two possible loci of the NA effect have been identified 

depending on the cause behind low NA. If low agreement is caused by misidentification of 

pictures, then the locus is possibly at the level of structural encoding. However, if the 

variance in NA is the result of the availability of various correct names for the same object, 

then low NA possibly exerts its influence at the lexical level (Barry et al., 1997; Cuetos et 

al., 1999; Vitkovitch & Tyrrell, 1995). Many normative studies have shown that NA is 

culturally-specific and that variability in the names given to a picture may be greater or 

lower depending on the language and sociolinguistic context (Alario & Ferrand, 1999; 

Dell‟acqua, Lotto, & Job, 2000; Dimitropoulou et al., 2009; Manoiloff et al., 2010). 

Familiarity (FAM) refers to how common an object is in the language speakers‟ 

realm of experience. Some studies reported the effect of this semantic variable on naming 

latencies and accuracy among healthy and aphasic individuals, as pictures representing 
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more familiar objects are named faster and with fewer errors than those representing 

uncommon objects (Cuetos et al., 1999; Hirsh & Funnell, 1995; Kremin et al., 2001; 

Snodgrass & Yuditsky, 1996).The degree of an object‟s FAM also influences its 

recognition ease and speed and therefore a semantic locus has been suggested for this effect 

(Cuetos et al., 1999). Like NA, this variable is known to be highly influenced by cultural 

and linguistic differences (Alario & Ferrand, 1999; Manoiloff et al., 2010), as an object 

may be common in one culture but completely unfamiliar in another. For example, a 

picture depicting a baseball may be very common in a North American context but not in a 

European one. 

Subjective Frequency (FREQ) refers to how often a word is used or heard in daily 

communication. Words that are used or heard more frequently are more easily accessed and 

retrieved than low-frequency words (Barry et al., 1997; Baus, Strijkers, & Costa, 2013; 

Cortese & Schock, 2013; Cuetos et al., 1999; Davies, Rodríguez-Ferreiro, Suárez, & 

Cuetos, 2013; Jescheniak & Levelt, 1994). Word frequency is estimated in two ways: 

objective or subjective. Objective word frequency refers to the sum of occurrences of a 

word in textual corpora, whereas the subjective frequency of a given word is estimated by 

the speakers of the language on a Likert scale, usually ranging from 1 to 7 (Desrochers & 

Thompson, 2009). Both objective and subjective frequency measures have been shown to 

be strongly associated and to be robust predictors of ease and speed of response in different 

types of task (Balota, Pilotti, & Cortese, 2001). In some studies, subjective frequency 

estimates proved to be a better predictor of visual and auditory word processing than 

objective frequency counts (Balota et al., 2001; Connine, Mullennix, Shernoff, & Yelen, 

1990).  

Imageability (IMA) refers to the ease and speed with which a given word evokes a 

mental image. This semantic variable influences performance on a number of tasks 

involving naming or recognition of words, as the semantic representations of picture names 

that easily evoke a mental image are accessed more quickly (Ellis & Morrison, 1998). 

Highly imageable words elicit faster reaction times and fewer errors than low-imageablity 

words (Alario et al., 2004; Cortese & Schock, 2013). IMA has been found to significantly 
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affect naming latencies even when the stimulus set consisted solely of pictures representing 

imageable concrete objects (Alario et al., 2004).  

Word Length (WL) refers to how long a word is in number of phonemes (phWL) 

and syllables (syllWL). This variable has been shown to influence reaction times in several 

visual word recognition tasks (see Barton, Hanif, Eklinder Björnström, & Hills, 2014 for a 

review).  It also interacts with frequency estimates since highly frequent words tend to be 

shorter (Dell‟acqua et al., 2000).  

2.2 Method 

2.2.1 Participants 

A total of 100 native speakers of TA participated in this study (mean education: 16 

years; mean age: 24 years old, age range: 18-35 years; 51% females). They were recruited 

at the University of Carthage in Tunis, Tunisia. They had normal or corrected-to-normal 

vision and no history of language, learning or attention difficulties. Participants were 

randomly assigned to each one of the four tasks (n = 25 in each sub-group of the sample), 

so that each sub-group participated in only one of the tasks.  

2.2.2 Materials 

Four hundred black-and-white line drawings taken from Cycowicz et al. (1997) 

were used in the NA and FAM tasks. This set was constituted of the 260 pictures in 

Snodgrass and Vanderwart (1980) and 140 additional line-drawings constructed by 

Cycowicz et al. (1997).  

For the FREQ and IMA tasks, ratings were collected for 348 picture names. This list 

consisted of TA words, French loanwords, as well as MSA words that are used in everyday 

oral communication in the Tunisian context.  

Fifty-two pictures that have no name in TA and/or are usually referred to with their 

French name by Tunisian speakers were excluded from the original set of 400 stimuli. For 

example, the modal name of skirt in TA is the French word jupe (see Appendix A for 
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further examples). The MSA names of those objects were not included because they are not 

used by Tunisian speakers in everyday oral communication. The list of excluded 52 items 

also comprised different objects that shared the same name in TA (i.e., homonyms). For 

example, box and can both have the same name in TA: ْْٗ  the modal name given to both) زُىَّ

these pictures is in Appendix A), so subjective frequency and imageability ratings were 

collected only once for that word and were repeated for each homonym word (e.g., box and 

can) in Appendix A.  

 These stringent exclusion criteria were supported by the data obtained in the NA 

task presented here (see Results section for further details). Indeed, the modal names given 

by participants for the 52 finally excluded stimuli were either in French, did not correspond 

to the object represented by the picture, or were homonymous to the names of objects in the 

rated 348-word list. 

2.2.3 Procedure 

We used a computerized procedure in each of the four tasks. This allowed the 

homogenization of the data collection process (each stimulus was rated within the same 

time limit), as well as the proper randomization of stimuli in each task to control for order-

of-presentation and fatigue effects. This computerized procedure has already been used in 

several studies to collect norms for NA (e.g., Bates et al., 2003; Cortese & Fugett, 2004; 

Dell‟acqua et al., 2000; Severens, Van Lommel, Ratinckx, & Hartsuiker, 2005), as well as 

for FREQ and IMA (e.g., Desrochers & Thompson, 2009). 

One picture-naming task (NA) and three rating tasks (FAM, FREQ and IMA) were 

run on a PC using the DMDX software (Forster & Forster, 2003). Each sub-group of 

participants (n = 25) completed each task in one experimental session. Stimuli were divided 

in four blocks and their order of administration was counterbalanced across participants. 

Within each block, items for the NA and FAM tasks (n = 100) and for the IMA and FREQ 

tasks (n = 87) were presented in a different random order for each participant.  

A similar procedure was followed in all four tasks. Participants were tested 

individually in a quiet room and were seated in front of a PC monitor. At the beginning of 

each task, instructions in TA (adapted from Alario & Ferrand, 1999 for FAM and NA, and 
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from Desrochers & Thompson, 2009 for FREQ and IMA) appeared on the screen and were 

read aloud by the experimenter. Six practice items were administered before the 

experimental trials. In the rating tasks, the scale was presented before the practice set and 

on top of each image during the experiment. Participants used the numeric keys on the 

keyboard to enter their ratings. Each experimental trial ran as follows: a fixation point was 

presented at the center of the screen for 400 ms, immediately followed by the stimulus 

(either a word in TA or an image) presented at the center of the screen. The stimulus 

remained on the screen for 6000 ms in the ratings tasks and for 4000 ms in the picture-

naming task. Opportunities for breaks were provided at the end of each block.  

In the NA task, participants were instructed to orally name each of the 400 drawings 

with the first name that came to their mind. They were told that a name could consist of 

more than one word. If they could not give the name of the picture, they were asked to give 

one of these justifications in TA: “I don‟t know the object” or “I don‟t know the name”. 

Vocal responses were recorded with a microphone connected to the computer and the 

DMDX software (Forster & Forster, 2003).  

In the FAM task, participants were asked to rate the familiarity of 400 objects 

represented by the pictures using a 5-point scale adapted from Alario and Ferrand (1999) 

where 1 = very unfamiliar images and 5 = very familiar. Participants were told that familiar 

objects were those they often encounter in their daily life while unfamiliar objects were 

unusual and rarely encountered. 

In the FREQ task, participants were asked to rate the frequency of 348 names of the 

pictures (listed under the column “intended name” in Appendix A) using a 7-point scale 

(adopted from Balota et al., 2001) where 1 = words they never encounter and 7 = words 

they encounter several times a day. Subjective frequency was defined as the degree to 

which participants saw or came across a word in their daily life. 

In the IMA task, participants rated the imageability of 348 picture names, namely 

the ease with which a given word elicited a mental image on a 7-point scale where 1 = a 

word imaged with difficulty and 7 = an easily and quickly imageable word (Desrochers & 
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Thompson, 2009). Participants were told not to worry about how often they used a given 

number on the scale as long as it faithfully represented their impression. 

2.3 Results and discussion 

A summary of the rating data obtained from our sample of TA-speaking subjects is 

presented in Appendix A. The database contains the following information for each picture: 

(1) the number assigned to each picture (first column), (2) the picture‟s name in English as 

in Cycowicz et al.‟s (1997) database (second column), (3) the picture‟s intended and modal 

names (i.e., its most frequently given name) transcribed in Arabic script (third and fourth 

columns, respectively), (3) the modal name‟s English translation (fifth column), (4) two 

NA measures: the H statistic (Snodgrass & Vanderwart, 1980) and the percentage of 

participants giving the most common name in TA (sixth and seventh columns, 

respectively), (5) the means and standard deviations for FAM, FREQ and IMA (subsequent 

columns), and (5) WL (phWL and syllWL), as counted by the researchers, since this 

information is not available for TA (the two final columns). The different alternative names 

given to each picture in the NA task are listed in Appendix B. 

The information statistic, H, was computed using the following formula developed 

by Snodgrass and Vanderwart (1980): 

H  ∑  

 

   

log
2
 ( 1 p

i
⁄    

where k refers to the number of names given to the picture and pi indicates the proportion of 

participants who gave the name. Naming failures (“I don‟t know the name”, “I don‟t know 

the object”, and no responses) were taken into account when computing the NA 

percentages but eliminated when computing the H statistic. 

The lower a picture‟s H value, the higher its NA, and vice versa. For example, the 

picture of an airplane in the database has an H value of .0, which indicates that all subjects 

who responded used the same word to name the picture. On the other hand, the picture of a 

totem has an H value of 3.02 indicating very low NA (namely, several different names were 

given to that picture).  
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According to Snodgrass and Vanderwart (1980), the H statistic is a more reliable 

measure of the distribution of picture names than the NA percentage. For example, a 

picture could have 92% NA but an H value of .0 (i.e., perfect NA) if all the subjects who 

gave a response used the same name. However, the percentage NA is also important as a 

complementary measure to the H statistic, since it gives us more detailed information about 

which items elicited a response from every single subject in the sample and which ones 

caused naming failures. 

2.3.1 Description and analysis of the normative data 

Table 1 presents the summary statistics for all the variables in the database (NA, 

FAM, FREQ, IMA, and WL). Both measures of NA (H and %) seem to indicate a low level 

of NA for most pictures with M = 1.20 and SD = 0.84 for the H statistic and M = 59% and 

SD = 28.70% for the percentage measure. Only 53 pictures showed perfect NA (H = .0), 

which indicates a great variability in picture names given by participants. This may be 

partly accounted for in terms of regional dialect variations across participants. TA‟s 

regional varieties are mutually intelligible but present a few differences that include object 

names. Therefore, one object may have a different dominant name from one speaker‟s 

region to another (for example, a faucet is named /sabɛlɑ/ in the capital city Tunis and 

/ʃɪʃmɑ/ in other Tunisian regions). It is also noteworthy that some of the items showing an 

H value of .0 had a percentage slightly below 100 (e.g., barrel has an H value of .0 but 72% 

NA).This is due to the fact that some pictures had naming failures (mostly no responses).  

Three pictures had 0% NA, namely the participants‟ responses were all different and 

no single most common name could be identified. One of these pictures (fire hydrant) 

failed to elicit a response from any of the participants, which can be explained by the fact 

that this object has no name in TA and is unfamiliar in a Tunisian context (M = 2.46, SD = 

1.35). Seventeen pictures in the set were misidentified (for example, the modal name for 

the picture of a thimble was ًَيْط [bucket]) due to the unfamiliarity of these objects in a 

Tunisian context (M= 2.63, SD = 1.17). Nine out of these 17 pictures were in the list of 52 

pictures excluded from the FREQ and IMA tasks. Additionally, 42 pictures were given 

French names by participants (for example, the modal name for the picture of a screwdriver 

was its French equivalent, tournevis). Eighteen of these were in the excluded 52-picture set, 
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the rest have existing names in TA, albeit less frequent (M = 3.79, SD = 1.60). For example, 

the modal name of the picture of a hat was the French word chapeau, while the intended 

TA name for this object was: ؽْتُٛنَح َِ . This reflects the marked interaction of French with 

TA in Tunisia (Daoud, 2001). 

The results of the NA task support two methodological choices: (1) the exclusion of 

the 52 items (items number 348 to 400 in the database) from the word rating tasks, and (2) 

collecting the FREQ and IMA ratings for the intended names rather than for the modal 

ones. As explained above, 4.3% of the pictures‟ modal names reflected misidentifications 

of the objects represented by the pictures, and 10.5% were in French. Therefore, in order to 

obtain ratings for as many TA words corresponding to the pictures as possible, we chose to 

simply translate the English names in Cycowicz et al. (1997) into their equivalent TA 

names.  

The ratings of the FAM and FREQ tasks indicate that pictures and their names were 

partially familiar to TA subjects (M = 3.51, SD = 0.72 and M = 3.98, SD = 1.17, 

respectively). The IMA task data, on the other hand, show that most names easily evoked a 

mental image to participants (M = 5.73, SD = 0.84), which is not surprising seeing that all 

names in the set represent concrete objects. 

Table 1: Summary statistics for all TA variables 

 
NA/H NA% FAM IMA FREQ phWL syllWL 

Mean (M) 1.19 59.07 3.51 5.72 3.97 5.83 2.19 

Median 1.21 60.00 3.56 5.98 3.98 6.00 2.00 

Standard deviation (SD) 0.84 28.69 0.72 0.83 1.17 2.05 0.88 

Asymmetry 0.21 -0.14 -0.19 -1.92 0.05 1.34 0.66 

Kurtosis -0.91 -1.22 -0.70 4.35 -0.66 2.16 0.44 

Range 3.32 100 3.25 4.95 5.40 11.00 4.00 

Minimum value 0.00 0.00 1.67 1.80 1.44 3.00 1.00 

Maximum value 3.32 100 4.92 6.75 6.84 14.00 5.00 

25th percentile 0.4 40 3.08 5.46 3.12 4 2 

75th percentile 1.76 88 4.12 6.27 4.84 7 3 

Interquartile range 1.37 48.00 1.04 0.81 1.72 3.00 1.00 

Note: N = 400 for NA and FAM, N = 348 for IMA, FREQ, phWL, and syllWL; H, information statistic; NA, 

name agreement; NA%, name agreement percentage; FAM, familiarity; IMA, imageability; FREQ, subjective 

frequency; phWL, word length in number of phonemes; syllWL, word length in number of syllables. 
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2.3.2 Correlations among TA variables 

Correlational analyses were conducted among all TA variables (NA% and H, FAM, 

IMA, and FREQ). Three items were removed from the percentage NA data (the ones that 

have 0% NA) and one from the NA/H data (fire hydrant, which elicited no names) when 

doing the analyses.  

The correlation matrix is presented in Table 2. Significant correlations were found 

among all of the abovementioned variables (all ps < .01). As expected and as found in 

previous studies (Alario & Ferrand, 1999; Manoiloff et al., 2010), a strong negative 

correlation (r = -.91) was found between the two measures of NA, NA/H and NA %. A 

strong positive correlation was also found between FAM and FREQ (r = .74). The weakest 

correlation was between FREQ and NA/H (r = -.35). Additionally, moderate correlations 

were found among the rest of the variables. 

The strong relationship found between FAM of the pictures and their names in TA 

seems to indicate that the names of the most familiar objects are also the most frequently 

used and heard in daily communication. The positive significant and moderate correlations 

between IMA and both FAM (r = .53) and FREQ (r = .69) indicate that the most familiar 

objects‟ names are also the quickest to evoke a mental image. The positive correlations 

between FREQ and both measures of NA suggest that retrieval of the picture names was 

easier when objects and their names were more frequent, which is expected, as both of 

these variables have an effect on picture naming. 

Correlations were also performed between all four TA variables and WL (both 

phWL and syllWL). Most correlations were significant at p < .01 (phWL and FAM were 

significant at p < .05), except for the correlation between FAM and syllWL (p = .06). The 

strongest correlation was found between phWL and syllWL in (r = .88) and the weakest 

between IMA and syllWL (r = -.15). All other correlations were weak and negative.  

The significant and negative correlations found between WL (both phWL and 

syllWL) and both IMA and FREQ, albeit weak, suggest that most frequent words are also 

shorter and evoke a mental image more quickly. The significant and positive correlations 

between NA/H and WL (phWL and syllWL) indicate that longer words are more inclined 
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to have other possible names. The significant and negative correlation between NA% and 

WL (phWL and syllWL) variables suggests that the longer the word, the more difficult it is 

to name it. 

Table 2: Correlations among all TA variables 

 
NA/H NA% FAM IMA FREQ phWL syllWL 

NA/H 1       

NA % -.91
**

 1      

FAM -.39
**

 .52
**

 1     

IMA -.40
**

 .54
**

 .53
**

 1    

 FREQ -.35
**

 .49
**

 .73
**

 .69
**

 1   

phWL .21
**

 -.24
**

 -.13
*
 -,22

**
 -.33

**
 1  

syllWL .21
**

 -.22
** 

-.100 -.15
**

 -.25
**

 .88
**

 1 

Note: H, information statistic; NA, name agreement; NA %, name agreement percentage; FAM, familiarity; 

IMA, imageability; FREQ, subjective frequency; phWL, word length in number of phonemes, ; syllWL, word 

length in number of syllables.  

*p < .05 

**p < .01. 

 

2.3.3 TA versus English, French, and Spanish norms 

Table 3 presents descriptive data for NA, FAM, IMA, and FREQ in TA, French, 

English, and Spanish. Comparisons and correlations between TA and both French and 

Spanish norms were carried for NA and FAM (taken from Alario & Ferrand, 1999 and 

Manoiloff et al., 2010, respectively) for the whole 400-picture set. Additionally, we carried 

comparisons and correlations between the present NA and FAM norms and English ones on 

the 260 pictures in common. Seeing that FREQ and IMA ratings were not available for the 

whole set, we extracted the stimuli for which norms were available in French, Spanish and 

English (see Table 3 for details). 

From a descriptive point of view, the most important differences were between the 

two measures of NA in TA and other languages. The NA/H value was much higher and 

NA% much lower in TA than in English, French, and Spanish. With respect to FAM, TA 

ratings were higher than the French ones. However, there were no remarkable differences 

between TA and English FAM ratings. Overall, pictures were rated as being more familiar 
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to the Tunisian sample. There were no differences of note between TA ratings and those in 

other languages for FREQ and IMA. 

The correlation matrix between the ratings collected for TA and English, French and 

Spanish norms is presented in Table 4. Significant (at .01 and .05 levels) and positive 

correlations were found between norms in TA and other languages, except for IMA in 

Spanish (p = .09). The strongest correlations were found between TA and both French and 

English norms of FAM (rs = .70 and .78, respectively). All other correlations were weak to 

moderate. 

The weak correlations found between TA and French, English and Spanish 

measures of NA as well as the comparison between descriptive data for this variable in all 

languages suggest that it was much more difficult to generate a single most common name 

for TA speakers than for English, French, or Spanish ones. The association between TA 

and other languages for FAM and FREQ seems to indicate that pictures and their names are 

equally familiar for Tunisian speakers and speakers of other languages. IMA and NA seem 

to be the most influenced by cultural context and language in our TA database since they 

both present the weakest correlations with norms in the other languages. In other words, it 

seems that the ability to generate names for the objects represented by the pictures (i.e., 

NA) or mental images for the names of the objects (i.e., IMA) highly depends on language. 

This is in line with similar comparisons performed in previous normative studies where NA 

has been shown to be the most affected by cultural differences (Alario & Ferrand, 1999; 

Dell‟acqua et al., 2000; Manoiloff et al., 2010; Sanfeliu & Fernandez, 1996). 

Table 3: Mean (M) and standard deviation (SD) for all variables in TA, French, English, and Spanish 

 TA  French  English  Spanish 

M SD  M SD  M SD  M SD 

NA/H 1.20 0.84  0.35 0.43  0.56 0.53  0.71 0.62 

NA % 59 29  84 21  86 14  81 21 

FAM 3.51 0.72  2.70 1.21  3.29 0.96  2.81 1.08 

IMA 5.76 0.80  6.32 0.87  5.95 0.33  6.08 0.51 

FREQ 4.05 1.17  3.90 1.27  5.38 0.60  5.77 0.90 

Note: NA/H, name agreement information statistic; NA%, name agreement percentage; FAM, familiarity; 

IMA, imageability; FREQ, subjective frequency.  
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Table 4: Correlations between TA and French, English and Spanish norms for NA, FAM, IMA, and 

FREQ 

 French English Spanish 

    

NA/H .28
**

 .39
**

 .14
**

 

NA % .29
**

 .36
**

 .15
**

 

FAM .69
**

 .78
**

 .32
**

 

IMA .12
*
 .18

**
 .09 

 FREQ .21
**

 .66
**

 .48
**

 

Note: NA/H, name agreement information statistic; NA % , name agreement percentage; FAM, familiarity; 

IMA, imageability; FREQ, subjective frequency.  For NA and FAM, comparisons between TA and both 

Spanish and French norms are for all 400 pictures and for 260 pictures in the comparison with English norms. 

For IMA and FREQ, comparisons were carried out on 320 words for French, 189 and 193 words for Spanish, 

and 199 and 203 words for English. 

*p < .05 

**p < .01 

 

2.4 Conclusion 

The aim of the present study was to create an extensive standardized database of 

400 pictures and 348 words for TA. The database contains norms for five important 

psycholinguistic variables: NA, FAM, IMA, FREQ and WL (phWL and syllWL). 

Evidence has shown that each of these variables influences different stages of 

language processing in different experimental tasks and in different languages. NA, the 

degree to which the speakers of a language agree on the names of objects, has consistently 

been shown to be the most robust determinant of naming latencies in picture-naming tasks 

(e.g., Alario et al., 2004). The effect of FAM in this task is somehow mitigated but some 

studies have found a significant influence of this variable. For example, Hirsh and Funnell 

(1995) have identified FAM as a strong predictor of picture naming latencies in semantic 

dementia patients. The influence of this variable has somehow been equated to that of 

FREQ with each variable affecting different stages of processing. While the FAM effect 

can be located at the level of semantic activation, FREQ has been known to significantly 

affect reaction times in picture-naming, reading, and lexical decision tasks (e.g., Davies et 

al., 2013). WL has also been found to affect word reading. For example, Davies et al. 
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(2013) found that the reading performance of healthy and dyslexic Spanish children was 

affected by WL with longer words taking more time to be read.  

The influence of the abovementioned variables on processing in Arabic has been the 

object of little or no inquiry. The present database thus offers the opportunity to investigate 

the effects of each of the five variables in a spoken variety of Arabic. To the best of our 

knowledge, this study is the first to offer such a sizeable normative database for Arabic and 

will be of great use in research involving this language. It provides the means to proper 

control in experimental studies involving Arabic-speaking subjects, both healthy and 

impaired, and will allow their comparability with other intra- and cross-linguistic studies. 
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Chapter 3: The bilingual ‘hard problem’ in spoken word 

production among Arabic-French bilinguals 

Résumé 

Bien qu‟il y ait un consensus dans la littérature au sujet de l‟activation interlinguistique 

pendant la production de mots chez les bilingues, la notion de compétition lexicale demeure 

matière à débat. La présente étude avait pour objectif d‟investiguer la nature du processus 

de sélection lexicale dans deux contextes expérimentaux différents (unilingue vs. bilingue) 

chez des bilingues tardifs qui sont modérément compétents dans leur L2 et dont les deux 

langues sont typologiquement distantes : l‟arabe tunisien (AT) et le français. Nous avons 

employé la tâche d‟interférence image-mot dans deux expériences où des bilingues AT-

français devaient nommer des images dans leur L2 (français) tout en ignorant des 

distracteurs en L2 (Expérience 1; contexte unilingue) ou en L1, AT (Expérience 2; contexte 

bilingue). Les résultats ont révélé des interactions inter-linguistiques significatives dans 

l‟Expérience 2 mais absentes dans l‟Expérience 1. Ces résultats indiquent que la présence 

de compétition inter-linguistique lors de la sélection lexicale dépend du contexte langagier 

et que la langue non-cible interfère avec la production dans la langue cible dans le contexte 

expérimental bilingue mais pas dans le contexte unilingue. Cette étude vient donc soutenir 

la théorie selon laquelle la sélection lexicale chez les bilingues serait un processus 

dynamique pouvant fonctionner de façon spécifique ou non-spécifique à la langue, et ce 

dépendamment de certaines variables (dont l‟une est le contexte langagier). 
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Abstract 

While there is general consensus in the literature on the presence of cross-language 

activation during bilingual word production, cross-language competition during lexical 

selection remains a matter of debate. The present study aimed to investigate the nature of 

the lexical selection process in two different language experimental settings (monolingual 

vs. bilingual) among late moderately proficient bilinguals whose two languages are 

typologically distant: Tunisian Arabic (TA) and French. In two picture-word interference 

experiments TA-French bilinguals were asked to name pictures in their L2 (French) while 

ignoring distractors in L2 (Experiment 1; monolingual setting) or L1, TA (Experiment 2; 

bilingual setting). Results showed significant cross-language interactions present in 

Experiment 2 but absent from Experiment 1. These findings indicate that the presence of 

cross-language competition depends on the language setting and that the non-target 

language interferes with production in the target language in a bilingual experimental 

setting but not in a monolingual one. This study provides some evidence for the idea that 

bilingual lexical selection is a dynamic process that can operate in a language-specific or 

non-specific way depending on language context, among other variables. 
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3.1 Introduction 

As in monolinguals, spoken word production among bilinguals typically involves 

the retrieval of the lexical entry corresponding to the concept. During this process of lexical 

selection the semantic features of the target concept spread activation to the target lemma 

and other lexical entities sharing some of the target concept‟s semantic features. These 

lemmas will spread activation to their corresponding lexemes which in turn will activate 

phonologically related lexemes and their corresponding lemmas (Levelt et al., 1999). All 

these representations then compete with each other for selection and the lexical item that 

achieves the highest level of activation is selected (Dell, 1990). This process is more 

complicated among bilinguals, as representations from both languages are activated. For 

example, when a French-English bilingual tries to name the picture of a cat, the equivalent 

lexical representations of both languages, chat and cat, as well as other related lemmas and 

lexemes will be activated (e.g., souris, château; mouse, castle), regardless of the language 

the bilingual intends to speak in. Key evidence for this cross-language activation has been 

provided by several studies (Colomé & Miozzo, 2010; Colomé, 2001; Hermans et al., 

2011). If several lexical alternatives from both languages are activated, how, then, are 

bilinguals successfully able to produce speech in the intended language? More to the point 

is lexical competition during bilingual spoken word production restricted to the target-

language lexicon or does it involve lexical items from both languages? One view (Costa & 

Caramazza, 1999) posits that bilingual lexical selection is language-specific, which means 

that competition during lexical selection is restricted to the target language‟s lexicon. 

Another view (Green, 1998; Hermans et al., 1998) holds that bilingual lexical selection 

proceeds in a language-nonspecific manner, namely that lexical competition is cross-

linguistic.  

Thus far, experimental studies investigating the nature of bilingual lexical selection 

have yielded conflicting and inconclusive evidence. Among the first of such studies is 

Hermans et al.‟s (1998) seminal picture-word interference (PWI) study. The authors 

hypothesized that target and non-target language lexical items are both activated and 

compete for selection during bilingual lexical access.  
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In two experiments, Dutch-English highly-proficient bilinguals named pictures in 

their L2 (English) while ignoring auditory distractor words in L2 (Experiment 1) or L1 

(Dutch) (Experiment 2). Distractors were either semantically or phonologically related to 

the picture name in English. For the purposes of their study, Hermans et al. (1998) 

developed a new type of distractors that are phonologically related to the name of the 

picture in the non-target language. For example, they would present the picture of a 

mountain with the distractor « bench » which is related to the name of the picture in Dutch 

(« berg »). The authors hypothesized that the distractor not only activates the lemma and 

lexeme of « bench » but also that of « berg » which is, potentially, a competitor to 

« mountain ». Therefore, the authors assumed that this distractor (called phono-Dutch in 

their study and subsequently dubbed as „phono-translation‟ in other studies) will result in 

an interference effect indicating that « mountain » and « berg » do indeed enter into lexical 

competition. Finally, an unrelated distractor condition was also presented. In addition, the 

delay between the picture and the distractor presentation (stimulus onset asynchrony or 

SOA) was also varied with four SOAs of -300, -150 before the presentation of the picture, 

0 ms (i.e., the distractor and the picture were presented simultaneously), and 150 ms after 

picture onset. This was done in order to determine the probable locus of cross-linguistic 

interaction.  

The processing stage at which the distractor interacts with the target picture name 

will differ depending on the SOA at which it is presented. For example, when the semantic 

condition is presented before or at the same time as the picture, the distractor lemma should 

interfere with the picture‟s lemma selection process (Indefrey & Levelt, 2004). Following 

the same logic, the semantic distractor should not yield any effects when it is presented at a 

later SOA (e.g. 150 ms after picture onset) because the target lemma will have been 

selected and the picture name will be at the lexeme retrieval stage (Hall, 2011). In the 

phonological condition, when the distractor is presented 150 ms after picture onset, naming 

latencies are faster than in the unrelated condition (i.e., the phonological distractor 

facilitates naming) (Indefrey & Levelt, 2004; Roelofs, 1997). Surprisingly, this effect is 

also observed at early SOAs (Hermans et al., 1998). Thus, the phonological distractor 

seems to facilitate both the lemma and lexeme retrieval stages. Finally, interference effects 

caused by the phono-translation distractors have been observed at SOAs -150 and 0 ms 
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(Costa et al., 2003, Experiment 1; Hermans et al., 1998; Hoshino & Thierry, 2011), as well 

as SOA +150 ms (Costa et al., 2003).  

The phono-translation effect has two possible loci: semantic and phonological. 

Seeing that the semantic interference effect has its locus at the lemma retrieval stage of 

lexical access (Indefrey & Levelt, 2004; Roelofs, 1992), if the phono-translation effect is 

observed at the same SOAs at which semantic interference is observed (i.e., early SOAs), 

then one may assume that the interference takes place at the lemma selection process. 

However, if the effect is also observed at later SOAs (at which phonological facilitation 

appears) then the phono-translation interference is assumed to extend to the lexeme 

retrieval stage (Hermans et al., 1998). This phono-translation effect became the most 

important index of cross-language lexical competition in the PWI task. 

Hermans et al. (1998) found a weak phono-translation effect in Experiment 1, where 

the task was purely monolingual, as it was found only in the by-participant analysis in SOA 

0 ms. In Experiment 2 (bilingual experimental setting), however, the effect was more 

robust. The authors concluded that lemmas (and subsequently, the lexemes) from both 

languages are activated and enter into competition during bilingual lexical access. To 

account for this difference in the phono-translation effects observed in Experiments 1 and 

2, Hermans et al. (1998) proposed two possible explanations. First they argued that the 

unreliable phono-translation effect obtained in Experiment 1 could possibly be due to the 

small overlap between the first phonemes of the English phono-translation distractor and 

the initial phonemes of the Dutch picture name. Second, they put forth that the robust 

phono-translation effect observed in Experiment 2 could be due to the strong activation 

received by the non-target language from the L1 distractor. The authors draw support for 

this idea from Grosjean‟s (2001) language mode hypothesis according to which, in 

bilinguals, the target language is much more activated than the non-target language in a 

monolingual mode (i.e., when only one language is used), whereas both languages are 

highly activated in a bilingual mode (i.e., a setting where both languages are present). 

However, in their study, the phono-translation interference effect was not completely 

absent in their first experiment where the experimental setting was monolingual. However, 
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since the effect found in Hermans et al. (1998) was not robust, no strong conclusions could 

be drawn with regards to the nature of the bilingual lexical selection process.  

Two other studies replicated the phono-translation effect (Costa et al., 2003; 

Hoshino & Thierry, 2011) found in Hermans et al‟s (1998) first experiment. However, in 

Costa et al.‟s (2003) study, the effect was again significant only in the by-participant 

analysis and marginal in the by-items analysis. Hoshino and Thierry (2011) conducted a 

similar experiment with 27 highly proficient Spanish-English bilinguals but with only one 

SOA at 0 ms and found a significant phono-translation effect. However, the repetition of 

picture names as distractors in their stimulus set seems to have created some 

methodological issues that caused interference instead of facilitation to appear in the 

phonological condition. It is also possible that the observed interference effect in these 

reported studies was due to the proximity of both language subsystems (e.g., English and 

Dutch in Hermans et al., 1998). van Heuven, Conklin, Coderre, Guo, & Dijkstra (2011) 

have found that cross-language similarity may play a role in cross-language interactions in 

a Stroop task. 

Another study was conducted with highly proficient bilinguals whose languages 

were typologically distant, i.e. Persian and French (Deravi, 2009). To the best of our 

knowledge, this study has been the only one to address this issue in the PWI task with such 

different languages. Deravi (2009) studied bilingual lexical selection in three experiments. 

In the first two, participants named pictures in their L2 (French) while ignoring distractors 

in their L1 (Persian). Distractors were presented auditorily in experiment 1 and visually in 

experiments 2 and 3. In the third experiment, pictures were to be named in L1 and auditory 

distractors were presented in L2. All three experiments produced conflicting results that 

were very difficult to interpret as indexing a language-specific or a language-nonspecific 

selection mechanism. Most notably, the phono-translation condition yielded conflicting 

results with facilitation instead of interference at SOA -150 ms, and an interference effect at 

SOA +150 ms. This inconclusive set of results obtained in Deravi (2009) may stem from 

some of the methodological issues present in the study (for example, a number of 

psycholinguistic variables like word frequency were not controlled for in this study).  
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In the present study, we aimed to investigate the lexical selection process among 

bilinguals whose languages are typologically distant: Tunisian Arabic (TA) and French 

using the PWI task in two experiments, as in Hermans et al. (1998). In Experiment 1, the 

language setting is entirely monolingual, whereas in Experiment 2 it is bilingual. This 

allowed us to investigate whether language experimental setting influenced how processing 

operates among bilinguals. We predicted that if bilingual lexical selection is a language-

nonspecific process, we should observe the phono-translation effect in both Experiments 1 

and 2. We also predicted that in both experiments we should observe a semantic 

interference and a phonological facilitation effects as in previous PWI studies (Costa et al., 

2003; Hermans et al., 1998). 

3.2 Experiment 1: Bilingual word production in a monolingual setting 

In this experiment, TA-French bilinguals named pictures in their L2 (French) while 

ignoring an L2 auditory distractor. The aim of this experiment was to investigate cross-

language activation and competition in a purely monolingual experimental setting where 

the non-target language (TA) was absent.  

If cross-language competition extends to a purely monolingual setting (as in 

Hoshino & Thierry, 2011), a phono-translation interference effect (i.e., slower naming 

latencies in the phono-translation condition relative to the unrelated condition) is predicted. 

The phono-translation distractor will activate the picture name in the non-target language, 

thus causing it to interfere with the selection of the picture name in the target language. 

Additionally, semantic interference (i.e., slower naming latencies in the semantic condition 

relative to the unrelated condition) as well as a phonological facilitation effects (i.e., faster 

naming latencies in the phonological condition relative to the unrelated one) are also 

predicted. 

3.2.1 Method 

3.2.1.1 Participants 

Twenty-four TA-French bilinguals students at Université Laval, Quebec City, 

Canada, participated in Experiment 1 (age: M = 27.3 years old, SD = 3.6, range = 22-36 

years old; education: M = 19.7 years of education, SD = 2). Participants received a 
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monetary compensation for their participation (20 $) and signed two consent forms (in 

French) of the ethics committee of the Centre de recherche de l‟Institut universitaire en 

santé mentale de Québec (CRIUSMQ). The first form, signed before the experiment began, 

made only partial divulgation of the aims of the experiment, as it informed participants that 

the research was on language processing. The second form, signed at the end of the 

experiment, informed the participants of the real aims of the research (i.e., to investigate 

bilingual language processing). All were native speakers of TA and learned French as a 

second language at primary school (M = 7.1 years old, SD   1.3). Participants‟ proficiency 

was assessed by means of self-ratings on a 7-point Likert scale as part of a language history 

questionnaire (Grosjean, personal communication) and, following (Primativo et al., (2013), 

a lexical decision task used as a vocabulary test.  

The lexical decision task used in this study was developed by Karel Potvin 

(unpublished master‟s essay, 2013). It consisted of 120 low-frequency words and 120 non-

words. Participants were asked to decide whether a given stimulus was a real word in 

French or not by pressing the button corresponding to their response on the keyboard. The 

task was run on the DMDX software (Forster & Forster, 2003) as follows: a fixation point 

appeared for 400 ms after which the stimulus appeared at the center of the screen for 1500 

ms or until participants responded. 

A proficiency score was computed for each participant from their performance on 

the lexical decision test using Meara‟s (1992) ΔM formula: 

   

   
  

 

 
      

where h = proportion of correctly recognized words (hit rate), and f = proportion of 

incorrectly accepted non-words (false alarm rate). ΔM was introduced by Meara (1992) as a 

score reflecting L2 vocabulary size based on performance in lexical decision tasks. This 

score ranges from 0 to 1 and represents the proportion of words within the range that is 

known by the participant (Lemhöfer & Broersma, 2012). 

 The results indicate that our TA-French bilinguals were moderately proficient (M = 

0.28 ΔM, SD = 0.24). Highly-proficient bilinguals have a large vocabulary size, often 
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almost equivalent to that of their L1. By contrast, moderately proficient bilinguals have a 

smaller vocabulary, i.e., know much fewer words especially in the low-frequency range 

(Primativo et al., 2013), as indicated by our participants‟ scores in the lexical decision task. 

Our participants are therefore at an intermediary level of L2 proficiency, namely they are 

more proficient than speakers who just began learning French and whose vocabulary 

knowledge is very limited in that language but not as proficient as L2 speakers who have an 

extensive and near-native mastery of the language. The self-ratings, however, indicated a 

higher level of L2 proficiency (see Table 5).   

It has been demonstrated that lexical decision is a more reliable measure of L2 

vocabulary size than self-ratings, especially in experimental contexts (Lemhöfer & 

Broersma, 2012). In several studies investigating bilingual word processing, researchers 

relied on this measure to assess their bilingual‟s sample lexical proficiency in L2 (e.g., 

Christoffels et al., 2007; Hermans et al., 1998; Primativo et al., 2013). Similarly, we chose 

to take the lexical decision score as a measure of participants‟ proficiency. This is 

especially relevant seeing that the lexical decision task was used to assess vocabulary size 

and that the present study focuses on bilinguals‟ mental lexicon. Their lexical proficiency is 

then what is most relevant here. 

Table 5: Self-assessed proficiency on a 7-point Likert scale in L2 for participants in Experiment 1 

 Mean SD  

   

Production 5.58 1.14 

Comprehension 6.46 0.78 

Writing 5.71 1.00 

Reading 6.42 0.83 

 

3.2.1.2 Materials 

The target stimuli were 22 line-drawings of common objects for the main 

experiment and eight pictures for the training session. All pictures were selected from 

Alario & Ferrand‟s (1999) French normative database. They were matched for familiarity 

and name agreement. Values for these variables were taken from Alario and Ferrand‟s 

normative database (1999). 
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Four French words were selected for each picture to serve as distractors in the 

following conditions: (1) phono-translation (the distractor is phonologically related to the 

picture name in the non-target language), for example, chapeau /ʃapo/ (hat) (target picture: 

a candle, bougie in French; TA name: /ʃamʢɑ/); (2) semantic (the distractor and target 

picture are semantically related), for example, ampoule (light bulb) for the target picture of 

a candle; (3) phonological (the distractor holds a phonological relationship with the picture 

name in the target language), for example, bouée (rubber ring) for the target picture of a 

bougie; and (4) unrelated (the distractor holds no relation of any kind to the picture name), 

for example, feuille (leaf). Following Hermans et al. (1998), special care was taken to 

ensure that the association between the semantic distractor and the target was not too 

strong, as a strong semantic relationship could result in facilitation rather than interference. 

Also, the semantic distractor was not phonologically related to the picture name in either 

language (for example, semantically related pairs such as chien-chat [dog-cat] were not 

included since they are also phonologically related in French). Finally, phonological and 

phono-translation distractors were not semantically related to the target picture. All 

distractors were non-cognates and were matched for subjective frequency, imageability, 

and word length (in number of phonemes, letters, and syllables). Values for these 

psycholinguistic variables were taken from the lexical database for French, Lexique 3.0 

(New, Pallier, & Ferrand, 2005) and Ferrand et al.‟s (2008) estimates. All distractors were 

spoken by a native French speaker. A list of picture names in French, their translation in 

English as well as the distractors used in each condition are presented in Appendix C. 

3.2.1.3 Procedure 

A 4 (distractor type: phono-translation, semantic, phonological, and unrelated) x 3 

(SOA: -150, 0, and +150 ms) within-participants factorial design was used. The distractor 

was presented 150 ms before picture onset, at the same time as the picture (0 ms), and 150 

ms after picture onset.  

Stimulus presentation was blocked by SOA condition, i.e., in each block there was 

only one SOA condition. Each of the three SOA conditions was further divided into four 

blocks of 22 trials each. All 22 pictures were presented once within a given block. Thus, in 

each SOA condition, each picture was seen four times, each with a different distractor.  
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The order of presentation of the three SOA conditions was counterbalanced across 

participants. There were, then, six possible SOA combinations and an equal number of 

participants were presented with each one of these combinations. Block order presentation 

within a given SOA condition, as well as the order of the trials within the blocks, was 

randomized across participants.  

Participants were tested individually in a sound-proof room at Centre Apprentiss, 

Faculté de médecine, Université Laval. Before the experiment began, participants were 

explicitly asked to communicate with the experimenter only in French (the target language) 

and not to use their native language until the end of the experiment. Additionally, all 

experimental instructions were given in French to ensure that the non-target language (TA) 

was completely absent from the experiment, as in Hoshino and Thierry (2011). Participants 

were seated in front of a computer monitor. Similar to Hermans et al. (1998), a 

familiarization phase preceded the experimental session. Each participant was presented 

with a booklet of 30 pictures (including the 22 pictures involved in the experiment). The 

name of each picture was printed in French underneath it and participants were asked to use 

only these words to name the pictures. After participants saw all drawings, they were 

presented with another booklet with the same line-drawings, this time without the printed 

word, and were instructed to name these pictures. Next, a practice block of 8 trials was 

administered. The experimental blocks followed and participants were allowed to take 

regular breaks between blocks. 

The DMDX software (Forster & Forster, 2003) was used to present the stimuli and 

record the response onset by means of a headset with a microphone. The naming latencies 

were measured from picture onset until response onset. Each trial started with a blank 

screen that lasted for 1000 ms and was followed by a fixation point (*) that appeared on the 

centre of the screen and remained for 500 ms. After the fixation point, a blank screen 

appeared for 500 ms after which the picture appeared on the centre of the screen and 

remained there for a maximum of 2000 ms. The distractor was spoken through the 

headphones either 150 ms before the picture appeared on the screen (i.e., 350 ms after the 

fixation point), at the same time, or 150 ms after picture onset. All RTs were extracted from 

recorded responses using the CheckVocal programme (Protopapas, 2007).  
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Once the experimental session was finished, participants were allowed to take a 

break and were then asked to do the lexical decision task and fill in the language history 

questionnaire.  

3.2.1.4 Data analysis 

The linear mixed effects modeling approach, a type of analysis that controls for the 

crossed random effects of participants and items (Baayen, Davidson, & Bates, 2008) with 

distractor type (semantic, phonological, phono-translation, and unrelated) and SOA (-150, 0 

and 150 ms) as within subjects factors was used for data analysis. Reaction times (RTs) 

were introduced in the model as dependent variables. Error rates (Experiment 1 mean 

percentage: 3.58%; Experiment 2 mean percentage: 4.04%) were not high enough to allow 

for analysis in either experiment.  

Comparisons of each of the phono-translation, semantic and phonological distractor 

conditions with the unrelated one were also carried out to establish any effects of the 

phono-translation, semantic and phonological distractors. Data analyses were run in 

SPSS22.  

3.2.2 Results 

Mispronunciation errors were removed from the analysis of RTs along with 

responses that were 3 standard deviations above or below each participant‟s overall mean. 

This resulted in the exclusion of 5.57% of the total data.  

Tables 6 and 7 show the mixed model analysis estimates and tests of fixed effects 

by RTs. Distractor type significantly affected RTs (ps < .05). The phonological distractor 

(M = 749.14 ms, SD = 195.49) was significantly faster than the unrelated condition (M = 

765.08 ms, SD = 194.46). No significant differences were found between the unrelated and 

the phono-translation or semantic conditions. Also, SOA affected RTs. SOA 0 ms (M = 

786.32 ms, SD = 197.60) was significantly slower than the other two SOA conditions (SOA 

-150 ms: M = 741.28, SD = 177.35; SOA +150 ms: M = 748.35, SD = 205.67).  The 

interaction distractor x SOA did not reach significance.  
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Table 6: Mixed model analysis estimates and tests of fixed effects in Experiment 1 

Parameter F Numerator df 

Demoninator 

df Sig. 

Intercept 1026.76 1 27.39 0.000* 

SOA 47.80 2 5876.25 0.000* 

Distractor type 3.758 3 5878.05 0.010* 

SOA x Distractor type .65 6 5876.19 0.694 

*p < .01 

. 

Table 7: Mixed model analysis estimates and tests of simple effects for Distractor and SOA in 

Experiment 1 

Parameter F Numerator df 

Denominator 

df Sig. 

Distractor 1 vs 4 0.01 1 2907.78 0.910 

Distractor 2 vs 4 2.37 1 2917.30 0.124 

Distractor 3 vs 4 8.75 1 2935.72 0.003* 

SOA 1 vs 2 91.60 1 3898.41 0.000* 

SOA 1 vs 3 2.71 1 3925.34 0.100 

SOA 2 vs 3 53.87 1 3885.33 0.000* 

Note: Distractor 1, phono-translation distractor; distractor 2, semantic distractor; distractor 3, phonological 

distractor; distractor 4, unrelated distractor; SOA 1, SOA -150 ms; SOA 2, SOA 0 ms; SOA 3, SOA +150 ms. 

*p < .01 

3.2.3 Discussion 

The results of Experiment 1 show that the phono-translation and semantic 

distractors have no significant effects on naming latencies. Only the phonological distractor 

speeded naming latencies. As in previous studies with both bilinguals and monolinguals 

(e.g., Costa et al., 2003; Hermans et al., 1998; Schriefers, Meyer, & Levelt, 1990), the 

phonological distractor facilitated naming. 

The absence of a phono-translation interference effect seems to indicate that the 

lexical selection process proceeded in a language-specific way. The semantic distractor also 

failed to interfere with the target picture. This may be due to the low proficiency level of 

the participants. If the semantic distractors presented in their L2 are unfamiliar to 

participants, the expected interference caused by the semantic relationship between the 

distractor and the picture would fail to occur. This is because the distractor has a very low 

level of activation in the participant‟s lexicon and does not enable her/him to access the 
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related concept and by extension its semantic network. If this hypothesis holds, we should 

observe a semantic interference effect in the second experiment where the semantic 

distractor is presented in L1 and is therefore present in the participant‟s lexicon as part of 

the semantic network of the target. 

3.3 Experiment 2: Bilingual word production in a bilingual setting 

In the first experiment we investigated whether there is cross-language competition 

during bilingual lexical selection in an entirely monolingual experimental setting. Results 

showed no interference effects, seemingly indicating that lexical selection among 

moderately proficient TA-French bilinguals is language-specific in a monolingual context. 

To see whether the lexical selection process functioned similarly or differently in a 

bilingual experimental setting, we conducted a second experiment where both languages 

(TA and French) were present in the task. If bilingual lexical selection is a dynamic process 

influenced by language setting as some theories suggest (e.g., Grosjean, 2013; Hermans et 

al., 2011; Kroll et al., 2006), then we expect to observe cross-language competition in this 

experiment. 

TA-French bilinguals named pictures in their L2 (French) while ignoring an 

auditory distractor in their L1 (TA).  If there is cross-language competition in a bilingual 

experimental setting, then longer naming latencies in the phono-translation condition (as 

compared to the unrelated one) should be observed. Additionally, if cross-language 

activation extends to the lexeme level, then the phonological facilitation effect reflected in 

faster naming latencies in the phonological condition should be observed. Finally, lexical 

competition at the lemma level should result in a semantic interference effect with slower 

naming latencies in the semantic condition. 

3.3.1 Method 

3.3.1.1 Participants 

Twenty-four TA-French bilinguals students at Université Laval participated in this 

experiment (age: M = 27.2 years old, SD = 4.1 years old, range = 21-37 years old; 

education: M = 18.4 years of education, SD = 1.7 years). Participants received a monetary 

compensation for their participation (20 $). All were native speakers of TA and learned 
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French as a second language at primary school (M = 7.2 years old, SD = 1.1 years old). 

Participants‟ proficiency was assessed in the same way as in Experiment 1. The lexical 

decision score indicated a moderate level of L2 proficiency for this group of TA-French 

bilinguals as well (M = 0.29 ΔM, SD = 0.16). As in Experiment 1, the self-ratings indicated 

a higher level of proficiency (see Table 8). 

3.3.1.2 Materials 

The same 30 pictures used in Experiment1 (22 for the main experiment and 8 for the 

practice session) were used in Experiment 2. TA phono-translation (e.g., /ʃabka/ [net] for 

the picture of a candle [bougie in French, /ʃamʢɑ/ in TA]), semantic (e.g., /ʔambu:ba/ [light 

bulb]), phonological (e.g., /bulu:na/ [screw]), and unrelated (e.g., /warqa/ [leaf]) distractors 

were constructed  for this experiment (the full list of stimuli is in Appendix C). They were 

matched for subjective frequency, familiarity, and word length in number of phonemes in 

TA (values for these variables were taken from the TA normative database presented in 

Chapter 2 of this master‟s thesis). All distractors were recorded by a native TA speaker 

who was born and grew up in Tunis, Tunisia. 

3.3.1.3 Procedure and data analysis 

Design, general procedure and data analysis were the same as in Experiment 1.  

However, in this experiment, participants were informed from the beginning that the study 

was on bilingualism and were allowed to speak in their native language. 

Table 8: Self-assessed proficiency on a 7-point Likert scale in L2 for participants in Experiment 2 

 Experiment 2 

Mean SD 

   

Production 5.67 0.92 

Comprehension 6.42 0.58 

Writing 5.54 0.83 

Reading 6.25 0.53 
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3.3.2 Results 

Mispronunciation errors were removed from the analysis of RTs along with 

responses that were 3 standard deviations above or below each participant‟s overall mean. 

This resulted in the exclusion of 5.90% of the total data. 

Tables 9 and 10 show the mixed model analysis estimates and tests of fixed effects. 

Distractor type affected RTs (ps < .05). As can be seen in Figure 2, comparisons between 

the distractor conditions showed that RTs were significantly longer in the phono-translation 

(M = 964.72, SD = 285.94) than in the unrelated condition (M = 918.16, SD = 267.17), RTs 

in the semantic condition were significantly longer (M = 934.23, SD = 271.80) than in the 

unrelated condition and RTs in the phonological condition (M = 938.10, SD = 284.52) were 

also longer than in the unrelated condition. SOA also affected performance. In the SOAs 

comparison, SOA -150 ms was significantly faster (M = 895.06, SD = 248.78) than the 

other two and SOA 0 ms was significantly faster (M = 952.74, SD = 290.17) than SOA 3 

(M = 969.30, SD = 287.89). The interaction distractor type x SOA did not reach 

significance.  

 

Figure 2. Distractor effects as a function of SOA in Experiment 2 
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Table 9: Mixed model analysis estimates and tests of fixed effects in Experiment 2 

Parameter F Numerator df 

Demoninator 

df Sig. 

Intercept 604.06 1 25.29 0.000* 

SOA 85.44 2 5752.25 0.000* 

Distractor type 7.78 3 5755.75 0.000* 

SOA x Distractor type 0.99 6 5752.17          0.425 

*p < .01. 

Table 10: Mixed model analysis estimates and tests of simple effects for distractor and SOA in 

Experiment 2 

Parameter F Numerator df 

Denominator 

df Sig. 

Distractor 1 vs 4 33.35 1 3118        0.000* 

Distractor 2 vs 4 4.70 1 3118        0.030** 

Distractor 3 vs 4 7.35 1 3118        0.007* 

SOA 1 vs 2 31.28 1 4172        0.000* 

SOA 1 vs 3 40.48 1 4172        0.000* 

SOA 2 vs 3 0.57 1 4172        0.025** 

Note: Distractor 1, phono-translation distractor; distractor 2, semantic distractor; distractor 3, phonological 

distractor; distractor 4, unrelated distractor; SOA 1, SOA -150 ms; SOA 2, SOA 0 ms; SOA 3, SOA +150 ms. 

*p < .01. 

**p < .05. 

3.3.3 Discussion 

The results show that the phono-translation, semantic, and phonological L1 

distractors all interfered with the picture name in L2. The finding of interference in the 

semantic condition and more importantly in the phono-translation condition is of particular 

interest as it suggests the presence of cross-language activation and competition during 

spoken word processing in a bilingual experimental setting. This finding replicates that of 

Hermans et al. (1998) who also found a significant phono-translation effect in an 

experimental setting where both languages were present.  

One unexpected finding is that of interference in the phonological condition. In 

most studies using the PWI task, the phonological distractor has yielded a facilitation effect 

(Costa et al., 2003, Costa & Caramazza, 1999; Hermans et al., 1998). Only one study by 

Hoshino and Thierry (2011) has found an interference effect in the phonological condition, 

which they attributed to the repetition of the picture names as distractors in their 
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experiment. In the present study, however, there is no such repetition. The interference 

effect found in the phonological condition in the present study may be due to a variable that 

has been shown to have powerful effects on picture naming: name agreement (Alario et al., 

2004). Although the French name agreement of the pictures in our stimulus set was quite 

high, name agreement for the same pictures in TA was relatively lower (H = 0.15 in French 

vs. H = 0.84 in TA). This suggests that the alternative names of the pictures were fewer in 

French than in TA, with pictures having many possible alternative names in TA. In another 

study, we have established a 400-picture database providing norms for several 

psycholinguistic variables including name agreement. A comparison between these TA 

name agreement norms and the ones in French for the same picture set has revealed that 

name agreement is much lower in the TA database than in the French one. Thus, it seems 

that there is a greater variability in the names given to objects in TA than in French –and 

more possible candidates could be translated into greater within-language lexical 

competition-. If the competition is stronger because of the presence of so many candidates 

in L1 for the picture, then facilitation from the phonological distractors will not be 

sufficient to speed-up access to the picture name in L2 and it will take longer to resolve the 

competition (resulting in interference). This is particularly likely when the activation level 

of L1 is heightened by the bilingual context. In contrast, in the monolingual context, 

resolving the competition is easier because the L1 is strongly inhibited and so the 

facilitation from the French phonological distractors is successful.  

3.4 General discussion 

The aim of the present study was to determine whether the lexical selection process 

is language-specific or nonspecific among moderately proficient TA-French bilinguals. The 

results of both experiments taken together seem to suggest that the lexical selection process 

is modulated by the language setting. In a purely monolingual setting (Experiment 1), 

lexical selection seems to proceed in a language-specific way with lexical competition 

taking place within the target language only. On the other hand, in a bilingual experimental 

setting, namely where both languages are present (Experiment 2), lexical selection seems to 

be cross-linguistic with lexical items from both languages competing for selection. This is 

in line with Hermans et al.‟s (1998) second explanation for their effects and more 
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importantly, Kroll et al.‟s (2006) proposal that bilingual lexical selection is mainly 

language-nonspecific but may function in a language-specific way in some circumstances 

and depending on some factors. The authors list among these factors the relative activation 

levels of the two languages which can be modulated by language context (monolingual or 

bilingual) of an experimental study.  

Surprisingly, Hermans et al. (1998) found a phono-translation interference effect in 

the monolingual PWI task (naming and distractors in L2), even though, it was not robust, 

whereas, in Experiment 1 of our study it was far from significance levels (p = 0.9). These 

results are slightly counter-intuitive. Lexical competition is dependent on the activation 

levels of competitors, and so the higher the activation of the L1, the longer it takes to 

suppress it to allow selection of the L2 lexical alternative (Green, 1998). For that matter, it 

is plausible that the higher the proficiency level, the less control mechanisms are recruited 

during word production in L2 which would result in less cross-language interference 

(Abutalebi et al., 2008). One would therefore expect cross-language interference to be more 

important for unbalanced bilinguals with an intermediate level of proficiency in their L2 

(which implicates a much higher level of resting activation for L1 than L2) than for highly 

proficient bilinguals as those studied in Hermans et al. (1998). The data tell us otherwise, 

since this study‟s bilinguals showed no evidence whatsoever of cross-language competition 

in the monolingual experimental setting. In contrast, a reliable phono-translation 

interference effect was observed in Experiment 2 (i.e., the bilingual experimental setting).  

This intriguing pattern of results can be accounted for in light of the language mode 

hypothesis (Grosjean, 2001) and models and theories of language control (Abutalebi & 

Green, 2007; Green, 1998).  

According to the language mode hypothesis (Grosjean, 2001), bilingual speakers are 

in constant movement on a continuum whose ends are the monolingual and bilingual 

modes. In a purely monolingual mode the target language is highly activated while the non-

target language is at a much lower level of activation. In a bilingual mode, however, both 

languages are highly activated. In Experiment 1 of the present study, all instructions and 

stimuli were given exclusively in L2 and participants were clearly instructed not to speak in 

their native language under any circumstance and were not informed that the research was 
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related to bilingualism, all of which are factors likely to affect the non-target language 

activation level (Grosjean, 2013). Therefore, we assume that the L2 was at a much higher 

activation level than the L1. By contrast, in Experiment 2 both languages were involved 

and participants were allowed to speak in their native language and were told from the 

beginning that the research was on bilingualism. Additionally, the experimenter switched 

willingly between both languages while explaining the nature and instructions of the 

experiment. Consequently, we assume that the L1 was almost as highly activated as the L2. 

This is where the mechanisms involved in language control come into play.  

Several neuroimaging studies have shown that language control involves the same 

mechanisms included in domain-general cognitive control (e.g., Abutalebi & Green, 2007; 

Abutalebi et al., 2008). In a language-switching task with unbalanced, moderately 

proficient German-Dutch bilinguals, Chritoffels et al. (2007) found evidence for sustained 

proactive inhibition of L1 (i.e., longer-lasting inhibition of the whole language) which 

allowed balancing of the activation levels of the two languages. They also suggested that in 

addition to this sustained global inhibition of the non-target language, a transient control 

mechanism applies inhibition locally, namely at the level of single items within the 

language system, as opposed to the inhibition of the activation level of an entire language 

subsystem. This hypothesis has been advanced by several other studies (e.g., De Groot & 

Christoffels, 2006; Guo, Liu, Misra, & Kroll, 2011; Wang, Kuhl, Chen, & Dong, 2009). In 

an fMRI study, Abutalebi et al. (2008) found greater engagement of areas in the neural 

network responsible for language control, namely the left caudate and left anterior cingulate 

cortex (ACC) in a bilingual experimental context (switching in picture naming between L1 

and L2). They also found extensive activation in the left ACC (responsible for conflict 

monitoring) during L2 naming (in comparison with L1 naming). The authors concluded 

that this area might be recruited in the selection of words in the intended language of 

production.  

Based on the abovementioned behavioral and neuroimaging findings, we 

hypothesize that different cognitive control mechanisms played a role in modulating the 

relative activation levels of the L1 and L2 in both language settings in our study. In 

Experiment 1, proactive inhibitory control most likely „lowered‟ the activation of the L1 
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subsystem to allow for production in L2, while the interplay of several control mechanisms, 

including local conflict monitoring, was required for the selection of the appropriate lexical 

alternative in Experiment 2. Thus, this difference in activation levels might explain the 

presence of cross-language interference in Experiment 2 and its absence in Experiment 1. 

We assume that in Experiment 2 the lexical selection process operated in a language-

nonspecific way due to the high activation of both languages and the target language 

remained as such open to interferences from the non-target language. In Experiment 1 the 

activation level of L1 was much lower than that of L2 and the inhibition applied to the L1 

was sufficient to prevent interference. This also shows that the intention to speak in one 

language might not be sufficient to modulate the activation levels of both languages. 

In conclusion, it seems that there is cross-language competition during lexical 

selection when the experimental setting involves both languages, as indexed by the phono-

translation interference effect found in Experiment 2. When the setting involves the target 

language exclusively, however, the lexical selection process becomes language-specific. 

Such findings among moderately-proficient bilinguals are of particular interest to models of 

bilingual language processing. Some researchers posit that proficiency is a determinant 

factor of how the lexical selection process operates. Costa et al. (2006) suggested that low-

proficient bilinguals‟ lexical selection is language-nonspecific while among highly-

proficient bilinguals it becomes a language-specific process as high proficiency in both 

languages would prevent cross-language interferences. According to the authors this is 

why, in a language-switching task, highly-proficient bilinguals show symmetrical switching 

costs whereas low-proficient bilinguals produce asymmetrical switching costs. However, in 

their language-switching study, Christoffels et al. (2007) found symmetrical switching 

costs among moderately proficient bilinguals, which led the authors to conclude that factors 

such as frequency of use and daily switching may overpower the possible effects language 

proficiency may have on the functioning of the lexical selection process.  

The present study offers new insights into bilingual language processing, as it shows 

that lexical selection is indeed a dynamic process that may operate as language-specific and 

nonspecific depending on the circumstances, even among bilinguals who are not highly 

proficient in their L2. Further studies should be conducted with moderately and low 
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proficient bilinguals whose languages are lexically distant in order to ascertain the 

reliability of the present findings.  
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Chapter 4: Summary and general discussion 

This final chapter provides a summary of the aims, methodology, and results of each 

of the studies reported in this thesis. It is followed by a discussion of the theoretical 

implications of each study and particularly of the one presented in Chapter 3 for bilingual 

language modeling and experimental approaches to studying bilingual language processing. 

We also discuss the limitations of each of the studies. Finally, future research directions 

and perspectives for which this work paves the way are presented. 

4.1 Summary of studies 

The general objective of this thesis was to investigate the lexical selection process 

among bilinguals in relation to variables such as lexical distance between the speaker‟s 

languages, the bilingual‟s relative levels of language proficiency, and language setting. As 

a first step to the implementation of this investigation, we developed a normative database 

in TA for four psycholinguistic variables (name agreement, familiarity, subjective 

frequency, and imageability), a vital tool to proper stimuli selection in our second PWI 

experiment involving TA distractors.  

4.1.1 Chapter 2 - A standardized set of 400 pictures for Tunisian Arabic: Norms for name 

agreement, familiarity, subjective frequency, and imageability 

Previous studies have shown that psycholinguistic variables such as name 

agreement, familiarity, subjective frequency, and imageability are all powerful predictors of 

naming latencies (e.g.,  Alario et al., 2004; Barry et al., 1997; Barton et al., 2014; Cuetos et 

al., 1999). We aimed to develop a psycholinguistic database in TA that would: 1) allow us 

to control for the effects of those confounding variables in Experiment 2 presented in 

chapter 3; and 2) would serve in future experimental research involving Arabic-speaking 

populations. We collected norms for those variables in TA from a sample of 100 young 

adult (age range: 18-35 years) native speakers of TA. The norms were collected for 400 

line-drawings taken from Cycowicz et al. (1997) that include Snodgrass and Vanderwart‟s 

(1980) 260 pictures. Comparisons and correlations between these data and the ones from 

other normative studies in French (Alario & Ferrand, 1999), English (Snodgrass & 

Vanderwart, 1980), and Spanish (Manoiloff et al., 2010) were conducted. The results 
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revealed that, as shown in previous studies (e.g., Alario & Ferrand, 1999; Manoiloff et al., 

2010), variables like name agreement and familiarity, and even imageability, are culturally-

specific. The comparisons also revealed that name agreement is much lower in TA than in 

other languages. This great variability in the names given to pictures in TA is most 

probably due to the relative variability that characterizes dialects. These findings confirm 

the importance to develop and use normative databases specific to the sociolinguistic and 

cultural contexts of the population or language variety under study. 

4.1.2 Chapter 3 – The bilingual ‘hard problem’ in spoken word production among 

Arabic-French bilinguals 

In this study we aimed to investigate the nature of the lexical selection process in 

two different language settings (monolingual vs. bilingual) among moderately proficient 

bilinguals whose two languages are lexically distant. We used the PWI task in two 

experiments where TA-French bilinguals were asked to name pictures in French (their L2) 

while ignoring auditory distractors presented in L2 (Experiment 1) or L1, namely TA 

(Experiment 2).  

In both experiments, distractor type and SOA significantly affected RTs (ps < .05). 

The interaction distractor x SOA did not reach significance. In Experiment 1, a facilitation 

effect in the phonological condition was found. No effects were observed in the other 

distractor conditions. In Experiment 2, interference effects were found in the phono-

translation, semantic, and phonological conditions. Thus, in line with previous research, we 

found cross-language activation among moderately proficient TA-French bilinguals as 

indexed by the phonological effect in Experiment 2. However, cross-language competition 

seems to depend on the experimental language setting, as both the semantic and the phono-

translation effects were absent from Experiment 1 (i.e., the monolingual experimental 

setting) but present in Experiment 2 (i.e., the bilingual experimental setting). Taken 

together, these findings seem to indicate that lexical selection among moderately-proficient 

TA-French bilinguals is a dynamic process that may function in a language-specific or 

nonspecific way depending on the language context, as recently hypothesized by some 

researchers (e.g., Grosjean, 2013; Hermans et al., 2011; Kroll et al., 2006). They also 

provide support for the idea that the language experimental setting plays a role in 
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modulating the relative activation of the bilinguals‟ languages (Grosjean, 2001), even when 

the task specifies the language of production. Thus, to the best of our knowledge, this study 

is the first to provide information on the nature of the lexical selection process among 

moderately proficient bilinguals and brings us a step closer to reconciling conflicting 

findings from previous studies. 

Additionally, the present study makes a number of improvements at the 

methodological level. We took important methodological measures to ensure as much as 

possible that our results would be unbiased by some of the pitfalls that arise when studying 

bilinguals. First, the use of a lexical decision task as a vocabulary test represents a much 

more reliable way of assessing lexical proficiency than the language history questionnaire 

widely used in studies on bilingual language processing as the only means of assessing 

language proficiency. In our study we used both complementary measures which provided 

us with comprehensive information on the bilingual profile of our sample. Thus we were 

able to determine our sample‟s age of L2 acquisition, their language proficiency on the four 

skills (speaking, writing, listening, reading), as well as their lexical proficiency, all of 

which are variables known to influence bilingual language processing, individually and in 

interaction with each other. Additionally, in order to prevent the „by-participant only‟ 

phono-translation effect found in other studies (e.g., Hermans et al., 1998; Costa et al., 

2003) we used the mixed effects model (Baayen et al., 2008), a type of analysis that 

controls for the crossed random effects of participants and items. Another important point is 

the care taken to establish a highly controlled language experimental setting. In Experiment 

1 the native language was never used by neither the experimenter nor the participant, thus 

successfully creating a fully monolingual setting and in Experiment 2, the experimenter 

switched constantly between the two languages and participants were allowed to use both 

languages. Finally, the use of two typologically different languages ensured that the 

interference effect found in Experiment 2 was unbiased by the possible effects of cross-

language similarity (Van Heuven et al., 2011).  

4.2 Theoretical Implications and Limitations 

In the following section, we will discuss the implications of each of the studies 

presented in this thesis. The study presented in Chapter 3 and investigating the main subject 
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of interest in this thesis makes a number of important contributions to research on the field 

of bilingual language processing in general, and bilingual spoken word production more 

specifically. We also discuss the limitations of each of the studies presented in Chapters 2 

and 3.  

4.2.1 Chapter 2 - A standardized set of 400 pictures for Tunisian Arabic: Norms for name 

agreement, familiarity, subjective frequency, and imageability 

To the best of our knowledge, this is the first study to provide normative data for the 

widely used set of 400 pictures created by Cycowicz et al. (1997) for a spoken variety of 

Arabic. This valuable resource provides the possibility to investigate normal and impaired 

processing of the Arabic language. This study also has sociolinguistic implications as it 

reflects the impact of societal bilingualism on a dialect. Indeed, the data presented in the 

NA task shows the impact the language contact between French and TA has had on the 

evolution of the latter (e.g., the lexical borrowings and the dominant use of French words to 

name certain objects).  

The results of the NA task along with the comparisons between TA norms and those 

of other languages show that care should be taken not to mix speakers of different varieties 

of Arabic in the same sample when studying Arabic language processing. This also 

represents the most important limitation of this study. Since the presented database is 

precisely specific to TA, it limits researchers interested in studying spoken Arabic language 

processing to TA-speaking samples. Similar resources for other varieties of Arabic are 

therefore needed. Another limitation is the fact that this database contains only norms for 

concrete names of objects which limits its usefulness to certain paradigms such as picture-

naming. Normative data for abstract nouns as well as for verbs would need to be collected 

to allow for a broader range of experimental investigations involving the Arabic language 

and its varieties. 

4.2.2 Chapter 3 - The bilingual ‘hard problem’ in spoken word production among Arabic-

French bilinguals 

The findings presented in this study have the potential to improve models of 

bilingual word production as well as experimental approaches to studying bilinguals. First, 

the study presents additional evidence for the idea that the way processing takes place 
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during bilingual language production depends on the interplay of a number of variables 

including (but not limited to) language proficiency, language context of the study, and the 

lexical distance between the bilingual‟s languages. Therefore, models of bilingual word 

production need to be able to account for bilingual performance in different language 

contexts and among different types of bilingual populations.  

In light of our findings, there is also a need to reconsider the role of the so-called 

„language cue‟ (a feature at the conceptual level that specifies the language of production), 

a component shared by most models of bilingual word production (e.g., Hermans, 2000; La 

Heij, 2005; Green, 1998) and that is hypothesized to play a key role in the lexical selection 

process. Our data suggests that the language cue is not sufficient to modulate and constrain 

cross-language activation or competition. Therefore, a mechanism that relies solely on 

language choice, as it is the case in most models of bilingual processing, cannot account for 

the full scope of bilingual processing in different contexts. For example, in Green‟s (1998) 

ICM, lexical selection is solely based on language selection, namely inhibition is applied 

directly to language tags at the lemma level depending on the target language specified at 

the conceptual level. However, to assume that language selection takes place that early in 

speech planning is incompatible with bilingual language production in a bilingual mode 

(consider, for example, code-switching).  

Thus, the present study makes important contributions to future research on 

bilingual language processing. However, it does have some limitations. First, we could not 

track the time course of the different effects found in both experiments due to the absence 

of interaction between the SOA and distractor factors. It is therefore difficult to determine 

the exact locus of cross-language competition in Experiment 2. Further research will need 

to be conducted to determine the locus of the phono-translation interference effect in a 

bilingual context. Hoshino & Thierry (2011) have used ERPs to this very purpose in a 

monolingual PWI with highly-proficient bilinguals. A similar study could be conducted in 

order to track cross-language competition in the time-course of spoken word production 

among moderately proficient bilinguals in a bilingual setting. Another limitation is the high 

level of inter-participant variability in this study. Bilingual samples are known for their 

heterogeneity. For example, individual differences in inhibitory control may affect 
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bilingual word processing (Mercier, Pivneva, & Titone, 2014). The use of a dialect in this 

study added another level to this inter-participant variability. Thus, further studies among 

moderately and low proficient bilingual speakers of lexically distant standard languages 

will be needed to validate the findings presented in this work. 

4.3 Future Directions 

The work presented here opens new perspectives for research on Arabic language 

processing (Chapter 2) and bilingual spoken word processing (Chapter 3). The database 

presented in Chapter 2 offers the opportunity to conduct psycholinguistic research 

involving the Arabic language. It would be of particular interest if researchers investigated 

the effects of name agreement, familiarity, subjective frequency, and imageability on 

performance in different tasks such as picture-naming, word naming and lexical decision.  

The study presented in Chapter 3 paves the way to new directions in research on 

bilingual spoken word production. The key finding in this study is that bilingual lexical 

processing functions differently depending on variables like language proficiency and 

experimental setting, among others. Additionally, findings from the language control 

literature indicate that the control mechanisms involved in bilingual spoken word 

processing will differ, both at the behavioral and neural levels, depending on factors such 

as language proficiency (e.g., Costa & Santesteban, 2004), frequency of use or exposure 

(Christoffels et al., 2007), and language context (Abutalebi et al., 2008). Therefore, we may 

hypothesize that the same applies to lexical competition in the selection process. Presence, 

degree and extent of cross-language competition may be modulated by bilingualism-related 

variables. The next step in research, then, would be to attempt to disentangle the individual 

effects of these variables as well as the effects of their interaction on lexical activation and 

competition during bilingual lexical access.  

Finally, if there is one thing to retain from our findings and those of countless other 

studies on bilingual language processing it is that the bilingual is most definitely not two 

monolinguals in one. Therefore, in order to attain the goal of a comprehensive model of 

bilingual language processing that accounts for the wide scope of bilingual performance, 

researchers need to adopt and implement the holistic view of the bilingual as a unique and 
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specific speaker (Grosjean, 1989) in their experimental approaches as well as their 

theoretical interpretations and accounts. 

4.4 Conclusion 

The contributions of this master‟s thesis are two-fold: First, Chapter 2 makes a 

significant contribution to the field of research on Arabic language processing by providing 

a sizeable normative database in TA (one of the spoken varieties of Arabic) that will allow 

researchers to control for the effects of psycholinguistic variables in experimental studies 

on the Arabic language. Second, the contribution of the study presented in Chapter 3 to the 

field of bilingualism rests upon the use of a methodological approach that allowed us to 

determine the effects of language proficiency and language experimental setting on lexical 

processing without the bias coming from the presence of cross-language similarity or the 

presence of the non-target language in the monolingual language setting (Grosjean, 2013). 

Thus, this thesis further highlights the importance of taking an approach to studying 

bilingualism that takes into account the dynamic nature of the cognitive and neural 

mechanisms underlying bilingual language processing. It also provides additional evidence 

that will serve, we hope, in developing comprehensive theoretical accounts of bilingualism 

that are specific to its unique nature. 
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Appendix A – Tunisian Arabic norms for name 

agreement, familiarity, subjective frequency, and 

imageability 

     Name 
agreement 

 Familiarity  Imageability  Subjective 
frequency 

 Word 
length 

No. Picture TA 
Intend

ed 
name 

TA 
Modal 
name 

Modal name 
in English 

H %  M SD  M SD  M SD  Ph Sy
ll 

1 airplane ١ِاّؼج ١ِاّؼج airplane 0,00 100  4,32 0,85  6,28 1,72  5,40 1,44  6 3 

2 alligator ذِّكَاذ ذِّكَاذ alligator 0,00 100  2,88 1,45  6,54 1,06  3,72 1,54  6 2 

3 anchor ْْْٕىؽج ؽْقاخ ٌَ ِِ anchor 1,36 28  2,76 1,39  2,74 2,18  2,21 1,74  6 2 

4 ant ْْٗ اٌ َّّ ِٔ ْْٗ اٌ َّّ ِٔ ant 1,46 72  3,68 1,22  6,24 1,69  4,84 1,55  6 3 

5 apple ْْٗ ْْٗ ذفُاّز  apple 0,24 96  4,52 0,71  6,60 1,26  5,68 1,38  6 3 ذفُاّز

6 arm ٠عِْْ غؼاع hand 0,24 96  4,68 0,56  5,56 1,29  3,28 1,62  4 1 

7 arrow َُٙفْلاَلْ* ق arrow 1,20 52  3,20 1,19  5,60 1,66  2,92 1,50  4 1 

8 artichok
e 

ْْٗ ْْٗ ڨََّٕاؼ٠ِ  artichoke 0,95 56  3,56 1,26  6,32 1,38  4,25 1,42  7 3 ڨََّٕاؼ٠ِ

9 ashtray ْْٗ ْٕعؼ٠َِّ ْْٗ يَ ْٕعؼ٠َِّ  ashtray 1,17 52  3,92 1,26  5,68 2,17  5,20 1,87  7 2 يَ

10 asparag
us 

َْْ  stick 2,75 8  2,20 1,22  2,00 1,98  1,92 1,58  4 1 ػُٛظْْ قىُٛ

11 axe ْقَاُِٛؼ

 ضهَةْْ
ْْـ  axe 1,53 52  3,50 1,10  4,17 2,08  2,21 1,38  9 3 فاَ

12 baby 
carriage 

ْْٗ ٚقَ ْْٗ وَؽُّ ٚقَ  baby carriage 1,53 44  3,20 1,15  5,96 1,37  3,67 1,69  6 3 وَؽُّ

13 ball َْْٖوُٛؼَْْٖ وُٛؼ ball 0,24 96  3,68 1,11  6,32 1,18  5,60 1,04  4 2 

14 balloon ٌَُْْٗٛث ِْ ثٌَُْْٛٗ أَ ِْ  balloon 1,24 64  4,08 0,95  5,96 1,79  4,00 1,32  7 3 أَ

15 banana َْْٖٛؾ ُِ ْْٗ  banana 0,94 64  4,48 0,65  6,32 1,52  4,68 1,57  4 2 تٕأَ

16 barn ْْْ طْؿِ  house 2,14 52  2,96 1,00  5,56 1,92  3,36 1,70  6 2 ظاؼ َِ

17 barrel ًتؽ١ًِِ تؽ١ِِ barrel 0,00 72  3,48 1,00  6,00 1,50  3,84 1,68  6 2 

18 basket ّقٍحّ قٍح basket 1,62 32  3,36 1,11  5,04 1,90  3,16 1,68  4 2 

19 bear ظِب ظِب bear 0,00 100  2,84 1,14  5,79 1,82  3,83 1,31  3 1 

20 bed فؽل فؽل bed 0,74 76  4,84 0,37  6,54 0,78  6,12 1,42  4 1 

21 bee ْْٗ ْْٗ ٔسٍ  bee 0,87 68  3,60 1,29  6,38 1,35  4,44 1,19  5 2 ٔسٍ

22 beetle ْْٗ ْْٗ ضٕفٛق  beetle 2,42 44  2,88 1,27  5,84 1,55  4,80 1,73  7 3 ضٕفٛق

23 bell ٔالٛؾ ٔالٛؾ bell 1,14 52  3,00 1,12  5,50 1,84  5,20 1,41  5 2 

24 belt ْْٗ ْْٗ قِثْرَ  belt 0,54 84  4,32 0,75  5,80 1,76  5,36 1,41  5 2 قِثْرَ

25 bicycle تكىلاخ تكىلاخ bicycle 0,24 96  4,25 0,94  6,08 1,68  4,67 1,55  7 2 

26 bird ػًفٛؼ ػًفٛؼ bird 0,00 100  4,16 0,94  6,48 1,29  5,24 1,59  6 2 

27 blouse ْْٗ  vest 2,68 28  4,36 0,76  6,28 1,67  5,76 1,16  5 2 ڢ١ِكْراَ قٛؼ٠َِّ

28 book وراب وراب book 0,00 100  4,60 1,00  6,00 1,73  6,04 1,04  4 1 

29 bottle َْْٖؾ ؾَْْٖ ظتُّٛ  bottle 0,00 100  4,42 0,93  6,20 1,32  6,08 1,38  7 3 ظتُّٛ

30 bow ْْٗ ْْٗ ڨؽُْت١ِطَ  bow 1,21 68  3,20 1,26  5,65 1,56  3,46 1,72  7 3 ڨؽُْت١ِطَ

31 bowl ْْٗ ْْٗ يسف  bowl 0,48 92  4,16 0,85  6,12 1,69  5,08 1,63  5 2 يسف

32 box َّْْٗيٕعٚق زُى box 0,55 76  3,68 1,22  5,60 1,91  4,96 1,34  4 2 

33 bread ضثؿ ضثؿ bread 1,63 56  4,12 0,88  6,48 1,29  6,52 1,16  4 1 

34 broom ٍَْْْٗس ًَ ٍْسَْْٗ ِ ًَ ِ broom 1,51 60  3,76 1,05  6,12 1,42  5,00 1,47  6 2 

35 brush ْْٗ ْْٗ ن١ِرَ  brush 1,93 32  3,96 1,23  5,75 1,65  4,32 1,75  4 2 ن١ِرَ

36 bus واؼ واؼ bus 0,48 92  4,48 0,99  6,24 1,76  5,52 1,42  3 1 

37 butterfly ُّٛفؽانْْٗ فؽَِط butterfly 0,79 84  3,75 1,22  5,64 1,82  3,68 1,49  7 3 

38 button ْْٗ ٍْكَ ْْٗ فِ ٍْكَ  button 1,71 48  4,04 1,06  5,71 1,68  4,48 1,50  5 2 فِ

39 cake ْْٗوؼث

 ڨطَُّٛ
 cake 0,94 76  4,08 1,04  5,52 1,92  4,76 1,27  9 4 ڨطَُّٛ
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40 camel ًّخًّ خ camel 0,00 96  3,28 1,17  6,12 1,59  4,04 1,90  4 1 

41 candle ْْٗنّؼْْٗ نّؼ candle 0,00 100  4,04 0,93  6,42 0,88  4,08 1,19  5 2 

42 cannon َْْعْفغ عْفغَْْ ِِ ِِ cannon 0,72 88  2,33 1,09  5,52 1,71  3,00 1,72  6 2 

43 car ْْٗوؽ٘ثْْٗ وؽ٘ث car 0,24 96  4,80 0,50  6,60 1,26  6,60 0,65  6 2 

44 carrot ْْٗ  carrot 0,56 80  4,00 1,15  6,16 1,70  4,16 1,65  8 3 قفَّٕاؼ٠ح قفَّٕاؼ٠

45 cat لطُّٛـ لطُّٛـ cat 0,00 92  4,08 1,19  6,40 1,41  6,04 1,16  5 2 

46 caterpill
ar 

ظُٚظِجْْ

 زؽ٠ؽ
ْْٖ  caterpillar 1,04 72  2,96 1,34  4,50 2,19  2,43 1,44  9 3 ظُٚظَ

47 celery ِْْضفّْ ولافَف lettuce 2,45 12  2,72 1,46  5,17 2,27  3,76 1,76  6 2 

48 chain ٍٍََْْْٗك ٍْكٍََْْٗ قِ  chain 0,24 96  3,76 1,09  5,58 1,89  4,44 1,71  6 2 قِ

49 chair ٟوؽقٟ وؽق chair 0,00 100  4,80 0,65  6,32 1,49  5,92 1,53  5 2 

50 cherry ْْزَة

 ٍُِٛن
 apple 1,94 32  3,60 1,19  5,16 1,72  3,12 1,51  6 2 ذفَّازَٗ

51 chicken ٗظخاخٗ ظخاخ chicken 0,40 92  4,04 1,14  6,64 0,95  5,24 1,30  5 2 

52 chisel َٖثؽِْظ ْڢ١ِِفْ* ِِ ُْ  screwdriver 1,77 24  2,50 1,32  3,76 2,09  2,75 1,73  6 2 ذُٛؼْ

53 church ْْٗ ْْٗ و١ِٕك١َِّ  church 2,22 36  3,00 1,12  5,92 1,44  3,32 1,63  6 2 و١ِٕك١َِّ

54 cigar َْْق١ِڨاؼَْْ ق١ِڨاؼ cigar 2,13 32  3,71 1,12  6,25 1,03  3,92 1,73  5 2 

55 cigarette َُٚق١ِڨاؼَُٚ ق١ِڨاؼ cigarette 0,25 92  4,00 1,22  6,04 1,86  5,84 1,43  6 3 

56 clock ٌََْْْٕٗڨا ْٕڨاٌََْْٗ ُِ ُِ clock 0,24 96  4,20 1,12  6,25 1,22  5,48 1,64  7 3 

57 clothesp
in 

 clothespin 1,37 72  4,08 1,00  5,28 2,15  4,72 1,84  5 2 نَىَّاي نَىَّاي

58 cloud ْْقْسَابْْ قْسَاب cloud 0,77 64  3,96 1,23  5,63 2,08  4,70 1,18  4 1 

59 clown ٙؽَِّج ُِ * ْْ  clown 1,24 68  2,88 1,01  4,56 2,45  2,96 1,62  7 3 وٍُٛ

60 coat ِ ِ وَثُّٛ  coat 1,72 52  4,44 0,58  5,88 1,72  4,76 1,71  5 2 وَثُّٛ

61 comb ّْوْْ ُِه  comb 1,18 56  4,32 0,95  5,72 1,59  4,20 1,55  4 1 ضَلاَّ

62 corn َٗلطا١ََٔٗ لطا١َٔ corn 1,67 48  3,83 1,09  5,64 1,89  4,04 1,46  6 2 

63 cow َٖتڨَْؽَٖ تڨَْؽ cow 0,53 88  3,88 1,20  6,48 1,45  5,12 1,62  5 2 

64 crown ْْذاجْْ ذاج crown 0,00 96  2,44 1,00  5,09 2,15  2,96 1,62  3 1 

65 cup ْْْ ْٕدا ْْْ فِ ْٕدا  cup 1,20 52  4,68 0,69  5,63 1,79  4,96 1,46  6 2 فِ

66 deer ٌَْْٗغؿَاٌَْْٗ غؿَا deer 0,24 96  2,65 1,19  6,24 1,45  3,92 1,50  5 2 

67 desk ُٚت١ِؽُٚ ت١ِؽ desk 1,41 68  4,44 0,82  5,96 1,81  5,60 1,38  4 2 

68 dog ٍْة ٍْة وَ  dog 0,00 96  4,72 0,46  6,56 1,29  5,60 1,50  4 1 وَ

69 doll ْْٗ  girl 2,78 20  4,24 1,01  5,72 1,70  4,68 1,49  5 2 ِفٍَُْْْٗ ػؽُٚق

70 donkey زّاؼ ُْْ ١ِٙ  donkey 1,16 68  4,12 1,01  6,32 1,38  4,71 1,65  4 1 ت

71 door تاب تاب door 0,48 92  4,80 0,58  6,56 1,26  6,48 0,87  3 1 

72 doorkno
b 

 doorknob 2,18 28  3,96 1,16  5,68 2,04  4,29 1,33  4 2 وُٛتَٗ وُٛتَٗ

73 dress ْْٗ ْْٗ ؼُٚتَ  dress 0,43 84  4,16 0,90  6,28 1,46  4,80 1,55  4 2 ؼُٚتَ

74 dresser ُٕٛع٠ِ ِّ  closet 1,89 36  4,16 0,94  5,46 2,02  4,25 1,87  8 4 ضؿَأَْْٗ وُ

75 drum ْْٗ ْْٗ ِثٍََْ  drum 1,05 60  3,08 1,14  5,44 2,10  3,24 1,79  4 1 ِثٍََْ

76 duck ْْٗ ْْٗ تطََّ  duck 0,53 88  3,36 1,32  6,04 1,34  3,92 1,75  4 2 تطََّ

77 eagle ٔكِؽ ٔكِؽ eagle 1,37 56  3,20 1,35  6,04 1,37  3,36 1,70  4 1 

78 ear ْْْ ْْْ ٚغِ  ear 0,26 88  4,72 0,54  6,13 1,60  5,28 1,37  4 1 ٚغِ

79 elephant ًْْ ًْْ ف١ِ  elephant 0,00 100  3,04 1,37  6,16 1,65  4,17 1,31  3 1 ف١ِ

80 envelop
e 

ابْْ َٛ ابْْ خ َٛ  envelope 0,90 80  4,00 1,04  5,84 1,65  3,96 1,65  4 1 خ

81 eye ْْٓ ْْٓ ػ١ِ  eye 0,00 100  4,68 0,56  6,40 1,44  5,80 1,32  3 1 ػ١ِ

82 fence ْْقُٛؼْْ قُٛؼ fence 1,97 28  3,04 1,02  5,68 1,84  4,20 1,87  3 1 

83 finger ُْْيثغُْْ يثغ finger 0,24 96  4,60 0,65  5,68 1,89  5,00 1,61  4 1 

84 fish ْْٗ ْْٗ زُٛذَ  fish 0,00 100  4,25 0,94  6,32 1,52  4,92 1,87  4 2 زُٛذَ

85 flag ُْْ ُْْ ػٍََ  flag 0,41 88  3,56 1,19  6,20 1,35  3,80 1,76  5 2 ػٍََ

86 flower َْْٖاؼ َّٛ َٔ ْْٖ ؼْظَ َٚ rose 0,80 76  4,16 0,99  6,29 1,16  4,56 1,16  6 3 

87 flute ْْٞ ْْٞ ٔاَ  flute 2,73 8  2,63 1,21  4,56 2,38  2,60 1,58  3 1 ٔاَ

88 fly ْْٗ ْْٗ غتَّأَ  fly 0,24 96  3,60 1,44  6,00 1,85  5,08 1,68  6 3 غتَّأَ

89 foot ْْقَاقْْ قَاق foot 0,40 92  4,80 0,41  5,96 1,76  5,04 1,59  3 1 

90 rugby 
ball 

وُٛؼِجْ

 ؼِڨْثِٟ
 ball 1,41 48  2,96 1,34  5,20 2,06  2,21 1,14  10 4 وُٛؼَٖ
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91 fork ْْٗ ْْٗ فؽَْڨ١ِرَ  fork 0,00 96  4,36 0,91  5,83 2,01  4,88 1,62  7 3 فؽَْن١ِرَ

92 fox ثؼٍة ثؼٍة fox 1,14 60  2,60 1,15  5,76 1,76  3,40 1,38  6 2 

93 french 
horn 

ْْٗ ث١ِطَِ ِْ  french horn 2,44 20  2,72 1,21  3,58 2,43  2,04 1,63  8 3 تُٛق ذؽُ

94 frog َْْٗٔخَؽأَْْٗ خَؽا frog 0,41 88  3,40 1,22  5,92 1,61  3,00 1,32  5 2 

95 frying 
pan 

مٍَْٝ َِ ْْٗ َ٠  frying pan 1,75 44  4,36 0,70  5,96 1,79  4,60 1,78  5 2 للَاَّ

96 garbage 
can 

 garbage can 1,49 36  4,24 0,83  6,44 1,47  5,76 1,61  5 2 تُٛتاَيْ* ؾِتْلَاْ

97 giraffe ْْٗؾؼافْْٗ ؾؼاف giraffe 0,00 100  2,80 1,26  6,44 1,29  3,04 1,51  6 3 

98 glass واـ واـ glass 0,00 100  4,79 0,51  6,40 1,32  5,84 1,70  3 1 

99 glasses ِْْؽا٠اَخْْ ِؽا٠اَخ glasses 1,32 48  4,36 0,99  6,20 1,63  5,24 1,81  6 2 

100 glove ُْٚٔع ا َٛ اخْْ ڨ َٚ ْٔعُ ا َٛ  gloves 1,29 56  3,80 1,08  3,92 2,41  2,70 1,69  6 2 ڨ

101 goat َْْٖؼْؿ ؼْؿَْْٖ َِ َِ goat 1,02 64  3,44 1,08  6,20 1,66  3,16 1,21  5 2 

102 gorilla ْ ْ غُٛؼِلَّّ  gorilla 1,71 48  2,88 1,30  5,96 1,84  2,96 1,77  6 3 غُٛؼِلَّّ

103 grapes ِْْػٕةِْْ ػٕة grapes 0,25 92  4,42 0,72  6,12 1,33  4,32 1,84  4 1 

104 grassho
pper 

 grasshopper 1,01 76  3,60 1,08  5,92 1,55  2,84 1,43  5 2 خَؽاظَْْٖ خَؽاظَْْٖ

105 guitar َْْٖڨ١ِراَؼ* ڨ١ِراَؼ guitar 1,21 48  4,21 1,10  6,24 1,79  4,68 1,80  6 3 

106 gun ْْفؽَْظْْ فؽَْظ gun 1,24 64  3,04 1,40  5,16 2,29  3,46 1,84  4 1 

107 hair ْْنؼَؽْْ نؼَؽ hair 0,28 80  3,96 1,34  6,48 1,33  5,96 1,31  4 1 

108 hammer َِطَؽْلحَ ِطَؽْلح hammer 0,00 92  4,00 0,93  6,24 1,54  3,80 1,53  6 2 

109 hand ِْْ٠عِْْ ٠ع hand 0,00 100  4,83 0,38  6,36 1,55  5,80 1,32  3 1 

110 hanger ْْؼْلَاق ؼْلَاقْْ ِِ ِِ hanger 0,89 76  4,28 1,10  5,68 1,65  4,28 1,43  6 2 

111 hat نَپُٛ* َِؽْتُٛنَح hat 1,36 56  3,80 1,00  6,04 1,65  4,29 1,52  7 3 

112 heart ٍْة ٍْة لَ  heart 0,40 92  3,56 1,33  5,33 2,01  5,04 1,57  4 1 لَ

113 horse ْْْ ا ًَ ْْْ ز ا ًَ  horse 0,00 100  3,52 1,39  6,20 1,50  3,80 1,38  4 1 ز

114 house ْْظَاؼْْ ظَاؼ house 0,74 84  4,04 1,02  6,50 1,32  6,08 1,61  3 1 

115 iron ِْْزع٠عِْْ زع٠ع iron 0,00 100  4,08 0,93  5,20 2,00  4,40 1,66  4 1 

116 ironing 
board 

ٌْحْ ِٚ ِاَ

 زع٠عِْْ
ٌْحْزع٠عِْْ ِٚ  ironing board 1,84 44  3,88 0,95  5,75 1,45  3,60 1,68  10 3 ِاَ

117 jacket َڢ١ِكْراَ ڢ١ِكْرا jacket 2,79 32  4,20 0,91  5,84 1,70  4,79 1,50  5 2 

118 kangaro
o 

ْٕغُؽُٚ ْٕغُؽُٚ وُ  kangaroo 0,90 80  2,60 1,00  5,92 1,32  2,40 1,38  7 3 وُ

119 kettle ْْاظ اظْْ تؽََّ  kettle 0,57 72  3,84 1,11  5,68 1,84  4,16 1,80  5 2 تؽََّ

120 key فْراذ فْراذ ِِ ِِ key 0,00 100  4,44 0,87  6,16 1,49  5,16 1,75  6 2 

121 kite ْْ١ََِّاؼِج

 ٚؼَقْْ
ْْْ  kite 0,77 44  3,20 1,22  5,58 1,64  2,58 1,50  11 4 قَاؼْڢُٛلَّ

122 knife ْْٗ َٕ١ ْْٗ قِىِّ َٕ١  knife 0,00 92  4,56 0,65  6,08 1,61  5,56 1,33  6 3 قِىِّ

123 ladder َْْ َْْ قٍَُّٛ  ladder 0,00 96  4,12 0,88  5,88 1,83  3,92 1,50  5 2 قٍَُّٛ

124 lamp َْْٖؼ ُٛ  lamp 0,75 68  4,20 0,82  4,09 2,56  2,92 1,82  6 3 ڢ١َُٛؾَْْٖ تدَ

125 leaf ْْٗ ؼْل َٚ ْْٗ ؼْل َٚ leaf 1,37 64  3,88 1,13  6,24 1,27  5,29 1,52  5 2 

126 leg ًْقَاقْْ ؼِخ leg 0,74 84  4,72 0,54  6,04 1,74  4,32 1,63  4 1 

127 lemon ْْلاَؼِوْْ لاَؼِو lemon 0,79 80  4,40 0,96  6,38 1,47  5,12 1,48  5 2 

128 leopard ِّْْٔؽ فٙع tiger 1,16 56  3,17 1,40  5,44 1,80  2,68 1,41  4 1 

129 cabbage ْْٗ  lettuce 1,87 48  3,36 1,44  6,00 1,47  5,60 1,47  5 2 ضَفّْ يَلَاَِ

130 light 
bulb 

ْْٗ ثُٛتَ ِْ ْْٗ أَ ثُٛتَ ِْ  light bulb 1,73 60  4,48 0,96  6,20 1,68  4,24 1,79  7 3 أَ

131 light 
switch 

فراذْْ ِِ
ْْٛ ََ 

ْْٛ ََ light 3,32 12  4,08 0,91  4,43 2,31  2,68 1,70  9 3 

132 lion ِْْي١عِْْ ي١ع lion 1,00 52  3,00 1,32  6,16 1,57  3,56 1,69  3 1 

133 lips ِْْنفا٠َف ُّْْ  mouth 0,00 96  4,40 0,76  6,04 1,67  5,24 1,69  6 2 فُ

134 lobster ْْخؽَاظ

 تسَؽْْ
ْْْ  crab 2,70 16  3,20 1,29  4,56 2,04  2,32 1,68  8 2 قؽَِاَ

135 lock َْْٖاؼ ْْٗ قُىَّ  doorknob 1,92 40  4,00 1,02  5,40 1,83  3,46 1,86  6 3 وُٛتَ

136 monkey لؽِْظ لؽِْظ monkey 0,00 100  3,12 1,27  6,16 1,49  4,20 1,58  4 1 

137 crescent 
moon 

 crescent moon 0,24 92  4,04 0,93  6,12 1,45  4,04 1,40  4 1 ٘لَايْْ ٘لَايْْ
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138 motorcy
cle 

 motorcycle 0,79 80  4,08 1,18  5,71 1,90  4,80 1,66  5 2 ُُِِٛٛؼْْ ُُِِٛٛؼْْ

139 mountai
n 

ًْْ ًْْ خثَ  mountain 0,00 100  3,44 1,16  6,54 1,02  4,24 1,74  4 1 خثَ

140 mouse ْْفاَؼْْ فاَؼ mouse 0,00 100  3,64 1,15  6,32 1,44  4,08 1,71  3 1 

141 mushro
om 

* فمُاَعْْ ْٓ ُ١ْٕ پِ ّْ  mushroom 1,02 56  3,16 1,18  4,68 2,06  2,68 1,55  5 2 نُ

142 nail ْْاؼ َّ كْ اؼْْ ُِ َّ كْ ُِ nail 0,27 84  3,84 1,18  6,21 1,41  4,00 1,55  6 2 

143 nail ْْثْؽِظ ِِ ْْٗ َٕ١  knife 1,88 32  3,32 1,38  4,40 2,29  2,80 1,87  6 2 قِىِّ

144 necklac
e 

 necklace 1,30 60  3,79 1,02  6,00 1,55  5,00 1,32  5 2 نَؽْوْْٗ نَؽْوْْٗ

145 needle ْْٖإتِْؽْْٖ إتِْؽ needle 0,50 88  4,04 1,14  6,48 1,33  4,24 1,67  5 2 

146 nose ُْْ ُْْ ضهَ  nose 0,00 96  4,80 0,50  5,96 1,93  5,24 1,56  4 1 ضهَ

147 nut ْْٗ ْْٗ تٌَُُٛٛٔ  nut 1,43 40  3,44 1,42  5,36 1,96  3,32 1,68  6 3 تٌَُُٛٛٔ

148 onion ًْْ ًَ ًْْ ت ًَ  onion 0,53 80  4,12 1,05  6,28 1,37  4,76 1,69  4 1 ت

149 orange ْْْْ ْْْْ تؽُْڨعَا  orange 1,56 28  3,88 1,09  6,48 1,42  4,64 1,60  8 3 تؽُْڨعَا

150 ostrich ْْٗ َِ ْْٗ ٔؼَا َِ  ostrich 0,00 76  2,88 1,24  6,00 1,61  2,79 1,53  5 2 ٔؼَا

151 owl ْْٗ َِ ْْٗ تُٛ َِ  owl 0,25 92  3,24 1,05  6,12 1,64  3,60 1,71  4 2 تُٛ

152 paintbru
sh 

ْْٗ ْْٗ فُٛنَ  paintbrush 1,80 48  3,88 1,03  5,21 1,91  3,00 1,73  4 2 فُٛنَ

153 pants ْْاي َٚ ايْْ قِؽْ َٚ  pants 0,00 100  4,72 0,54  6,24 1,81  6,32 1,28  6 2 قِؽْ

154 peach َْْٗان َّ هْ انَْْٗ ِِ َّ هْ ِِ peach 1,47 36  3,84 1,21  6,16 1,34  4,04 1,40  7 3 

155 peacock ْْـ ِٚ ْْـ ِاَ ِٚ  peacock 0,00 92  3,00 1,08  6,16 1,07  2,88 1,48  5 2 ِاَ

156 peanut ْْٗ َّ٠ ِٛ ْْٗ وَاوَ َّ٠ ِٛ  peanut 1,21 36  3,08 1,22  6,20 1,41  4,33 1,34  7 3 وَاوَ

157 pear ْْْٗٔؿَاي ْٔؿَايْْٗ أَ  pear 0,66 84  4,40 1,00  6,12 1,81  4,04 1,81  7 3 أَ

158 pen ٍُٛقر١ٍُِٛ قر١ِ pen 0,40 92  4,32 0,95  6,24 1,54  5,76 1,59  5 2 

159 pencil ْ ُْ لٍَ

 ؼيَاوْْ
ْؼيَاوْْ ُْ  pencil 1,52 44  4,44 0,96  6,36 1,44  4,60 1,61  8 2 لٍَ

160 penguin ْْتطَْؽ٠ِكْْ تطَْؽ٠ِك penguin 0,74 60  2,96 1,59  5,56 1,94  2,38 1,35  6 2 

161 pepper ًْْ ٍْفِ ًْْ فِ ٍْفِ  pepper 1,04 48  3,56 1,39  6,16 1,37  4,88 1,56  6 2 فِ

162 piano َُٛٔپ١أَُٛ پ١ا piano 0,25 92  3,36 1,04  5,96 1,79  3,72 1,46  5 2 

163 pig ْْف ْٕؿ٠ِؽِْْ زٍَُّٛ  pig 1,19 64  2,54 0,93  5,52 1,76  3,56 1,78  5 2 ضِ

164 pineappl
e 

ْْـ ْْـ إََٔٔاَ  pineapple 0,53 80  3,36 1,08  6,08 1,26  2,96 1,60  7 3 إََٔٔاَ

165 pipe َپ١ِپِاَ پ١ِپِا pipe 1,29 28  3,20 1,12  4,28 2,48  2,35 1,53  4 2 

166 pitcher ْْْ ا ًَ ّْ بْْ لُ  pitcher 2,21 24  4,12 0,97  4,68 2,15  3,71 1,65  6 2 زَلاَّ

167 pliers ْْب بْْ وُلاَّ  pliers 0,53 80  3,60 1,08  6,00 1,38  3,16 1,52  5 2 وُلاَّ

168 pot َُْٔٚؽ ًَ وَ

ْْٖ 
ْْٗ ؽَُٚٔ ًَ  pot 1,12 64  4,32 0,85  6,56 1,33  5,04 1,61  8 4 وَ

169 potato َتطَاَِاَ تطَاَِا potato 0,26 88  3,48 1,58  6,72 1,21  5,56 1,26  6 3 

170 pumpkin ْْلْؽَعْْ لْؽَع pumpkin 0,43 84  3,48 1,19  5,88 1,69  4,04 1,52  4 1 

171 rabbit ِْْأؼَْٔةِْْ أؼَْٔة rabbit 0,25 92  3,64 1,47  6,20 1,47  3,76 1,39  6 2 

172 racoon ْْْ  fox 1,95 32  2,44 1,12  3,52 2,31  1,76 0,83  5 2 ثؼٍَْةِْْ ؼَاوُٛ

173 refrigera
tor 

ْْٗ خَ  refrigerator 0,00 100  4,68 0,63  6,60 1,26  4,96 2,13  6 3 فؽِخ١ِعَِاؼْ* ثلَاَّ

174 rhinocer
os 

ز١ِعِْ َٚ
 اٌمؽَْْ

ز١ِعِْاٌمؽَْْ َٚ rhinoceros 1,27 52  2,96 1,27  5,58 1,56  2,28 1,37  12 4 

175 ring ُْْ ُْْ ضَاذِ  ring 0,00 92  4,00 1,08  6,44 1,29  5,08 1,47  5 2 ضَاذِ

176 rocking 
chair 

وُؽْقِْٟ

ْْٗ  ظُؼْخ١ِسَ
 chair 1,06 76  3,40 1,29  4,16 1,97  2,38 1,31  12 5 وُؽْقِٟ

177 rolling 
pin 

ٍْماَيْْ ٍْماَيْْ لَ  rolling pin 0,67 56  3,76 1,16  5,79 1,91  2,92 1,58  6 2 لَ

178 rooster قَؽْظُٚن قَؽْظُٚن rooster 1,04 68  4,12 1,09  6,54 0,98  4,42 1,74  6 2 

179 ruler طؽَا ًْ طؽَا َِ ًْ َِ ruler 0,00 100  4,04 1,14  6,20 1,44  4,20 1,98  6 2 

180 sailboat ْْٗ  sailboat 2,30 36  3,50 1,14  6,00 1,55  3,83 1,81  5 2 تطَُّٛ* فٍُٛوَ

181 salt 
shaker 

زَْْٗ لاَّ زَْْٗ َِ لاَّ َِ salt shaker 1,89 44  3,92 1,08  5,36 2,34  3,75 1,92  6 3 

182 sandwic وَكْىؽُٚ ٠ِٚرِْمْ* ْٕع  sandwich 1,61 48  3,52 1,29  6,28 1,46  6,04 1,46  7 2 ي
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h ْْخ 

183 saw ْْْٕهَاؼ ْٕهَاؼْْ ِِ ِِ saw 0,25 92  3,52 1,19  5,92 1,68  3,44 1,71  6 2 

184 scissors َِّْْمىَّْْ ِمى scissors 0,00 96  4,08 1,04  6,40 1,41  4,52 2,06  4 1 

185 sea 
horse 

ْ ْْ ا ًَ ز

 تسَؽْْ
ْتسَؽْْ ْْ ا ًَ  sea horse 1,67 28  2,32 1,11  4,68 1,84  1,92 1,15  8 2 ز

186 seal ْْٗ َّ ْْٗ فمُْ َّ  seal 1,24 40  2,80 1,29  5,72 1,40  2,28 0,98  5 2 فمُْ

187 sheep ْْل لْْ ػٍَُّٛ  sheep 0,51 84  4,16 0,90  6,72 1,06  5,08 1,58  5 2 ػٍَُّٛ

188 shirt ْْٗ ْْٗ قُٛؼ٠َِّ  shirt 1,30 60  4,40 0,82  6,56 1,36  5,32 1,60  5 2 قُٛؼ٠َِّ

189 shoe ِْْ ِْْ يَثَّا  shoe 0,00 100  4,48 0,82  6,40 1,15  6,13 1,18  5 2 يَثَّا

190 snail ْْْ ْْْ زٍَؿَُٚ  snail 0,70 68  3,52 1,16  6,20 1,22  3,88 1,48  7 3 زٍَؿَُٚ

191 snake َْْزٕمَْْ زٕم snake 1,18 72  3,32 1,22  5,60 1,66  3,80 1,50  4 1 

192 snowma
n 

ْ ًْ ؼَخُ

حْْْ  اٌثٍَّ
حْْْ ْاٌثٍَّ ًْ  snowman 1,34 56  2,64 1,29  5,33 1,93  2,00 1,19  11 4 ؼَخُ

193 sock ْْٗ ١طَ ًِ ٍْ ْْٗ وَ ١طَ ًِ ٍْ  sock 0,24 96  4,32 0,85  6,12 1,64  5,46 1,69  7 3 وَ

194 spider ْْٗ ْٕىثُٛخَْ ؼُذ١ٍِِّ  spider 0,86 60  3,52 1,16  5,83 1,99  2,64 2,22  5 2 ػَ

195 spinning 
wheel 

غْؿِيْْ َِ ْْٗ ى١ِٕحِْْض١َاََِ َِ spinning wheel 1,77 24  1,80 0,91  4,56 1,94  2,96 2,11  6 2 

196 spool of 
thread 

ِْْ ّْْ لَُّٕٛ  spool of thread 2,16 44  3,40 1,41  4,33 2,50  3,55 1,95  5 2 ض١ِِ

197 spoon َِْْٗغَؽْفَْْٗ ِغَؽْف spoon 0,00 100  4,92 0,28  6,24 1,67  6,32 1,28  6 2 

198 squirrel ْْْٕدَاب ْٕدَابْْ قِ  squirrel 0,51 84  2,88 1,24  5,80 1,85  3,16 1,57  6 2 قِ

199 star ْْٗ َّ ْْٗ ٔدِْ َّ  star 0,00 100  3,72 1,14  6,32 0,99  4,16 1,68  5 2 ٔدِْ

200 stool ْْٗ  stool 1,37 56  4,32 0,69  6,17 1,24  3,92 2,02  7 3 ِثَُٛؼَا* ِثَُٛؼ٠َّ

201 stove ْْڨاَؾْْ ڨاَؾ stove 0,64 88  4,60 0,65  5,80 1,32  5,12 1,64  3 1 

202 strawber
ry 

ٌْْٗ ْٚ  strawberry 0,77 68  4,12 1,20  6,44 1,12  4,24 1,64  6 2 فؽَاؾْ* فؽَا

203 suitcase ْْٗ ْْٗ ف١ٍَِدَِ  suitcase 1,73 44  4,08 0,81  6,36 1,22  4,19 1,72  6 3 ف١ٍَِدَِ

204 sun ّْف ّْف نَ  sun 0,00 100  4,64 0,81  6,40 1,15  6,24 1,23  4 1 نَ

205 swan ْْٖ ؾَّ َٚ ْْٗ  duck 1,57 56  3,20 1,15  6,04 1,27  3,40 1,58  4 2 تطََّ

206 sweater ْْؽ٠ُْٛي ؽ٠ُْٛيْْ َِ َِ sweater 0,64 88  4,68 0,63  6,56 1,00  6,20 1,32  6 2 

207 swing ْْٗ ْْٗ ظُؼْخ١ِسَ  swing 0,25 92  3,32 1,14  6,00 1,53  3,36 1,52  7 3 ظُؼْخ١ِسَ

208 table ْْٗ ٌَ ْٚ ْْٗ ِاَ ٌَ ْٚ  table 0,00 100  4,72 0,61  6,75 1,22  5,80 1,47  5 2 ِاَ

209 telephon
e 

ْْْ ْْْ ذ١ٍَِفِٛ  telephone 0,24 96  4,52 0,71  6,72 0,84  6,84 0,47  7 3 ذ١ٍَِفِٛ

210 televisio
n 

 television 0,97 84  4,68 0,63  6,64 1,22  6,12 1,36  6 2 ذٍَفِْؿَْْٖ ذٍَفِْؿَْْٖ

211 tennis 
racket 

ؼَوَاخْْ

 ذ١َِٕفْْ
 racket 2,07 36  3,20 1,22  5,88 1,51  2,68 1,35  11 4 ؼَوَاخْ*

212 thumb ُْْاًٌثغ

 اٌىث١ِؽْْ
 finger 0,82 80  4,79 0,41  5,46 1,84  4,04 1,93  12 4 يثغُْْ

213 tiger ِّٔؽ ِّٔؽ tiger 0,25 92  3,04 1,27  6,00 1,61  3,00 1,38  4 1 

214 toe َْْاتغ َٛ ي

 قَم١ِّْْٓ
اتغَْْقَم١ِّْْٓ َٛ  toe 1,69 48  4,64 0,57  5,72 1,74  3,80 1,87  7 2 ي

215 tomato ُْْ ِِ ا َّ ِ ُْْ ِِ ا َّ ِ tomato 1,42 56  4,48 0,77  6,63 0,97  5,88 1,17  6 2 

216 toothbru
sh 

ن١طِِحْْ

ْْٓ  ق١ِِِّٕ
* ْْ ْأَْظُٚ ْـ  toothbrush 2,34 40  4,56 0,77  6,08 1,63  5,56 1,80  10 4 تؽُٚ

217 top ِْْ ِْْ ؾَؼْتُٛ  top 1,08 68  3,67 1,05  6,33 1,20  3,44 1,66  6 2 ؾَؼْتُٛ

218 traffic 
light 

ظَْٛ

َّؽْْ  أزَْ
 traffic light 2,28 36  4,17 1,11  6,21 1,10  5,17 1,76  9 3 فُٛ*

219 train ُِٕٛذؽ٠َ * ْْ  train 1,46 68  4,04 1,06  5,88 1,74  4,71 1,73  5 2 ذؽَا

220 tree َْْٖنَدْؽَْْٖ نَدْؽ tree 0,00 96  4,52 0,82  6,52 1,05  5,52 1,64  5 2 

221 truck ْْْ ُٛ١ ّْ ْْْ وَ ُٛ١ ّْ  truck 0,25 92  4,13 0,92  6,32 1,18  5,60 1,58  7 3 وَ

222 trumpet ْْاؼْْ تُٛق َِ ؿْ ُِ trumpet 1,75 28  3,04 1,14  5,33 1,69  2,88 1,75  3 1 

223 turtle َْْ ْْْ فىَْؽُٚ  turtle 0,81 72  3,76 1,20  6,24 1,13  3,58 1,72  7 3 فىَْؽُٚ

224 umbrella ْْٗ ْْٗ قسَاتَ  umbrella 0,87 84  4,16 0,94  6,08 1,50  4,40 1,73  5 2 قسَاتَ

225 vase ِْْسْثف  vase 0,56 80  4,13 1,01  6,04 1,04  3,13 1,25  6 2 ڢاَؾْ* َِ

226 vest ْْٗ َّ  vest 2,25 36  3,40 1,26  6,08 1,67  4,80 1,50  5 2 خَاوَاجْ* خ١ٍِ١ِ

227 violin َْْْٕٗد َّ ْٕدَْْٗ وَ َّ  violin 1,64 32  3,44 1,16  6,36 1,29  3,50 1,87  7 3 وَ
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228 wagon َِْْٗ٠ط ْْٗ وَؽِّ ٠ِٚطَِ  wagon 1,96 28  3,08 1,26  5,80 1,35  3,24 1,42  6 3 تؽَْ

229 watch ِْْْٕڨاٌَح٠َْْع ْٕڨاٌََْْٗ ُِ ُِ watch 0,00 100  4,44 0,71  6,56 0,82  4,63 2,04  11 4 

230 watering 
can 

ؽَلّْ ِؽَنَّٝ ِِ watering can 2,06 24  3,56 1,08  4,38 2,04  2,80 1,58  6 3 

231 waterme
lon 

ْْٗ ػَ عْْ ظِلَّّ  watermelon 1,08 68  4,24 0,83  6,36 1,38  4,84 1,65  5 2 ظِلَّّ

232 well ِْْت١ِؽِْْ ت١ِؽ well 0,00 96  3,00 1,15  5,88 1,17  3,52 1,66  3 1 

233 wheel ِْْػَدٍْح

٠طِحَْْ  وَؽِّ
ْْٗ  wheel 0,50 88  3,24 1,27  5,54 1,98  2,38 1,38  12 5 ػَدٍَْ

234 whistle ْْٖؾُفَّاؼْْٖ ؾُفَّاؼ whistle 0,51 84  3,63 1,28  5,92 1,63  3,52 1,76  6 3 

235 windmill ْْٗ  windmill 1,83 48  2,60 1,19  5,80 1,55  3,20 1,68  6 3 ٔؼَُٛؼَْْٖ َِسَُٛٔ

236 window نِثَّان نِثَّان window 0,43 84  3,96 1,20  6,60 0,87  5,68 1,68  5 2 

237 wine 
glass 

ْ ْـ وَا

 نؽَابْْ
ْ ْـ  glass 0,76 84  4,54 0,88  6,24 1,51  4,32 2,39  7 2 وَا

238 wrench ْْفْراذ ِِ
ْٔڨ١ٍِؿِِٞ  أَ

فْراذْْ ِِ wrench 2,08 40  3,72 1,14  3,44 2,06  2,25 1,42  14 5 

239 zebra ْْاؼ َّ زِ

 ٚزْهِٟ
اؼْْٚزْهِٟ َّ  zebra 0,51 84  3,12 1,24  6,16 1,11  2,28 1,37  11 4 زِ

240 acorn ا َٛ ْٕعُقْْ تُٛفْؽ٠ِ  acorn 2,72 8  2,84 1,14  6,42 0,88  4,04 1,49  7 3 تُ

241 basin َُٛٔتأَُٛ تا basin 1,26 72  3,71 0,95  6,20 1,15  4,92 1,73  4 2 

242 bench ْْْٕه ْٕهْْ تَ  bench 1,78 52  4,40 0,65  6,60 0,71  5,32 1,82  4 1 تَ

243 binocula
rs 

ْٕظاَؼْْ ْٕظاَؼْْ ِِ ِِ binoculars 1,77 40  3,32 1,31  5,00 1,89  2,56 1,36  6 2 

244 bird nest ّْػُمّْ ػُم bird nest 1,02 64  3,12 1,13  5,38 1,84  3,20 1,58  3 1 

245 bird 
hourse 

ت١ِدْْ

َْْ ا َّ  ز
فُٛؼْْ ًْ  bird house 2,78 16  3,08 1,25  5,36 1,55  3,29 1,88  7 2 ت١ِدْْػَ

246 blimp ْْْٕطاَظ ْٕطاَظْْ ِِ ِِ blimp 2,29 40  2,24 1,30  4,80 1,94  2,24 1,36  6 2 

247 camera َْْٖؼ ْٛ ًَ ؼَْْٖ ُِ ْٛ ًَ ُِ camera 0,97 72  4,52 0,67  6,33 1,31  5,00 1,73  7 3 

248 chest ْْْٕعُٚق ْٕعُٚقْْ يَ  chest 0,25 92  3,67 1,01  6,48 1,29  4,39 1,85  6 2 يَ

249 chimney ْْٗ َّ١ٕ ِّ ْْٗ نِ عْضَٕ ِِ chimney 2,49 28  3,32 1,18  5,50 2,02  3,16 1,62  7 3 

250 closet َْْٗٔضؿَأَْْٗ ضؿَا closet 1,86 56  4,04 0,93  6,54 0,78  5,32 1,60  5 2 

251 colander ْْـ ْْـ وَكْىا  colander 2,55 44  3,92 1,12  6,48 1,19  4,76 1,67  6 2 وَكْىا

252 cutting 
board 

ْْٗ َِ ْْٗ لعَُٚ  board 1,79 12  3,04 1,49  4,13 2,26  1,72 1,40  6 3 ٌُٛزَ

253 dolphin ْْٓ ٌْف١ِ ْْٓ ظُ ٌْف١ِ  dolphin 1,28 56  3,12 1,09  6,16 1,49  3,00 1,58  6 2 ظُ

254 dust pan ْْٗ ْْٗ تاٌََ  dust pan 1,44 56  3,80 1,00  6,29 1,46  3,88 1,51  4 2 تاٌََ

255 fan َْْٗؽُٚز ؽُٚزَْْٗ َِ َِ fan 0,00 84  3,56 1,16  6,30 1,06  4,33 1,69  6 2 

256 faucet ْْٗ ْْٗ قَثَّاٌَ  faucet 0,43 84  4,56 1,04  6,24 1,45  5,75 1,87  6 3 قَثَّاٌَ

257 feather ْْٗ ْْٗ ؼ٠ِهَ  feather 0,41 88  3,68 1,52  6,16 1,31  4,21 1,79  4 2 ؼ٠ِهَ

258 fern َْْٖنَدْؽَْْٖ نَدْؽ fern 1,99 24  3,08 1,19  5,74 1,71  4,52 1,78  4 1 

259 fishhook ْْْ ٛ ًُ ّْ  fishhook 2,35 24  3,17 1,20  4,00 2,71  2,12 1,36  6 2 يَُّٕاؼَْْٖ ٌَ

260 fishing 
rod 

 fishing rod 2,00 0  2,67 1,31  5,36 1,93  3,48 1,69  6 3 _ يَُّٕاؼَْْٖ

261 flashligh
t 

ْْٗ ْْٛ پ١ٍِ  light 2,70 20  3,72 1,14  5,20 2,20  3,92 1,71  4 2 ظَ

262 globe ْْٖ وُٛؼَ

ْْٗ َّ١ َِ  أؼَ
ْْٗ َّ١ َِ ْْٖأؼَ  globe 0,55 76  3,28 1,14  5,52 1,92  3,64 1,78  10 4 وُٛؼَ

263 goggles ِْْؽَا٠اخ

ْْْ ا َِ  ػُٛ
اقْه* َِ goggles 2,87 12  3,12 1,33  5,04 2,23  2,40 1,19  11 4 

264 grill ا َٛ هْ َِ ْْٗ ا٠َ َّٛ  grill 2,27 32  3,76 0,93  6,36 1,25  4,36 1,70  5 2 نَ

265 grocerie
s 

ْْٗ ْْٗ لظ١ََْ  groceries 3,11 24  4,12 1,05  5,00 1,98  5,68 1,63  5 2 لظ١ََْ

266 headph
ones 

اػَاخْْ َّّ  headphones 1,74 44  3,96 0,98  5,32 1,70  3,67 1,93  7 3 وَاقْه* قَ

267 hippopot
amus 

ْْْ ْٙؽْْ وَؽْوَعَ ْإٌَّ ْـ  hippopotamus 1,89 24  2,67 1,13  5,60 1,66  2,84 1,31  8 3 فؽََ

268 hoe ْْـ كْسَْْٗ فاَ ِِ hoe 1,63 36  2,76 1,09  6,04 1,37  3,12 1,13  3 1 

269 lantern َْْْْٖـ ڨاَؾ  lantern 2,87 24  3,08 1,02  4,88 2,13  2,21 1,53  4 2 فأَُٛ
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270 logs َْْزطةَْْ زطة logs 1,35 68  3,25 1,19  6,17 1,13  3,40 1,68  4 1 

271 net ْْٗ ْْ نَثْىَ  basket 1,52 48  3,20 1,29  6,00 1,58  4,04 1,93  5 2 قٍََّٗ

272 parrot ُّٛتثَغ١ََُّٛ تثَغ١ََ parrot 1,21 68  3,24 1,16  5,28 2,07  3,44 1,66  8 4 

273 frame ُٚاذْؽ َٛ اذْؽُٚ و َٛ  frame 1,46 68  4,28 0,89  5,96 1,43  4,40 1,73  6 2 و

274 pinball 
machine 

 bed 2,35 20  2,60 1,26  2,88 2,05  2,04 1,16  6 2 فؽَْل ف١ٍِپؽِْْ

275 rake ْْٗ ْْٗ ضَؽْتاَن  rake 2,41 12  3,36 1,15  4,38 2,34  2,44 1,33  7 3 ضَؽْتاَن

276 rocket ْْيَاؼُٚشْْ يَاؼُٚش rocket 0,00 96  2,52 1,23  6,28 1,10  4,17 1,46  5 2 

277 rope ًْْ ًْْ زثَ  rope 0,24 96  4,00 0,96  6,38 1,21  4,21 1,50  4 1 زثَ

278 saddle ْْقَؽْجْْ قَؽْج saddle 1,51 36  3,08 1,29  4,16 2,23  2,08 1,32  4 1 

279 safe ْْٗ ْْٗ ضَؿَْٔ  safe 1,12 68  3,60 1,08  6,21 1,38  3,48 1,94  5 2 ضَؿَْٔ

280 scale ْْْ ١ؿَا ِِ ْْْ ١ؿَا ِِ scale 0,24 96  3,12 1,09  5,92 1,50  4,08 1,38  5 2 

281 syringe َْْٗ٠م ٠مَْْٗ ؾُؼِّ  syringe 0,40 92  3,56 1,19  6,33 1,37  4,04 1,49  6 3 ؾُؼِّ

282 tambour
ine 

 tambourine 1,90 40  3,32 1,25  4,36 2,06  3,24 2,11  3 1 ِاَؼ ِاَؼ

283 tire ْْٗ ْْٗ ػَدٍْ  tire 0,00 100  4,04 1,14  6,00 1,10  4,38 1,74  5 2 ػَدٍْ

284 tractor ْْذؽَورُٛؼْْ ذؽَورُٛؼ tractor 0,96 72  3,28 1,02  6,28 1,57  3,58 1,18  7 2 

285 yoyo ُٛ٠ُٛ٠ُٛ ٠ُٛ٠ yoyo 1,97 20  3,08 1,12  5,79 1,56  4,12 1,56  4 2 

286 anteater ًِْٱو

ً ّْ  إٌَّ
ً ّْ  anteater 1,79 12  2,00 1,35  4,00 2,35  1,64 0,91  11 4 ٱوًِْإٌَّ

287 anvil ْْْ ْٕعَا ْْْ قَ ْٕعَا  anvil 1,58 4  2,60 1,15  2,76 1,90  1,46 0,66  6 2 قَ

288 arch ْْـ  gate 2,02 32  3,68 1,18  5,58 1,59  3,56 2,04  3 1 تاَبْْ لُٛ

289 armadill
o 

ُْٛ عٌُِّ َِ  armadillo 1,91 12  1,67 0,96  1,80 1,35  1,44 1,04  9 4 خَؽْتُٛعْْ أؼَْ

290 avocado ْْٗ  avocado 2,75 8  2,88 1,24  5,76 1,69  5,46 1,56  4 2 أڢَُٛوَا* غٍََّ

291 bat ْْضُفَّالْْ ضُفَّال bat 0,50 88  3,21 1,06  6,04 1,51  3,16 1,55  5 2 

292 bird 
cage 

 bird cage 0,55 76  3,79 1,02  5,88 1,62  4,00 1,85  4 1 لفىَّْ لفىَّْ

293 brain ُِّْصّْ ُِص brain 0,68 80  3,63 0,97  5,36 1,91  5,12 1,39  3 1 

294 buffalo ْْثُٛؼ

زْهِٟ َٚ 
ْْـ ٛ ُِ  buffalo 2,72 16  2,32 1,22  4,63 1,88  1,83 1,27  8 3 خَا

295 cactus ِْٕٞع  cactus 2,66 24  3,04 1,17  5,84 1,72  4,60 1,76  5 2 يَثَّاؼْْ ِ٘

296 calipers ِْْ ٍْماَ ِِ ِْْ ٍْماَ ِِ calipers 0,72 32  2,54 1,50  5,48 1,73  4,08 1,78  6 2 

297 cheese ْْٓ ْْٓ خثِ  cheese 0,00 96  3,92 1,26  6,48 1,20  5,56 1,56  4 1 خثِ

298 cockroa
ch 

ْْـ فؽَْؾ٠ِدِْْ ْٕفُٛ  insect 2,08 40  3,39 1,31  6,54 0,88  3,88 1,24  6 2 ضَ

299 compas
s 

ْْٗ يٍَ ْٛ ْْٗ تَ يٍَ ْٛ  compass 1,14 56  3,20 1,22  6,12 1,30  2,44 1,19  6 2 تَ

300 crab ْْْ ْْْ قَؽَِاَ  crab 2,22 40  3,04 1,06  6,08 1,04  3,68 1,67  7 3 قَؽَِاَ

301 dinosaur ْْٛؼ ًُ ٛؼْْ ظ٠ََْٕ ًُ  dinosaur 0,27 84  2,32 1,07  6,25 1,57  3,76 1,83  8 3 ظ٠ََْٕ

302 doghous
e 

ٍْة ٍْة ظَاؼْوَ  doghouse 2,09 24  3,56 1,08  6,68 0,99  3,24 1,69  7 2 ظَاؼْوَ

303 dragonfl
y 

ْْٗ انَ َٛ نْ  butterfly 2,01 44  3,72 0,94  6,44 1,00  5,46 1,56  7 3 فؽََانَْْٗ َٚ

304 easel ْْٗ زَ ْٛ ؼَْْٖ ٌَ  board 1,77 28  2,88 1,27  5,96 1,31  3,72 1,49  5 2 يَثُّٛ

305 eel ْٕهَا ْْٗ زَ  fish 1,61 28  2,48 1,42  5,21 2,08  2,88 1,51  5 2 زُٛذ

306 fishtail ْ ًْ غ٠ِِ

ْْٗ  زُٛذ
ْْٗ ْزُٛذ ًْ  fishtail 2,15 48  3,72 1,24  5,33 1,81  2,96 1,43  7 3 غ٠ِِ

307 funnel ْْغ َّ غْْ ل َّ  funnel 0,30 72  3,58 1,06  5,68 1,38  3,79 1,59  4 1 ل

308 hambur
ger 

ثؽُْڨؽِْْ ّْ ثؽُْڨِؽْ* َ٘ ّْ َ٘ hamburger 1,62 32  3,20 1,22  5,44 2,06  3,80 1,87  9 3 

309 hammoc
k 

فؽَْلْ

ْْٗ  ظُؼْخ١ِسَ
 bed 2,12 16  2,44 1,16  4,04 2,10  2,32 1,35  11 4 فؽَْل

310 hyena ْْثَغ ثَغْْ َْ َْ hyena 1,66 56  2,92 1,19  5,68 1,70  3,00 1,35  4 1 

311 igloo ْْظَاؼ

ُّٛ  إقِْى١ِ
ُّٛ  igloo 2,82 20  2,44 1,12  5,04 2,17  1,76 0,93  10 4 ظَاؼْْإقِْى١ِ

312 jellyfish ْْٗ ْْٗ زُؽ٠ِمَ  jellyfish 1,24 44  2,52 0,92  5,80 1,53  3,71 1,37  6 3 زُؽ٠ِمَ

313 koala َّْال َٛ الَّْ وَ َٛ  koala 1,66 40  2,40 1,26  5,20 2,00  2,68 1,68  6 3 وَ
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314 ladle ِِْْغَؽْفح

 قكَْ
 spoon 1,65 40  3,76 1,27  5,40 1,80  2,84 1,49  10 3 ِغَؽْفَْْٗ

315 ladybug ْ ْـ ْٕفُٛ ضَ

ْْٞ  اٌثا
 ladybug 1,73 36  3,24 1,27  3,04 2,05  1,68 1,03  12 4 وُىْكِٕاَيْ*

316 lamb ِْْلْْ ػ١ٍٍَم  sheep 1,39 64  3,88 1,20  5,60 2,10  3,20 1,61  6 2 ػٍَُّٛ

317 lipstick ْْ١ؽ ِّّ ١ؽْْ زُ ِّّ  lipstick 1,71 56  3,88 1,17  6,28 1,46  4,08 1,87  5 2 زُ

318 lizard ْْٗ ؾْغَ َٚ ْْٗ ؾْغَ َٚ lizard 2,76 28  2,92 1,14  6,09 1,47  4,00 1,55  5 2 

319 llama ا َِ ًْْ لَّ َّ  camel 2,13 24  2,28 1,17  3,21 2,52  1,79 1,38  4 2 خ

320 lungs ِٞاؼ َٚ اؼِٞ ؼ َٚ  lungs 0,00 96  3,40 1,08  5,33 1,95  3,40 1,58  5 2 ؼ

321 moose ًأ٠ًَْ أ٠َْ moose 2,22 20  2,08 1,04  3,36 2,14  2,04 1,37  4 1 

322 octopus ّْْ ّْْ لؽ١َِْٔ  octopus 0,59 72  3,00 0,87  6,20 1,38  4,68 1,59  6 2 لؽ١َِْٔ

323 palm 
tree 

ْْٗ ْْٗ ٔطٍََْ  palm tree 0,00 100  4,12 0,83  6,32 1,44  4,04 1,49  5 2 ٔطٍََْ

324 panda ْٕعَا ْٕعَا ظِبْْپَ  panda 1,41 48  2,38 1,17  4,76 2,01  2,52 1,58  8 3 پَ

325 peas ْْٗ ٍْثأََ ْْٗ خِ ٍْثأََ  peas 0,51 84  4,08 0,93  6,65 1,11  5,04 1,68  7 3 خِ

326 pelican ٌْْمٍَْكْْ ٌمٍَْك pelican 1,19 48  2,67 1,31  5,87 1,49  3,20 1,91  6 2 

327 pyramid َْْ َْْ ٘ؽََ  pyramid 0,74 76  3,08 1,29  5,76 1,81  2,84 1,37  5 2 ٘ؽََ

328 rat ْْفاَؼْْ خَؽْتُٛع mouse 0,25 92  3,40 1,19  6,32 1,28  3,76 1,64  6 2 

329 ray ْْزَثَّاؼ ْْٗ  fish 2,95 8  2,36 1,11  5,68 1,55  2,92 1,47  4 1 زُٛذ

330 rosebud ْ ُْ تؽُْػُ

ؼظَْْٖ َٚ 
ْْٖ ؼظَ َٚ rose 0,68 80  3,84 0,94  4,72 2,17  2,28 1,40  12 4 

331 saxopho
ne 

قَىْكُٛفُٛ

ْْْ 
ْْْ  saxophone 2,26 20  3,20 1,04  5,24 1,69  2,84 1,43  8 3 قَىْكُٛفُٛ

332 scorpion ْْػَمْؽبْْ ػَمْؽب scorpion 0,74 84  2,91 0,95  6,36 1,08  3,64 1,60  6 2 

333 shark لؽِْل لؽِْل shark 1,85 44  2,72 1,14  6,00 1,38  3,42 1,38  4 1 

334 skeleton ْ ًْ ١َْ٘ىِ

ِْٟ ِّ  ػَظْ
 skeleton 0,99 56  3,20 1,22  5,44 1,76  2,88 1,67  11 4 قْىُٛلَّخ*

335 skull ْْـ ْْٗ ؼَا َّ د ّْ  skull 1,64 64  2,96 1,24  6,21 1,18  5,40 1,73  3 1 خُ

336 spider 
web 

نَثْىحْْ

ْْٗ ْٕىثُٛذَ  ػَ
ْْٗ ْٕىثُٛذَ  spider web 2,09 20  3,64 1,08  6,16 1,52  3,58 1,82  14 5 نَثْىحْْػَ

337 starfish ْْح ِّ ٔدِْ

 تسَؽْْ
حْْتسَؽْْ ِّ  starfish 1,50 36  2,84 1,07  5,33 1,69  2,78 1,62  10 3 ٔدِْ

338 stethosc
ope 

اػَاخْْ َّّ قَ

ْْٗ ث١َِّّ ِِ 
ْْٗ اػَ َّّ  stethoscope 2,15 28  3,17 0,92  6,25 1,33  2,80 1,68  12 5 قَ

339 totem ْْٗ ثَ ّْ ْْٗ يَ ثَ ّْ  totem 3,02 12  2,28 1,02  5,24 1,56  3,80 1,85  5 2 يَ

340 toucan ْْْ فٛؼْْ ُِٛلاَ ًْ  bird 2,02 44  2,56 1,12  2,13 1,83  1,44 0,96  5 2 ػَ

341 turkey ْْْ ْٔعُٚ ْْـ ظَ ِٚ  peacock 2,55 28  2,76 1,16  5,24 2,22  3,04 2,05  6 2 ِاَ

342 vulture ْْٔكِْؽْْ ػماَب eagle 1,67 32  2,58 1,10  5,36 2,14  2,72 1,57  5 2 

343 walrus ْ ًْ ف١ِ

 اٌثسَؽ
ْْٗ َّ  seal 1,58 32  2,32 1,18  3,92 2,10  1,79 1,22  10 3 فمُْ

344 washing 
machine 

ْْٗ اٌَ ْْْ غَكَّ  washing ِى١ِٕحِْْيَثُٛ
machine 

2,07 28  4,36 0,91  6,40 1,04  4,36 1,58  6 3 

345 whale ْْزُٛخ

 ػَٕثؽْْ
 whale 2,55 28  2,24 1,36  3,00 2,19  1,75 0,99  9 3 تلََاْ*

346 whip ِ ْٛ ِ قَ ْٛ  whip 1,45 36  2,20 1,29  3,92 2,41  2,44 1,66  4 1 قَ

347 wolf ْْغ٠ِةْْ غ٠ِة wolf 0,68 80  2,88 1,30  6,50 0,78  3,52 1,39  3 1 

348 worm ْْٖ ْْٖ ظُٚظَ  worm 0,51 84  2,44 1,23  5,80 1,50  3,88 1,62  4 2 ظُٚظَ

349 couch **ْٕه ْٕه تَ  couch 1,34 44  4,36 0,86  6,60 0,71  5,32 1,82  4 1 تَ

350 zipper *ٍٍَْْٗك قَ

* 
ٍْكٍَْْٗ  zipper 1,28 32  3,48 1,50  5,58 1,89  4,44 1,71  6 2 قَ

351 baseball 
glove 

ْٔعُٚ* ا َٛ ڨ

* 
ْٔعُٚ ا َٛ  gloves 1,58 40  3,08 1,04  3,92 2,41  2,70 1,69  6 2 ڨ

352 blowfish **ْٗ ْْٗ زُٛذَ  fish 0,30 72  1,76 1,01  6,32 1,52  4,92 1,87  4 2 زُٛذَ

353 can **ْٗ  can 1,46 64  3,64 1,25  5,60 1,91  4,96 1,34  4 2 زُىَّْْٗ زُىَّ

354 dart **ُْٙ ُْٙ قَ  dart 1,94 36  2,92 1,04  5,60 1,66  2,92 1,50  4 1 قَ

355 jar *ْٖ ؾَ ظَتُّٛ

* 
ؾَْْٖ  jar 1,70 68  3,79 0,88  6,20 1,32  6,08 1,38  7 3 ظَتُّٛ

356 accordio           piano 1,99 24  2,16 0,99 پ١أَُٛ* _
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357 baseball 
bat 

ؽِبْْ _ ُْ َِ baseball bat 1,63 36  3,36 0,99         

358 boot _ *ِْ           boot 1,26 76  4,04 0,84 تُٛ

359 cap _ *ْوَكْىَاخ cap 2,24 28  3,40 1,12          

360 football 
helmet 

          helmet 0,00 20  2,13 1,19 وَاقْه* _

361 harp _ ْْْ           qanun 1,37 12  2,52 1,05 لأَُٛ

362 helicopt
er 

          helicopter 1,18 56  3,48 1,29 ١ٍَِ٘ىُٛپْراؼْ* _

363 mitten _ ْْاخ َٚ ْٔعُ ا َٛ           gloves 1,30 60  3,44 1,33 ڨ

364 plug _ *ْپؽ٠ِؿ plug 1,12 64  4,12 0,97          

365 pocketb
ook 

          handbag 1,45 72  4,00 1,04 قَانْ* _

366 record 
player 

أَْْٗ _ َٛ           disk 3,12 8  2,48 0,96 إقِْطِ

367 roller 
skate 

          roller skate 2,41 16  3,12 1,17 ترَٕاَخ _

368 screw _ ْْاؼ َّ كْ ُِ nail 1,22 44  3,68 0,99          

369 screwdri
ver 

ْڢ١ِفْ* _ ُْ           screwdriver 0,51 84  3,84 1,03 ذُٛؼْ

370 skirt _ *ْخُٛپ skirt 0,24 96  4,00 1,04          

371 skunk _ ْْْٕدَاب           squirrel 2,28 16  2,24 1,09 قِ

372 sled _ َْْؿْلّج ِِ sled 2,16 12  2,32 1,41          

373 thimble _ ًْْ           bucket 2,93 16  2,68 1,03 قطَ

374 tie _ *ْوؽَاڢاَج tie 0,76 84  4,04 0,86          

375 toaster _ * ْْ ْپاَ ِٞ           toaster 1,95 8  3,48 1,12 ڨؽِ

376 ferris 
wheel 

ٕاَجْ* _ َِ ferris wheel 2,36 16  3,68 1,03          

377 fire 
hydrant 

_ _ _ 0,00 0  2,46 1,35          

378 lawnmo
wer 

اؼَْْٖ _           lawnmower 2,75 8  3,08 1,19 خَؿَّ

379 maracas _ ْْؽِب ُْ َِ racket 1,41 12  2,71 1,16          

380 microsc
ope 

ىْؽُٚقْىُٛپْ* _ ِِ microscope 1,69 28  2,92 1,15          

381 paddle _ *ْؼَوَاخ racket 1,48 36  3,08 1,29          

382 parachu
te 

ْٕطاَظْْ _ ِِ parachute 0,70 76  2,00 1,22          

383 platypus _ ْْتطَْؽ٠ِك pinguin 1,92 8  1,68 0,99          

384 spatula _ ْْٗ           shovel 1,67 48  3,40 1,08 تاٌََ

385 showerh
ead 

          shower 1,27 52  4,12 1,13 ظُٚلْ* _

386 telescop
e 

ْٕظاَؼْْ _ ِِ telescope 2,28 32  2,68 1,22          

387 thermos _ * ْـ ُِٛ           thermos 1,43 40  3,40 1,12 ذؽْ

388 tram car _ ْْْٕطاَظ ِِ hot-air balloon 2,25 8  2,16 1,11          

389 weather 
vane 

          cock 2,28 16  2,28 1,34 قَؽْظُٚنْْ _

390 cymbals _ ْْٗ           tire 1,87 24  2,50 1,25 ػَدٍَْ

391 fishbowl _ * َْ اؼ٠ُْٛ َٛ           acquarium 2,98 20  3,64 0,95 أوْ

392 flamingo _ ْْٗ َِ           ostrich 2,31 32  2,60 1,00 ٔؼَا

393 harmoni
ca 

          brick 2,06 16  2,76 1,09 ٠دَُٛؼَْْٖ _

394 horsesh
oe 

          magnet 1,46 24  2,80 1,22 غو١ِؽْْ _

395 pretzel _ ًْْ           thread 2,73 24  2,91 1,35 زثَ

396 propelle ؽُٚزَْْٗ _ َِ fan 0,91 60  2,76 1,27          
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397 scoop _ ْْٗ          shovel 1,67 28  2,72 1,31 تاٌََ

398 squash _ _ squash 2,00 0  1,80 1,00          

399 swordfis
h 

_ ْْٗ           fish 1,66 56  2,38 1,44 زُٛذَ

400 thermo
meter 

اذؽْ* _ َِ ٛ ُِ           thermometer 1,72 52  3,16 1,31 ذؽْ

 

The following information is presented in the database : the number assigned to each  picture (first  column) ; 

the intended name of each  picture transcribed in TA (second column) ; the modal name, namely the most  

frequent name given by participants to the picture, transcribed in TA (third column) with  names given in 

French identified with  an asterisk ; the intended and  modal names‟ English translations (fourth and  fifth  

columns, respectively) ; two  name agreement measures : the H statistic and  % of participants giving the most  

common name in TA (sixth and  seventh columns, respectively) ; the means and  standard deviations for the 

familiarity, subjective frequency, and  imageability of the intended names (subsequent columns) ; word length 

in number of phonemes and  syllables for the intended names (the  last  two  columns). 

Note that frequency or imageability ratings are available for only 355 stimuli of the set since the rest (items 

#365-400) do not have names in TA or are usually referred to with their French name by Tunisian speakers. 

** The frequency and imageability values for seven stimuli (#349-355) were the same as those of their 

homonyms in the database. 
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Appendix B – Alternative names given in Tunisian 

Arabic to each picture in the name agreement task 

No. Picture 

TA 
Intended 

name 
TA Modal 

name 

Modal 
name in 
English 

DK
N 

DK
O 

N
R Nondominant names 

         3 anchor ْْْٕىؽج ؽْقاخ ٌَ ِِ anchor 12 0 2 ْْمػِف طْطافْْ قُٙ ِِ ُِ        

4 ant ْْٗ اٌ َّّ ِٔ ْْٗ اٌ َّّ ِٔ ant 0 0 1 َِْ ْٕىُثُٛخْْ زَهَؽْْٖ فُٛؼْ ْْٗ ػ ْٕفُٛق نْٛانَْ ض َٚ
ْْٖ 

ْْٗ ٛق ُّّ َٔ     

5 apple ْْٗ ْْٗ ذفُاّز ُْْ apple 0 0 0 ذفُاّز ِِ ا َّ ِ          

6 arm ٠عِْْ غؼاع hand 0 0 0 ْْغؼَاع          

7 arrow َُٙفْلاَلْ* ق arrow 0 0 0 ُٙظِؼوْك١ٛ ق

ْْْ 
        

8 articho
ke 

ْْٗ ْْٗ ڨََّٕاؼ٠ِ artichok ڨََّٕاؼ٠ِ
e 

ِْة ضفّْْ 3 1 3 ْْٗ وؽُ         ڨؽ١ََِْٕٔ

9 ashtray ْْٗ ْٕعؼ٠َِّ ْْٗ يَ ْٕعؼ٠َِّ ْْٗ ashtray 1 2 0 يَ ْٕعؼ٠ِ ْْْ يُ          وُٕٛ

10 aspara
gus 

َْْ ٓ stick 1 13 2 ػُٛظْْ قىُٛ ًْ ْْٗ ضُظْؽَْْٖ لطا١َٔاَ ػًا غُ ْٓ ضَهْثَ ًْ غُ

 يغ١ِؽْْ
    

11 axe ْقَاُِٛؼ

 ضهَةْْ
ْْـ ْْٗ axe 1 0 2 فاَ َِ         ِطَؽْلَْْٗ ياُِٛؼْْ ڨاَظُٚ

12 baby 
carriag
e 

ْْٗ ٚقَ ْْٗ وَؽُّ ٚقَ  baby وَؽُّ
carriage 

٠طْْٗ 1 0 0 ْْٗ پُٛقاجَْْ وَؽِّ         ػَؽت

13 ball َْْٖوُٛؼَْْٖ وُٛؼ ball 0 0 0 ٌْْٗٛث ِْ           أ

14 balloon ٌَُْْٗٛث ِْ ثٌَُْْٛٗ أَ ِْ ْْٗ ٔفَُّاضحْْ balloon 0 0 1 أَ          تٍََٛٔ

15 banana َْْٖٛؾ ُِ ْْٗ           ُِٛؾْْ banana 0 0 0 تٕأَ

16 barn ْْْ طْؿِ ْْْ وُٛشْْ house 0 0 2 ظاؼ َِ طْؿ ًِّ إقِْطثًَ َِ ؼْ َِ ْْْ ظاؼْ ًِٕغ ِاؾُٚ

يغ١ؽ

 ج

   

17 barrel ًتؽ١ًِِ تؽ١ِِ barrel 2 1 4           

18 basket ّقٍحّ قٍح basket 3 0 3 ْْٗ ١ْٕآْ لفُّ         قانْْ پَ

20 bed فؽل فؽل bed 0 1 0 قؽ٠ؽ          

21 bee ْْٗ ْْٗ ٔسٍ           غتَّأحْْ bee 0 0 0 ٔسٍ

22 beetle ْْٗ ْْٗ ضٕفٛق اٌح فؽؾ٠د ڨؽٌُّٛ beetle 2 0 0 ضٕفٛق َّّ اؼ ٔ   ٚ خؽأح غتَّأحْْ ظزفٛؾجْْ يؽَّ

23 bell ٔالٛؾ ٔالٛؾ bell 1 0 4 واقه خؽـ         

24 belt ْْٗ ْْٗ قِثْرَ           قَأرُٛؼْْ belt 0 0 1 قِثْرَ

25 bicycle تكىلاخ تكىلاخ bicycle 0 0 0 ٗاخ           ظؼَّ

26 bird ػًفٛؼ ػًفٛؼ bird 0 0 0           

27 blouse ْْٗ ١ؿْْ خَىَاجْْ vest 1 0 1 ڢ١ِكْراَ قٛؼ٠َِّ ِِ ْْْ قُٛؼ٠حّْْ نُٛ     خ١ٍِٗ ل١ّى وثّٛخ تٍُٛؾَ

30 bow ْْٗ ْْٗ ڨؽُْت١ِطَ ْْْ bow 0 0 1 ڨؽُْت١ِطَ         فؽانح ُٔٛ پپ١َِٛ

31 bowl ْْٗ ْْٗ يسف          يسٓ ٚػاءْْ bowl 0 0 0 يسف

32 box َّْْٗيٕعٚق زُى box 0 1 2 ٛػٍثح تاو         

33 bread ضثؿ ضثؿ bread 0 1 1 ْْڨطُّْْٛ خثٓ وا٠ه وؼىح

٠َِّٛاخ  زٍَ
ذؽُٔمْ

ِرغْ

 ضثؿ

     

34 broom ٍَْْْٗس ًَ ٍْسَْْٗ ِ ًَ ِ broom 1 0 2 ْْىٕكحْْ تؽٚـ تاٌحْْ قثؽوحْْ ن١ح ِِ      

35 brush ْْٗ ْْٗ ن١ِرَ ىِٕكْْٗ تؽٚـ ُِهّ brush 1 0 3 ن١ِرَ تؽٚـْ ِِ

 ِرغْنؼؽ
      

36 bus واؼ واؼ bus 0 0 0 ْْـ زفٍح          تُٛ

37 butterfl
y 

ْْْ butterfly 0 0 0 فؽانْْٗ فؽَِطُّٛ          فؽَِطُّٛ پپ١َِٛ

38 button ْْٗ ٍْكَ ْْٗ فِ ٍْكَ ْ لفٍُْْٗ button 0 1 1 فِ ُٛ ًْْ ظ٠كْه تُٛذ        ِمفِ

39 cake َُّْٛڨطَُّٛ وؼثْٗڨط cake 1 0 0 ُْٛؼْق ُٛ ِ

 ڨطُّٛ
ضثؿِجْْ

 ڨطُّْٛ
        

40 camel ًّخًّ خ camel 0 0 1          
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42 cannon َْْعْفغ عْفغَْْ ِِ ِِ cannon 0 0 0 لّثٍح ػدٍح ظتاّتح        

43 car ْْٗوؽ٘ثْْٗ وؽ٘ث car 0 0 0 ق١اّؼج          

44 carrot ْْٗ           خَؿَؼْْ carrot 1 0 1 قفَّٕاؼ٠ح قفَّٕاؼ٠

45 cat لطُّٛـ لطُّٛـ cat 0 0 1           

46 caterpil
lar 

ْْٖ ظُٚظِجْْزؽ٠ؽ caterpill ظُٚظَ
ar 

ظٚظْٖ 1 0 0

 زؽ٠ؽ
أَْ

الأؼتؼحْ

 ٚؼتؼ١ٓ

        

47 celery ِْْضفّْ ولافَف lettuce 2 7 6 ٍْْح ًْ       تؽٚظٚ فِٕداْ ولافؿِْْ ِؼعٔٛـ ت

48 chain ٍٍََْْْٗك ٍْكٍََْْٗ قِ           زع٠عْْ chain 0 0 0 قِ

50 cherry ذفَّازَٗ زَةٍُِْْٛن apple 1 2 2 زةْ ضٛضٗ قُؽ٠ؿ ِهّال

 ٍِٛن
      

51 chicken ٗظخاخٗ ظخاخ chicken 0 0 0 قؽظٚن          

52 chisel َٖثؽِْظ ِِ ْ ُْ ذُٛؼْ

 ڢ١ِِفْ*
screwdri
ver 

       پأكٛ ِثؽظ ؼوَّاَٗ ِفه 1 13 1

53 church ْْٗ ْْٗ و١ِٕك١َِّ       إڨ١ٍِؿْْ لًؽ خاِغ ناذٛ ظاؼ church 0 0 0 و١ِٕك١َِّ

54 cigar َْْق١ِڨاؼَْْ ق١ِڨاؼ cigar 0 3 1 ٍُلٍُْ وؽا٠ْٛ ق١ڨاؼٚ قر١ٍٛ ل

ؼيا

 و

     

55 cigarett
e 

cigarett ق١ِڨاؼَُٚ ق١ِڨاؼَُٚ
e 

          قِڨؽََاخْْ 0 0 1

56 clock ٌََْْْٕٗڨا ْٕڨاٌََْْٗ ُِ ُِ clock 0 0 0 ْْقاػح          

57 clothes
pin 

clothesp نَىَّاي نَىَّاي
in 

نىّايْ نىَّايْظتم ػًافؽ ِاقه 0 0 1

 زثً
      لاؼو

58 cloud ْْقْسَابْْ قْسَاب cloud 0 3 3 ْْقّا غ١ّح         

59 clown ٙؽَِّج ُِ * ْْ         تٍٙٛاْ نَؽٌُْٛ ِٙؽج clown 0 0 0 وٍُٛ

60 coat ِ ِ وَثُّٛ ١ؿ ِث١ٍَّحْْ ِٕع٠ٍحْْ coat 1 0 0 وَثُّٛ ِِ ْْْ نٛ       ِؼطف تٍُٛؾَ

61 comb ّْوْْ ُِه ُْٟ ِهّ comb 0 0 1 ضَلاَّ ْٔ          پاَ

62 corn َٗلطا١ََٔٗ لطا١َٔ corn 0 0 2 ْْػث١ِّع پُٛپْْوٛؼْ قفَِّٕاؼ٠حْْ ِكرٛؼج       

63 cow َٖتڨَْؽَٖ تڨَْؽ cow 0 0 0 ثٛؼ          

64 crown ْْذاجْْ ذاج crown 1 0 0           

65 cup ْْْ ْٕدا ْْْ فِ ْٕدا واـْ واـ cup 0 0 0 فِ

 لٙٛج
        

66 deer ٌَْْٗغؿَاٌَْْٗ غؿَا deer 0 0 0 ّْْؼٔح          

67 desk ُٚت١ِؽُٚ ت١ِؽ desk 0 0 1 افُٛؾ ِاٌٚح َٛ        تؽُِٚ ِىرثح و

68 dog ٍْة ٍْة وَ            dog 0 0 1 وَ

69 doll ْْٗ ِفٍحْ ت١ثٟ تاَؼتِٟ پُٛپاَ ػؽٚقح ظ١ِحْْ girl 0 0 1 ِفٍَُْْْٗ ػؽُٚق

 يغ١ؽجْْ
ت١ٕحّْْ

يغ١ؽ

 جْْ

   

70 donkey زّاؼ ُْْ ١ِٙ          زًاْ زّاؼ donkey 0 0 0 ت

71 door تاب تاب door 0 0 0 ضؿأحْْ نثَّان         

72 doorkn
ob 

doorkno وُٛتَٗ وُٛتَٗ
b 

١ْٔاَ 1 1 4 وؽقْٟ ٠عْتاب ِمثع پَٛا

ِرغْ

 يغاؼ

زلايْ

 تاب
     

73 dress ْْٗ ْْٗ ؼُٚتَ           ؼٚب dress 0 0 1 ؼُٚتَ

74 dresser ُٕٛع٠ِ ِّ اخ closet 0 5 3 ضؿَأَْْٗ وُ ِاتًْظُْ وّع٠ٕٛ لدؽَّ

ِْٞٛ ٔ 
افُٛؾ َٛ        و

75 drum ْْٗ ْْٗ ِثٍََْ          ظؼتٛوحْْ ِّثٛؼ drum 3 1 1 ِثٍََْ

76 duck ْْٗ ْْٗ تطََّ           ٚؾّج duck 0 0 0 تطََّ

77 eagle ٔكِؽ ٔكِؽ eagle 0 0 0 ػًفٛؼ زّاِحْْ يمؽ        

78 ear ْْْ ْْْ ٚغِ           ِطعّج ear 0 0 2 ٚغِ

80 envelo
pe 

ابْْ َٛ ابْْ خ َٛ envelop خ
e 

ٛ ظؽف 1 0 0         أُٔڢٍُٛپ ِايُّ

82 fence ْْقُٛؼْْ قُٛؼ fence 3 4 1 زاخؿ تؽ٠ْاَؼْْ ٌٛذ ق١اج       

83 finger ُْْيثغُْْ يثغ finger 0 0 0 َالإتٙا          

85 flag ُْْ ُْْ ػٍََ          ظؼاتٛ flag 0 0 1 ػٍََ

86 flower َْْٖاؼ َّٛ َٔ ْْٖ ؼْظَ َٚ rose 0 0 0 اؼج ّٛ ٔ          

87 flute ْْٞ ْْٞ ٔاَ لٍُْ flute 8 2 4 ٔاَ

ؼيا

اؼج ػٛظ ِؿِاؼ َِّ      إتِؽج فٍٛج ؾ
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 و

88 fly ْْٗ ْْٗ غتَّأَ اٌحْْ fly 0 0 0 غتَّأَ َّّ ٔ          

89 foot ْْقَاقْْ قَاق foot 0 0 0 َلع          

90 rugby 
ball 

وُٛؼِجْ

 ؼِڨْثِٟ
وٛؼجْ ball 1 0 0 وُٛؼَٖ

 ؼڨثٟ
وٛؼجْ

 تا٠ؿتٛي
وٛؼجْ

 فٛذثٛي
       

91 fork ْْٗ ْْٗ فؽَْڨ١ِرَ            fork 0 0 1 فؽَْن١ِرَ

92 fox ثؼٍة ثؼٍة fox 0 0 0 إتْٓآٜٚ غ٠ة         

93 french 
horn 

ْْٗ ث١ِطَِ ِْ  french تُٛق ذؽُ
horn 

قىْكٛ 0 3 2

 فْٛ
اؼج ِؿِاؼ َِّ ِٛق١م ذؽِٚپاج ؾ

ٜ 
     

94 frog َْْٗٔخَؽأَْْٗ خَؽا frog 1 0 0 ْْفْعػح َِ          

95 frying 
pan 

مٍَْٝ َِ ْْٗ َ٠  frying للَاَّ
pan 

       پُٛاي وًؽٚٔح ِٕدؽج ِمٍح 2 0 0

96 garbag
e can 

 garbage تُٛتاَيْ* ؾِتْلَاْ
can 

        قطًْؾتٍح قطً ؾتٍح 3 0 1

99 glasses ِْْؽا٠اَخْْ ِؽا٠اَخ glasses 0 0 0 ٔظَّاؼاخ ٌُٛٔاخ         

100 glove ُْٚٔع ا َٛ اخْْ ڨ َٚ ْٔعُ ا َٛ ْْٓ ٠ع gloves 1 0 0 ڨ          ڨَ

101 goat َْْٖؼْؿ ؼْؿَْْٖ َِ َِ goat 1 0 4 غؿاٌح خعٞ ٔؼدح        

102 gorilla ْ ْ غُٛؼِلَّّ ِْٞ نّپٕؿٞ لؽظ gorilla 0 0 2 غُٛؼِلَّّ        غٌٛح ڨؽُِ

103 grapes ِْْػٕةِْْ ػٕة grapes 0 0 1 ْػٕمٛظ

 ػٕة
         

104 grassh
opper 

grassho خَؽاظَْْٖ خَؽاظَْْٖ
pper 

اٌح يؽّاؼ ڨؽٌُّٛ 2 0 0 ّّ        أٔكاوح ٔ

105 guitar َْْٖڨ١ِراَؼ* ڨ١ِراَؼ guitar 0 0 3 ػٛظ ڨرِاؼج         

106 gun ْْفؽَْظْْ فؽَْظ gun 0 0 1 ِڨؽْٚ ِكعّـ         

107 hair ْْنؼَؽْْ نؼَؽ hair 0 2 2 ؼاـ          

108 hamme
r 

           hammer 2 0 0 ِطَؽْلحَ ِطَؽْلحَ

110 hanger ْْؼْلَاق ؼْلَاقْْ ِِ ِِ hanger 1 0 0 ػلاَّق قٕرؽ         

111 hat نَپُٛ* َِؽْتُٛنَح hat 1 0 0 ِؽتٛن

 ج
        ِظٍحّ واقه

112 heart ٍْة ٍْة لَ           وُٛؼ heart 0 0 0 لَ

114 house ْْظَاؼْْ ظَاؼ house 0 0 1 ٕؿِي         ت١د وٛش ِِ

116 ironing 
board 

ٌْحْ ِٚ ِاَ

 زع٠عِْْ
ٌْحْزع٠عِْْ ِٚ  ironing ِاَ

board 
ِٕظعجْ پٍٛٔم ِاٌٚح 0 1 0

 وٛٞ
فاؼْأَْ

 ؼُپكَّا
      زع٠عج

117 jacket َڢ١ِكْراَ ڢ١ِكْرا jacket 0 0 1 خ ْْْ تٍٛؾج خَىاخ قٛؼ٠ح وثُّٛ ١ؿ تٍُٛؾَ ِِ     ِث١ٍحّ نٛ

118 kangar
oo 

ْٕغُؽُٚ ْٕغُؽُٚ وُ kangaro وُ
o 

        وٕغؽ وؽوعْ قٕداب 1 0 0

119 kettle ْْاظ اظْْ تؽََّ اظْذاٞ ؾَؾْٚج kettle 0 0 1 تؽََّ          تؽَّ

121 kite ْْ١ََِّاؼِج

 ٚؼَقْْ
ْْْ ِائؽجْ kite 8 0 2 قَاؼْڢُٛلَّ

 ٚؼل١ح
         ١َِّاؼج

122 knife ْْٗ َٕ١ ْْٗ قِىِّ َٕ١            knife 0 1 1 قِىِّ

123 ladder َْْ َْْ قٍَُّٛ            ladder 0 0 1 قٍَُّٛ

124 lamp َْْٖؼ ُٛ          أتدُٛؼ ڢاؾ lamp 2 1 1 ڢ١َُٛؾَْْٖ تدَ

125 leaf ْْٗ ؼْل َٚ ْْٗ ؼْل َٚ leaf 0 0 3 ٚؼلحْْ ضؽٚع ػٕة

 ػٕة
ٚؼلحْْْْ

 ندؽج
      

126 leg ًْقَاقْْ ؼِخ leg 0 0 0 ًخِٛة ؼوثح ؼخ        

127 lemon ْْلاَؼِوْْ لاَؼِو lemon 0 1 0 ٌِّْٛ ْوؼثح

 لاؼو
        

128 leopard ِّْْٔؽ فٙع tiger 0 0 2 غ٠ة فٙع         

129 cabbag
e 

ْْٗ ؼاـْ لّذُٛ وؽِة lettuce 0 3 1 ضَفّْ يَلَاَِ

 تؽٚوٍٛ
      ٔثرٗ ولافؿ

130 light 
bulb 

ْْٗ ثُٛتَ ِْ ْْٗ أَ ثُٛتَ ِْ  light أَ
bulb 

0 0 0 ّْٛ       أِثٌٛح پلأح لِّپ لِّثا َ

131 light 
switch 

ْْٛ ََ فراذْْ ِِ ْْٛ ََ light 4 1 4 ّْظِقرؽِتُْ تؽ٠ِؿ أٔرؽَِپرُٛؼ ِفراذ تاب ؾؼ

 ذاؼْْ
 ٔمٛؾ

132 lion ِْْي١عِْْ ي١ع lion 0 0 0 أقع          

133 lips ِْْنفا٠َف ُّْْ            mouth 0 0 1 فُ

134 lobster ْْخؽَاظْْتسَؽ ْْْ قىؽپ١ٛ crab 1 1 5 قؽَِاَ قؽِا زٛذٗ ػمؽب وؽاب لّٔڨٛقح     
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ْ ْْ

 اٌثسؽ

135 lock َْْٖاؼ ْْٗ قُىَّ doorkno وُٛتَ
b 

       خؽّا٠ح تٍٛوٛـ نُؽ١ٌح وعٔآ 3 0 2

137 cresce
nt 
moon 

 crescent ٘لَايْْ ٘لَايْْ
moon 

          ڨّؽج 0 0 0

138 motorc
ycle 

motorcy ُُِِٛٛؼْْ ُُِِٛٛؼْْ
cle 

         ِٛذٛؼ ِٛتلاج 1 0 0

141 mushro
om 

* فمُاَعْْ ْٓ ُ١ْٕ پِ ّْ mushro نُ
om 

         فطؽ فٛلاع 2 0 3

142 nail ْْاؼ َّ كْ اؼْْ ُِ َّ كْ ُِ nail 0 1 2 ف١ِف          

143 nail ْْثْؽِظ ِِ ْْٗ َٕ١        ٔؽِج ِٛـ ِثؽظ ١ٌُ knife 1 0 3 قِىِّ

144 necklac
e 

necklac نَؽْوْْٗ نَؽْوْْٗ
e 

يًٍا 1 1 0

 ي
        ناْ و١ٍِّا

145 needle ْْٖإتِْؽْْٖ إتِْؽ needle 0 0 1 ػًا ؼ٠هح         

146 nose ُْْ ُْْ ضهَ            nose 0 0 1 ضهَ

147 nut ْْٗ ْْٗ تٌَُُٛٛٔ        تاؼ٠ّح ؼٚٔع٠ٍح ڢ١ِف ز١ايح nut 0 10 1 تٌَُُٛٛٔ

148 onion ًْْ ًَ ًْْ ت ًَ ؼاـْ onion 0 2 1 ت

 تًً
ُِٛقح          وؽ

149 orange ْْْٗ ْْْٗ تؽُْڨعَأ أح orange 0 4 5 تؽُْڨعَأ ِّ         تؽذماي ١ٌَّٛٔح ؼ

150 ostrich ْْٗ َِ ْْٗ ٔؼَا َِ            ostrich 3 0 3 ٔؼَا

151 owl ْْٗ َِ ْْٗ تُٛ َِ           إتُِٛ owl 0 0 1 تُٛ

152 paintbr
ush 

ْْٗ ْْٗ فُٛنَ paintbru فُٛنَ
sh 

ْٕكُٛ 2 0 2 ن١طحْ پ

زثؽْ

 ي١ٕٟ

       ؼ٠هح پٍَُٛ

154 peach َْْٗان َّ هْ انَْْٗ ِِ َّ هْ ِِ peach 1 3 1 اْ ١ٌّح ضٛضح ِّ         ؼ

155 peacoc
k 

ْْـ ِٚ ْْـ ِاَ ِٚ            peacock 1 0 1 ِاَ

156 peanut ْْٗ َّ٠ ِٛ ْْٗ وَاوَ َّ٠ ِٛ اْ خٛؾ أودٛ peanut 0 9 2 وَاوَ ِّ         ؼ

157 pear ْْْٗٔؿَاي ْٔؿَايْْٗ أَ          إخَّاو قفؽخٍح pear 0 0 0 أَ

158 pen ٍُٛقر١ٍُِٛ قر١ِ pen 0 0 0 ٍُل          

159 pencil ْ ُْ لٍَ

 ؼيَاوْْ
ْؼيَاوْْ ُْ         قر١ٍٛ وؽا٠ْٛ لٍُ pencil 0 0 0 لٍَ

160 pengui
n 

          پٕڨٛاْ penguin 3 0 2 تطَْؽ٠ِكْْ تطَْؽ٠ِكْْ

161 pepper ًْْ ٍْفِ ًْْ فِ ٍْفِ         قفؽخً ِّاُِ ڨؽع pepper 2 6 1 فِ

162 piano َُٛٔپ١أَُٛ پ١ا piano 0 0 1 ڨ١راؼج          

163 pig ْْف ْٕؿ٠ِؽِْْ زٍَُّٛ ف pig 0 0 2 ضِ         پ١ڨِْْ وٛنٓ زٍُّٛ

164 pineap
ple 

ْْـ ْْـ إََٔٔاَ pineapp إََٔٔاَ
le 

خٛؾْ و١ٛٞ 1 0 1

 إٌٙع
        

165 pipe َپ١ِپِاَ پ١ِپِا pipe 7 0 3 پاٞ پ١پا         

166 pitcher ْْْ ا ًَ ّْ بْْ لُ لًّاْْ لًّاْ pitcher 2 0 4 زَلاَّ

 ِرغِْا
      وؽاف ڢاؾ إتؽ٠ك

167 pliers ْْب بْْ وُلاَّ فهّْ ِفراذ pliers 3 0 0 وُلاَّ ِِ
 تؽاغٟ

        

168 pot ْْٗ ؽَُٚٔ ًَ ْْٗ وَ ؽَُٚٔ ًَ         وَكُؽُٚي ِٕدؽج لًؼح pot 1 1 2 وَ

169 potato َتطَاَِاَ تطَاَِا potato 0 2 0 زدؽج          

170 pumpki
n 

          تط١ّطح pumpkin 1 0 1 لْؽَعْْ لْؽَعْْ

171 rabbit ِْْأؼَْٔةِْْ أؼَْٔة rabbit 0 0 0 فاؼ          

172 racoon ْْْ       ز١ٛاْ غ٠ة قٕداب فٕه فٙع fox 7 1 2 ثؼٍَْةِْْ ؼَاوُٛ

174 rhinoce
ros 

ز١ِعِْ َٚ
 اٌمؽَْْ

ز١ِعِْاٌمؽَْْ َٚ rhinocer
os 

فؽـْ وؽوعْ 0 1 3

 إٌٙؽ
       

175 ring ُْْ ُْْ ضَاذِ            ring 2 0 0 ضَاذِ

176 rocking 
chair 

وُؽْقِْٟ

ْْٗ  ظُؼْخ١ِسَ
وؽقْٟ chair 1 0 0 وُؽْقِٟ

 ِرسؽّن
وؽقْٟ

 ٘ؿّاؾ
وؽقْٟ

 ٠عّؼخر
       

177 rolling ٍْْْماَي ٍْماَيْْ لَ ػًاْ rolling 5 1 3 لَ          للاّٞ
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pin pin ْٚٔطثؿ

 ت١ٙا

178 rooster قَؽْظُٚن قَؽْظُٚن rooster 0 0 1 ظ٠ه ظخاخح         

180 sailboa
t 

ْْٗ      ِؽوة قف١ٕح تاتٛؼ ؾٚؼق لاؼب فٍٛوح sailboat 0 0 1 تطَُّٛ* فٍُٛوَ

181 salt 
shaker 

زَْْٗ لاَّ زَْْٗ َِ لاَّ َِ salt 
shaker 

ظتٛؾجْ 3 0 2

 ٍِر
      زىّح ؼنّحٍِْر ِاٍِسح ٍِر

182 sandwi
ch 

٠ِٚرِْمْ* وَكْىؽُٚخْْ ْٕع sandwic ي
h 

وكىؽٚ 1 1 0

 خ
       پ١رؿا ذُٛقْح فؽُِٚاج

183 saw ْْْٕهَاؼ ْٕهَاؼْْ ِِ ِِ saw 0 0 1 فٛنح          

184 scissor
s 

           scissors 0 0 1 ِمىَّْْ ِمىَّْْ

185 sea 
horse 

ْ ْْ ا ًَ ز

 تسَؽْْ
ْتسَؽْْ ْْ ا ًَ  sea ز

horse 
فؽـْ 3 0 11

 اٌثسؽ
ػدًْْ

 اٌثسؽ
ذ١ّْٕٓ وٍةْْاٌثسؽ

 اٌثسؽ
      

186 seal ْْٗ َّ ْْٗ فمُْ َّ وٍةْْ وٍةْاٌّا seal 1 0 4 فمُْ

 اٌثسؽ
        

187 sheep ْْل لْْ ػٍَُّٛ          ضؽٚف وثم sheep 0 0 2 ػٍَُّٛ

188 shirt ْْٗ ْْٗ قُٛؼ٠َِّ         پٌٛٛ ڢاقح ن١ِٛؿ shirt 1 0 1 قُٛؼ٠َِّ

190 snail ْْْ ْْْ زٍَؿَُٚ           تثَُٛنح snail 0 0 3 زٍَؿَُٚ

191 snake َْْزٕمَْْ زٕم snake 0 0 0 قؽپْٛ ثؼثاْ ٌفؼح        

192 snowm
an 

حْْْ ْاٌثٍَّ ًْ حْْْ ؼَخُ ْاٌثٍَّ ًْ snowma ؼَخُ
n 

تْْٛأَُْٚ 1 0 4

 ظُٔاج
ػؽٚـْ ثٍح

 اٌثٍح
ذّثايْ

 ثٍدٟ
      

193 sock ْْٗ ١طَ ًِ ٍْ ْْٗ وَ ١طَ ًِ ٍْ           قاق sock 0 0 0 وَ

194 spider ْْٗ ْٕىثُٛخَْ ؼُذ١ٍِِّ           ؼُذ١ٍح spider 0 0 1 ػَ

195 spinnin
g 
wheel 

غْؿِيْْ ى١ِٕحِْْ َِ َِ
ْْٗ  ض١َاََِ

spinning 
wheel 

ٱٌحْ 5 0 8

 ض١اِح
ٱٌحْ

 ذ٠ًٛؽ
       ِٕكح ِغؿي

196 spool 
of 
thread 

ِْْ ّْْ لَُّٕٛ  spool of ض١ِِ
thread 

لِْٕٛ وثحْض١ّ 0 0 2

ِرغْ

 ض١ّ

ض١ّْْ تث١ُِٕآ لِٕٛ تىؽج

 يٕاؼج
    

198 squirrel ْْْٕدَاب ْٕدَابْْ قِ          أوُٛؼُٚٞ فاؼ squirrel 1 0 1 قِ

200 stool ْْٗ         ِاٌٚح وٕثا وؽقٟ stool 0 0 0 ِثَُٛؼَا* ِثَُٛؼ٠َّ

201 stove ْْڨاَؾْْ ڨاَؾ stove 0 0 0 ِْٓان١

 أٌڢَا
غكّاٌحْ

 نْٛ
        

202 strawb
erry 

ٌْْٗ ْٚ strawbe فؽَاؾْ* فؽَا
rry 

          فؽاٌٚح 0 0 0

203 suitcas
e 

ْْٗ ْْٗ ف١ٍَِدَِ پُٛؼجْ يان ڢ١ٍؿ وؽِاتح suitcase 0 0 1 ف١ٍَِدَِ

 ِٛٔا
      

205 swan ْْٖ ؾَّ َٚ ْْٗ         خؽِأح تدؼح ٚؾج duck 0 0 0 تطََّ

206 sweate
r 

ؽ٠ُْٛيْْ ؽ٠ُْٛيْْ َِ َِ sweater 0 0 0 ٛپٛي ذؽ٠ى         

207 swing ْْٗ ْْٗ ظُؼْخ١ِسَ تٍَٛٔكٛا swing 0 0 1 ظُؼْخ١ِسَ

 ؼ
         

209 telepho
ne 

ْْْ ْْْ ذ١ٍَِفِٛ telepho ذ١ٍَِفِٛ
ne 

ذٍفْْٛ 0 0 0

 ف١ىف
         

210 televisi
on 

televisio ذٍَفِْؿَْْٖ ذٍَفِْؿَْْٖ
n 

ِان١ْٓ ؼظ٠ٛ 0 0 0

 أٌڢَا
        ذلَا

211 tennis 
racket 

ؼَوَاخْْ

 ذ١َِٕفْْ
ؼواجْ ُِؽب racket 1 0 2 ؼَوَاخْ*

 ذ١ٕف
ُِؽبْ

 ذ١ٕف
      ذ١ٕف ڨٌٛف

212 thumb ُْْاًٌثغ

 اٌىث١ِؽْْ
يثغْ finger 0 0 0 يثغُْْ

 ٌىث١ؽ
         إتٙاَ

213 tiger ِّٔؽ ِّٔؽ tiger 0 0 0 فٙع          

214 toe َْْاتغ َٛ ي

 قَم١ِّْْٓ
اتغَْْ َٛ ي

 قَم١ِّْْٓ
toe 0 0 1 يثغ قاق يٛاتغ       

215 tomato ُْْ ِِ ا َّ ِ ُْْ ِِ ا َّ ِ tomato 0 2 1 ذُّاج واوٟ ٠مط١ٕٗ لؽػح       

216 toothbr
ush 

ن١طِِحْْ

ْْٓ  ق١ِِِّٕ
ْأَْ ْـ تؽُٚ

* ْْ  ظُٚ
toothbru
sh 

ن١طحْ 0 0 0

 ق١ٕٓ
فؽناجْ

 أقٕاْ
ظٔر١فؽ ن١طح فؽن١طٗ

 ٠ف
     تؽٚو

217 top ِْْ ِْْ ؾَؼْتُٛ         ڨدؽا ذپٟ ظٚاِح top 1 1 1 ؾَؼْتُٛ

218 traffic َّْْؽ َْٛ traffic 1 0 2 فُٛ* ظَْٛأزَْ إناؼجْ أَٛاءْ ذؽِٛ َٛ فْٛؼٚج     
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light light ـ اٌطؽ٠كْ اٌّؽٚؼ ِؽٚؼ 

219 train ُِٕٛذؽ٠َ * ْْ         لطاؼ ِرؽٚ ذؽ٠ٕٛ train 0 0 0 ذؽَا

220 tree َْْٖنَدْؽَْْٖ نَدْؽ tree 0 0 0           

221 truck ْْْ ُٛ١ ّْ ْْْ وَ ُٛ١ ّْ           نازٕح truck 0 0 0 وَ

222 trumpet ْْاؼْْ تُٛق َِ ؿْ ُِ trumpet 4 1 3 ذؽِپاج تٛق ؾِاؼج        

223 turtle َْْ ْْْ فىَْؽُٚ           قٍسفاج turtle 0 0 0 فىَْؽُٚ

224 umbrell
a 

ْْٗ ْْٗ قسَاتَ umbrell قسَاتَ
a 

        ِطؽ٠ح پؽاپٍٛٞ ِظٍح 0 0 0

225 vase ِْْسْثف           ِؿ٘ؽ٠ح vase 1 0 1 ڢاَؾْ* َِ

226 vest ْْٗ َّ      خ١لا ڢاقح فؽٍِح ن١ّؿ قٛؼ٠ح ظٚظْٚ vest 3 0 3 خَاوَاجْ* خ١ٍِ١ِ

227 violin َْْْٕٗد َّ ْٕدَْْٗ وَ َّ         ػٛظ ڢ١ٌْٛٛ ڨ١راؼج violin 2 0 0 وَ

228 wagon َِْْٗ٠ط ْْٗ وَؽِّ ٠ِٚطَِ        وؽٚقح ػؽتح خؽاؼج وؽ٠طح wagon 9 0 1 تؽَْ

230 waterin
g can 

ؽَلّْ ِؽَنَّْْٗ ِِ watering 
can 

ؼنالْ 5 0 5

 ِا
لًّاْْ تؽاظ إتؽ٠ك

 ِا
      ِسثف

231 waterm
elon 

ْْٗ ػَ عْْ ظِلَّّ waterm ظِلَّّ
elon 

تؽجْ 0 0 0

 ظلّع
         تط١ص

232 well ِْْت١ِؽِْْ ت١ِؽ well 0 0 1           

233 wheel ِْْػَدٍْح

٠طِحَْْ  وَؽِّ
ْْٗ ػدٍحْ wheel 0 0 1 ػَدٍَْ

 وؽ٠طح
ػدٍحْ

 ٌٛذ
        

234 whistle ْْٖؾُفَّاؼْْٖ ؾُفَّاؼ whistle 0 0 2 ِى١ٕحْ ؾِاؼج

ِرغْ

 ِثاػح

        

235 windmil
l 

ْْٗ        ٌٛزح ِؽٚزح ِٛلّْ ِسٛٔح windmill 1 0 2 ٔاَػُٛؼَْْٖ ِاَزَُٛٔ

236 window نِثَّان نِثَّان window 0 1 0 تاب          

237 wine 
glass 

ْ ْـ وَا

 نؽَابْْ
ْ ْـ واـْ glass 0 0 0 وَا

 تلاؼ
         وٛپ

238 wrench ْْفْراذ ِِ
ْٔڨ١ٍِؿِِٞ  أَ

فْراذْْ ِِ wrench 6 0 0 ِفهْ ولاب

 تؽاغٟ
ُِلآ ِفهْ ذٛؼْْ ولآْ

 ڢ١ف
     ِىلاب

239 zebra ْْاؼ َّ زِ

 ٚزْهِٟ
اؼْْ َّ زِ

 ٚزْهِٟ
zebra 0 0 0 ُؾاتؽ ت١ٙ         

240 acorn ا َٛ ْٕعُقْْ تُٛفْؽ٠ِ      ضُؽج نپٛ ِؽتٛنح ؾٚؾ تفؽ٠ٛج تُٕآ acorn 10 1 3 تُ

241 basin َُٛٔتأَُٛ تا basin 1 0 1 ُٛيٕعٚ للاب يسفح تٛي پ

 ق
     

242 bench ْْْٕه ْٕهْْ تَ وؽقْٟ bench 0 0 0 تَ

 تٍٛذ
       تْٛ ِمؼع وؽقٟ

243 binocul
ars 

ْٕظاَؼْْ ْٕظاَؼْْ ِِ ِِ binocula
rs 

١ِىؽٚقىٛ ٌٛپُْ ِىثؽج 5 0 2

 پ
       ًِٛؼج

244 bird 
nest 

 bird ػُمّْ ػُمّْ
nest 

ػمْ 1 0 2

 ػًافؽ
ػمْ

 زّاَ
        

245 bird 
house 

َْْ ا َّ ت١ِدْْ ت١ِدْْز

فُٛؼْْ ًْ  ػَ
bird 
house 

ت١دْ 5 0 7

 وٍة
ظاؼْ

 ػًفٛؼ
يٕعٚ ػم ١ٔم ِٕڨاٌح

 ق
    تاؾ

246 blimp ْْْٕطاَظ ْٕطاَظْْ ِِ ِِ blimp 1 3 2 لؽعْ ١ِاؼج ياؼٚش

 أضُؽ
١ِاؼجْ تاٌْٛ لؽع غٛايح

 زؽت١ح
   

247 camera َْْٖؼ ْٛ ًَ ؼَْْٖ ُِ ْٛ ًَ ُِ camera 1 0 1 أپؽاْٞ واِؽا

 فٛذٛ
        

248 chest ْْْٕعُٚق ْٕعُٚقْْ يَ           وفؽآ chest 0 0 1 يَ

249 chimne
y 

ْْٗ َّ١ٕ ِّ ْْٗ نِ عْضَٕ ِِ chimney 1 0 3 ن١ّٕآ ظضأح ِؼًّ ناؼٚق ن١ٕ١ّ١ح ِعفٕح     

250 closet َْْٗٔضؿَأَْْٗ ضؿَا closet 0 0 0 ضؿأحْ تاب

 ظتم
ڨاؼظْ ڨٍى

 ؼٚب
      پلاواؼ

251 coland
er 

ْْـ ْْـ وَكْىا colande وَكْىا
r 

ػًاؼ ِمفٛي ِٕدؽج ًِفآج وكؽٚٔح يسفح يفا٠ح 1 1 0

 ج
  

252 cutting 
board 

ْْٗ َِ ْْٗ لاَظُٚ لطاػحْ board 5 7 7 ٌُٛزَ

 ٌسُ
        پلاج تالّ

253 dolphin ْْٓ ٌْف١ِ ْْٓ ظُ ٌْف١ِ          ظٚفاْ زٛذٗ dolphin 0 0 0 ظُ

254 dust 
pan 

ْْٗ ْْٗ تاٌََ  dust تاٌََ
pan 

      ِىٕكح پً ِدؽفح ِكسح پلاج 3 0 2

255 fan َْْٗؽُٚز ؽُٚزَْْٗ َِ َِ fan 2 0 2           
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256 faucet ْْٗ ْْٗ قَثَّاٌَ           ن١هّح faucet 1 0 1 قَثَّاٌَ

257 feather ْْٗ ْْٗ ؼ٠ِهَ           ٚؼلح feather 0 0 1 ؼ٠ِهَ

258 fern ْْنَدْؽَْْٖ زْه١ِم fern 1 8 3 ػهة ٔثرٗ زه١م ٔطٍح       

259 fishhoo
k 

ْْْ ٛ ًُ ّْ ِططا ِٕدً ناـ ِكان ِؽقاج ٘اِكْٛ fishhook 2 6 2 يَُّٕاؼَْْٖ ٌَ

 ف
    

260 fishing 
rod 

 fishing _ يَُّٕاؼَْْٖ
rod 

        ِٛذٛؼ ض١ّ وؽقٟ 2 15 4

261 flashlig
ht 

ْْٗ ْْٛ پ١ٍِ ٌِٛپُْ ًِثاذ light 3 0 4 ظَ

 ذٛؼل
ٌِٛپُْ وهاف لِّثاذؽ٠ه

 تاذؽٞ
    ذظٛٞ ٌِٛپُْ

262 globe ْْٖ وُٛؼَ

ْْٗ َّ١ َِ  أؼَ
ْْٖ وُٛؼَ

ْْٗ َّ١ َِ  أؼَ
globe 2 0 1 ْوٛؼج

 اٌؼٍُ
         وٛؼج

263 goggle
s 

ِؽَا٠اخْْ

ْْْ ا َِ  ػُٛ
اقْه* َِ goggles 2 4 4 ِؽا٠اخْ ِؽا٠اخ ِٕظاؼ

 تسؽ
ٔظاؼا ٌٛٔاخ خُّاي واقه

خْ

 قثازح

   

264 grill ا َٛ هْ َِ ْْٗ ا٠َ َّٛ       ڨاؾ ِمٛظ تؽتى١ٛ وأْٛ ِهٛا grill 1 0 0 نَ

265 groceri
es 

ْْٗ ْْٗ لظ١ََْ grocerie لظ١ََْ
s 

يانْ يان 2 2 1

 لظ١ح
    پٛتاي نىاؼج لفح و١ف ؾتٍح

266 headph
ones 

اػَاخْْ َّّ headph وَاقْه* قَ
ones 

يانْ 3 0 1

 لظ١ح
       ١ِه و١ح أوٛذٛؼ

267 hippop
otamus 

ْْْ ْٙؽْْ وَؽْوَعَ ْإٌَّ ْـ hippopo فؽََ
tamus 

١٘پُٛپٛ ضٕؿ٠ؽ 3 2 2

 ذاَ
ٚز١عْ وؽوعْ

 اٌمؽْ
      

268 hoe ْْـ كْسَْْٗ فاَ ِِ hoe 9 0 2 ِهّ فاـ ِدؽفح ؼفم       

269 lantern َْْْْٖـ ڨاَؾ قاػحْ َٛ ڨاؾج فٕاؼ لٕع٠ً ًِثاذ lantern 4 0 1 فأَُٛ

 ؼ١ٍِح
ِىكٛ

 ؼ
   

270 logs َْْزطةَْْ زطة logs 0 0 0 ِاتٛٔح ٌٛذ ضهة        

271 net ْْٗ ْْ نَثْىَ         واؼواؼا ف١لآ نثىح basket 1 1 1 قٍََّٗ

272 parrot ُّٛتثَغ١ََُّٛ تثَغ١ََ parrot 0 0 2 ػًفٛؼ پ١ُؽٚوا غؽاب يمؽ       

273 frame ُٚاذْؽ َٛ اذْؽُٚ و َٛ        واظؼ ِاتٍٛ ذٍفؿج ذ٠ًٛؽج frame 0 0 0 و

274 pinball 
machin
e 

      خٛ ٌٛػثا قؽ٠ؽ ت١اؼظ ف١ٍپؽ bed 3 5 2 فؽَْل ف١ٍِپؽِْْ

275 rake ْْٗ ْْٗ ضَؽْتاَن       فؽل ؼاذاَ ِدؽافح ِهّ ِكسح rake 5 2 5 ضَؽْتاَن

276 rocket ْْيَاؼُٚشْْ يَاؼُٚش rocket 0 0 1           

277 rope ًْْ ًْْ زثَ           ض١ّ rope 0 0 0 زثَ

278 saddle ْْقَؽْجْْ قَؽْج saddle 7 1 4 ْقؽج

 اٌسًاْ
       تؽظػح قؽاَ ِؿِاؼ

279 safe ْْٗ ْْٗ ضَؿَْٔ ضؿٔحْ وٛفؽ safe 1 0 1 ضَؿَْٔ

ِرغْ

 فٍٛـ

فؽ٠دعاؼْ

 يغ١ؽج
       

280 scale ْْْ ١ؿَا ِِ ْْْ ١ؿَا ِِ scale 0 0 0 تكىٌٛح          

281 syringe َْْٗ٠م ٠مَْْٗ ؾُؼِّ           إتؽج syringe 0 0 0 ؾُؼِّ

282 tambou
rine 

tambour ِاَؼ ِاَؼ
ine 

      ظف ظؼتٛوح ذهرؽٞ تٕع٠ؽ ِثٍح 2 0 6

284 tractor ْْذؽَورُٛؼْْ ذؽَورُٛؼ tractor 2 0 1 و١ّْٛ ٌؼثح خؽاؼ        

285 yoyo ُٛ٠ُٛ٠ُٛ ٠ُٛ٠ yoyo 5 7 2 ٌّؼثح ذٛپٟ ؾؼتِٛ وثحْض١       

286 anteate
r 

ً ّْ ً ٱوًِْإٌَّ ّْ ٱوًْ anteater 13 15 1 ٱوًِْإٌَّ

اٌطٕفٛ

 ـ

        ّٔف قٕداب

287 anvil ْْْ ْٕعَا ْْْ قَ ْٕعَا          ِثؽظ ِٕظعٖ anvil 13 6 2 قَ

288 arch ْْـ       ز١ّ زدؽ قٛؼ لٛـ gate 4 0 1 تاَبْْ لُٛ

289 armadil
lo 

ُْٛ عٌُِّ َِ armadill خَؽْتُٛعْْ أؼَْ
o 

ٱوًْ 1 4 12

 إًٌّ
ز١ٛاْْ فؽـ

 ؾازف
       

290 avocad
o 

ْْٗ avocad أڢَُٛوَا* غٍََّ
o 

ِهّا لٍة ضٛش زدؽج ٌٛؾج نطؽ 4 10 1

 ل
    

291 bat ْْضُفَّالْْ ضُفَّال bat 0 0 0 نٛفْ ػًفٛؼ

 قٛؼٞ
        

292 bird 
cage 

 bird لفىَّْ لفىَّْ
cage 

         واج ػًفٛؼ 3 0 1

293 brain ُِّْصّْ ُِص brain 0 0 1 قؽڢٛ ظِاؽ         
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294 buffalo ْْثُٛؼ

زْهِٟ َٚ 
ْْـ ٛ ُِ تمؽْ ثٛؼ buffalo 2 8 2 خَا

 اٌٛزهٟ
    ذٛؼٚ ِاِٛز ف١ً وؽوعْ ضٕؿ٠ؽ

295 cactus ِْٕٞع يٕٛ ٔثرٗ پٍٛٔح ٕ٘عٞ ظٍف پاپا٠ا واورٛـ cactus 6 0 2 يَثَّاؼْْ ِ٘

 تؽ
   

296 caliper
s 

ِْْ ٍْماَ ِِ ِْْ ٍْماَ ِِ calipers 5 4 5 ِمى          

297 cheese ْْٓ ْْٓ خثِ            cheese 0 1 0 خثِ

298 cockro
ach 

ّْْ ْْـ فؽَْؾ٠ِ ْٕفُٛ      ڨؼٍٍٛ يؽاؼ ػمؽب غتأح ڨؽٌٛ فؽؾ٠د insect 2 0 3 ضَ

299 compa
ss 

ْْٗ يٍَ ْٛ ْْٗ تَ يٍَ ْٛ compas تَ
s 

         ِٕڨاٌح وؽٚٔٛ 2 0 0

300 crab ْْْ ْْْ قَؽَِاَ قؽِاْْ لثؽٚو وؽاب ػمؽب crab 0 0 0 قَؽَِاَ

 اٌثسؽ
     فىؽْٚ وٕكاؼ

301 dinosa
ur 

ٛؼْْ ًُ ٛؼْْ ظ٠ََْٕ ًُ dinosau ظ٠ََْٕ
r 

          وٕغؽٚ 1 1 0

302 doghou
se 

ٍْة ٍْة ظَاؼْوَ doghou ظَاؼْوَ
se 

ت١دْ 3 0 3

 وٍة
ِٕؿيْ

 وٍة
       ظاؼ ١ٔم

303 dragonf
ly 

ْْٗ انَ َٛ نْ       پاپ١ْٛ ضٕفٛقٗ زهؽج ّٔٛقٗ غتأح butterfly 2 0 2 فؽََانَْْٗ َٚ

304 easel ْْٗ زَ ْٛ ؼَْْٖ ٌَ         ٚؼلحْؼقُ ِثٍٛ ٌٛزح board 5 0 2 يَثُّٛ

305 eel ْٕهَا ْْٗ زَ زٕمْ زٕم fish 3 6 3 زُٛذ

 تسؽ
ثؼثاْْ

 اٌثسؽ
       

306 fishtail ْْٗ ْزُٛذ ًْ ْْٗ غ٠ِِ ْزُٛذ ًْ تؼثٛوْ تؼثٛو fishtail 1 0 0 غ٠ِِ

 زٛخ
غٔةْ غ٠ً

 اٌسٛذٗ
     ؾٔف خٕاذ

307 funnel ْْغ َّ غْْ ل َّ           ؾ١ِؽج funnel 1 2 3 ل

308 hambur
ger 

ثؽُْڨؽِْْ ّْ ثؽُْڨِؽْ* َ٘ ّْ َ٘ hambur
ger 

يٕع٠ٚ 2 0 3

 ل
        وكىؽٚخ ذثٓ

309 hammo
ck 

فؽَْلْ

ْْٗ  ظُؼْخ١ِسَ
       تطُٛ زّك ظؼخ١سح ظٚازح bed 8 2 3 فؽَْل

310 hyena ْْثَغ ثَغْْ َْ َْ hyena 3 0 1 ظثٟ ثؼٍة وٍة إتْٓٱٜٚ غ٠ة      

311 igloo ْْظَاؼ

ُّٛ  إقِْى١ِ
ُّٛ ت١دْ إقى١ّٛ ت١دْثٍح igloo 5 1 3 ظَاؼْْإقِْى١ِ

 إقى١ّٛ
ت١دْ ظاؼ وٛش واڢ

 فاؼ
   

312 jellyfish ْْٗ ْْٗ زُؽ٠ِمَ         زٛذٗ لؽ١ٔطٗ زثاؼ jellyfish 4 2 3 زُؽ٠ِمَ

313 koala َّْال َٛ الَّْ وَ َٛ ْٕعَا koala 0 2 5 وَ        وٕغؽ ؼاوْٛ قٕداب تَ

314 ladle َِغَؽْفَْْٗ ِغَؽْفحِْْقما spoon 1 0 3 ِغؽاف غؽاف ٌٛل        

315 ladybu
g 

ْ ْـ ْٕفُٛ ضَ

ْْٞ  اٌثا
أِْٟ ضٕفٛقح ladybug 2 0 2 وُىْكِٕاَيْ*

 ق١كٟ
ضٕفٛـْ

 إٌكا
       

316 lamb ِْْلْْ ػ١ٍٍَم ػٍٛلْ ِؼؿٖ sheep 0 0 1 ػٍَُّٛ

 يغ١ؽ
        ػدً

317 lipstick ْْ١ؽ ِّّ ١ؽْْ زُ ِّّ ؼٚجْأْ lipstick 0 0 2 زُ

 لّڢؽ
أزّؽْ

 نفاٖ
       لٍُْز١ّؽ ؼٚج

318 lizard ْْٗ ؾْغَ َٚ ْْٗ ؾْغَ َٚ lizard 2 0 2 ِٚؾؼؾ

 ٠ح
تٛوها ٚؼي ذّكاذ قؽػٛفٗ أِهْاٌث٠ٛآ قس١ٍح

 ل
   

319 llama ا َِ ًْْ لَّ َّ       ٔؼاِح أ٠ً غؿاٌح اٌؽٔٗ لِّا camel 7 3 3 خ

320 lungs ِٞاؼ َٚ اؼِٞ ؼ َٚ            lungs 0 1 0 ؼ

321 moose ًأ٠ًَْ أ٠َْ moose 4 6 3 ْٚز١ع

 اٌمؽْ
غوؽْ

 اٌغؿاي
      ؼٔح غؿاٌح خاِٛـ

322 octopu
s 

ّْْ ّْْ لؽ١َِْٔ           أضطثِٛ octopus 1 0 3 لؽ١َِْٔ

324 panda ْٕعَا ْٕعَا ظِبْْپَ         ظبْپٕعآ ظب وٛالّ panda 0 1 1 پَ

325 peas ْْٗ ٍْثأََ ْْٗ خِ ٍْثأََ ظٚظآْ peas 0 1 0 خِ

 زؽ٠ؽ
         ٌٛت١ا

326 pelican ٌْْمٍَْكْْ ٌمٍَْك pelican 1 2 5 ِائؽ ػًفٛؼ غؽٔٛق        

327 pyrami
d 

َْْ َْْ ٘ؽََ           پؽا١ِع pyramid 0 0 1 ٘ؽََ

328 rat ْْفاَؼْْ خَؽْتُٛع mouse 0 0 1 خؽتٛع          

329 ray ْْزَثَّاؼ ْْٗ زّاَْ ضفال ٚؼلح ِساؼ fish 5 8 3 زُٛذ

 اٌثسؽ
زٛخْ

َٛ 
فاؼْ زثاؼ

 ٌثسؽ
   

330 rosebu ْْٖ ؼظَ َٚ ْ ُْ ْْٖ تؽُْػُ ؼظَ َٚ rose 1 0 1 ٔثرٗ ٔٛاؼج         
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d 

331 saxoph
one 

ْْْ ْْْ قَىْكُٛفُٛ saxoph قَىْكُٛفُٛ
one 

      ذؽِپاج تٛق ِؿِاؼ ؾِاؼٖ پ١پآ 4 1 6

332 scorpio
n 

قىؽپ١ٛ قؽِاْ scorpion 0 0 0 ػَمْؽبْْ ػَمْؽبْْ

ْ 
        ػٕىثٛخ

333 shark لؽِْل لؽِْل shark 0 0 0 ْزٛخْ قّهْلؽل زٛذٗ ؼُوا

 لؽل
      

334 skeleto
n 

ْ ًْ ١َْ٘ىِ

ِْٟ ِّ  ػَظْ
١٘ىًْ skeleton 0 0 0 قْىُٛلَّخ*

 ػظّٟ
         

335 skull ْْـ ْْٗ ؼَا َّ د ّْ ؼاـْ skull 0 0 1 خُ

 ١ِد
١٘ىًْ قىٛلّخ

 ػظّٟ
ذاخْظُْ ؼاـ

 ِٛؼ
     

336 spider 
web 

نَثْىحْْ

ْْٗ ْٕىثُٛذَ  ػَ
نَثْىحْْ

ْْٗ ْٕىثُٛذَ  ػَ
spider 
web 

ت١دْ نثىٗ 1 1 3

 ػٕىثٛخ
ض١ّْ ػٕىثٛذٗ

 ػٕىثٛخ
      

337 starfish ْْحْْتسَؽ ِّ حْْتسَؽْْ ٔدِْ ِّ         إقفٕح ِؽٚزٗ ٔدّٗ starfish 5 1 2 ٔدِْ

338 stethos
cope 

اػَاخْْ َّّ قَ

ْْٗ ث١َِّّ ِِ 
ْْٗ اػَ َّّ stethosc قَ

ope 
ظلاخْ 3 0 5

 اٌمٍة
قّاػاخْ

ِرغْ

 ِث١ة

قررٛقىٛ

 پ
      قٕاِا ذلاقىٛپ

339 totem ْْٗ ثَ ّْ ْْٗ يَ ثَ ّْ     تٛغ٠ؿَ أثاؼ ق١ف ِؼثع ضفال ذّثاي ذٛذاَ totem 6 4 3 يَ

340 toucan ْْْ فٛؼْْ ُِٛلاَ ًْ ٔماؼْ تثغآ ٌمٍك پؽٚوآ bird 0 1 2 ػَ

 اٌطهة
      ٔكؽ

341 turkey ْْْ ْٔعُٚ ْْـ ظَ ِٚ ظ٠هْ ظأع ظٔعٚٔٗ ظٔعْٚ peacock 0 0 1 ِاَ

 ؼِٟٚ
قؽظٚ قؽظٚن

 نْٕ٘ع
    ظخاخٗ

342 vulture ْْٔكِْؽْْ ػماَب eagle 1 6 3 ػًفٛؼ يمؽ ػماب        

343 walrus ْاٌثسَؽ ًْ ْْٗ ف١ِ َّ        فٛوف تاب تطؽ٠ك فٛن seal 5 1 6 فمُْ

344 washin
g 
machin
e 

ْْٗ اٌَ ِى١ِٕحِْْ غَكَّ

ْْْ  يَثُٛ
washing 
machine 

ِه١ْٓأْ غكاٌح 2 2 0

 ٌڢآ
       پٛتلا ڨاؾ

345 whale ْْزُٛخ

 ػَٕثؽْْ
زٛخْ لؽل ظٚفاْ زٛذٗ whale 3 0 0 تلََاْ*

 ٌثسؽ
زٛخْ

 ٌؿؼق
زٛخْ

 أت١ٍ
أقعْ

 إٌثسؽ
   

346 whip ِ ْٛ ِ قَ ْٛ          ض١ّ يٕاؼٖ whip 0 4 3 قَ

347 wolf ْْغ٠ِةْْ غ٠ِة wolf 0 0 2 وٍة ثؼٍة         

348 worm ْْٖ ْْٖ ظُٚظَ ظٚظجْ زثً worm 0 2 0 ظُٚظَ

 زؽ٠ؽ
        

349 accordi
on 

أوٛؼظ٠ٛ piano 6 3 0 پ١أَُٛ* _

ْ 
آٌحْ

 ِٛق١م١ح
       أٚؼڨ قىكٛفْٛ

350 baseba
ll bat 

ؽِبْْ _ ُْ َِ baseball 
bat 

ؼواخْ 2 1 3

 ت١ؿتٛي
ػًاْ

 ت١ؿتٛي
ِظؽبْ

 ت١ؿتٛي
ِظؽبْ

 ذ١ٕف
      

351 boot _ *ِْ        زػاء تر١ْٛ تٛذف يثاِ boot 0 0 0 تُٛ

352 cap _ *ْوَكْىَاخ cap 1 0 1 ِؽتٛن

ٖ 
      تؽذ١لا نپٛ تؽآ ِؽقآ٠آؾ

353 couch _ ْٕه          وٕپا فٛذٛٞ couch 1 0 1 تَ

354 football 
helmet 

           helmet 5 13 1 وَاقْه* _

355 harp _ ْْْ آلّخْ ػٛظ qanun 6 7 6 لأَُٛ

 ِٛق١مآ
        

356 helicop
ter 

helicopt ١ٍَِ٘ىُٛپْراؼْ* _
er 

         ٌىپراؼ ١ِاؼج 0 0 0

357 mitten _ ْْاج َٚ ْٔعُ ا َٛ         ڨاْْ لفاؾ gloves 0 1 0 ڨ

358 plug _ *ْپؽ٠ِؿ plug 0 2 2 ض١ّْ ف١هح

 ِرغَْٛ
        غو١ؽ

359 pocket
book 

handba قَانْ* _
g 

يانْٱْ قانْأْظٚ وؽِاتح زم١ثٗ 0 0 0

 ِاْ
      قىٛل

360 record 
player 

أَْْٗ _ َٛ ذٛؼْْ ِكدٍح ِٛق١مٝ disk 5 6 4 إقِْطِ

 ظ٠كه
ػٍثحْ

 ِٛق١مٝ
ؼظ٠ْٛ ؼظ٠ٛ

 واقاخ
ٌىرٛؼْ

ظُْ

 ظ٠كه

   

361 roller 
skate 

 roller ترَٕاَخ _
skate 

      پراً ػؽتٗ تكىلاخ ِطٛؼ ؼٌٚؽ 4 5 2

362 screw _ ْْاؼ َّ كْ ُِ nail 0 1 0 ڢ١فْ ؾٔؿ٠ؽ         
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363 screwd
river 

_ ْ ُْ ذُٛؼْ

 ڢ١ِفْ*
screwdri
ver 

ِفهْ ڢ١فْ 1 1 0

 تؽاغٟ
        

364 skirt _ *ْخُٛپ skirt 0 0 0 ٖذٕٛؼ          

365 skunk _ ْْْٕدَاب يازةْ squirrel 3 9 3 قِ

 اٌؽ٠سح
      فاؼ وكلاْ لٕفع غؼتاْ

366 sled _ َْْؿْلّج ِِ sled 3 9 3 ٟخْٛظُْ پٍٛٔم ؾلّج قى

 قىٟ
      

367 thimble _ ًْْ قٍحْ stool 1 7 3 قطَ

 ِّٙلاخ
    واـ واؼ وهرثاْ ڨٛتلا ظا ِسثف

368 tie _ *ْوؽَاڢاَج tie 0 0 0 ْؼتطح

 ػٕك
         ِظٍح

369 toaster _ * ْْ ْپاَ ِٞ         ؼظ٠ْٛ يٕعٚق ِى١ٕٗ toaster 5 6 6 ڨؽِ

370 ferris 
wheel 

ٕاَجْ* _ َِ ferris 
wheel 

      ٔؼٛؼٖ ڨؽا٠ْْٚح ٌؼثٗ ظؼخ١سٗ ظزعذ 3 4 5

371 fire 
hydrant 

_ _ _ 5 13 6           

372 lawnm
ower 

اؼَْْٖ _ lawnmo خَؿَّ
wer 

ٱٌحْخؿْ ذٕعٚؾ 5 8 3

 اٌؼهة
ذٕسْٟ ذؽٔىاَ

 اٌڨؿْٚ
     ِى١ٕٗ ؼؾٚاؼ

373 maraca
s 

ؽِبْْ _ ُْ َِ racket 4 7 6 ٌؼثٗ ؼواخ         

374 micros
cope 

ىْؽُٚقْىُٛ _ ِِ
 پْ*

microsc
ope 

ذلاقىٛ 4 4 0

 پ
        ِىثؽٖ ِٕظاؼ

375 paddle _ *ْؼَوَاخ racket 0 1 5 ْؼواخْْ ِظؽب

 ذ١ٕف
ِظؽبْ

 ذ١ٕف
       

376 parach
ute 

ْٕطاَظْْ _ ِِ parachu
te 

         تاٌْٛ  2 0 1

377 platypu
s 

        فىؽْٚ وٍةْاٌّآ زٛذٗ pinguin 4 11 4 تطَْؽ٠ِكْْ _

378 spatula _ َّْتاَل spatula 1 3 1 ْغؽافٗ ِغؽفح ِدؽف پلاخ       

379 shower
head 

         ِؽل قثاٌٗ shower 0 0 4 ظُٚلْ* _

380 telesco
pe 

ْٕظاَؼْْ _ ِِ telescop
e 

١ِىؽٚقىٛ ِىثؽج ياؼٚش 1 6 0

 پ
٘ٛؼقىٛ

 پ
ذلاقىٛ

 پ
     ٌٛپ

381 thermo
s 

_ * ْـ ُِٛ        وف١ر١ؽج ظتٛؾجِْٱ واـ ت١ثؽْٚ thermos 3 5 3 ذؽْ

382 tram 
car 

ْٕطاَظْْ _ ِِ hot-air 
balloon 

ػؽتْٗ 2 12 4

 ِرسؽوٗ
       وث١ٕآ ١ِاؼٖ ذلافؽ٠ه

383 weathe
r vane 

      ظخاخٗ ػًفٛؼ ِؼلاق فلاناخ نّف cock 4 8 3 قَؽْظُٚنْْ _

384 zipper _ ٍٍَْْْٗك ذٛؼٔٛڢ ٔؼٛؼج zipper 1 10 3 قَ

 ٠ف
        ِكّاؼ

385 baseba
ll glove 

اخْْ _ َٚ ْٔعُ َٛ         ڨٛأعٚاخ ڨاْ لفاؾ gloves 1 4 1 ڨ

386 blowfis
h 

_ ْْٗ           تٛڨهال fish 1 4 0 زُٛذَ

387 can _ َّْْٗزُى can 0 1 2 ْٗزى

ًِثؽا

 خ

زىحْ

 ِّاُِ
قطًِْرغْ

 پٛتاي
زىحْ

 ٘ؽ٠كٗ
      پٛتاي

388 cymbal
s 

_ ْْٗ        قع إقطٛأح أذً ظ٠كه tire 3 8 2 ػَدٍَْ

389 dart _ ُْٙ       فٛن١ىا تٍِٛٗ فٍهاج ؾؼ٠مح فلال dart 1 6 1 قَ

390 fishbow
l 

_ * َْ اؼ٠ُْٛ َٛ acquari أوْ
um 

تٛيْ 3 2 4

 زٛخ
زٌْٛ زٛذا ڢاؾ تٛيْ تىاي

ِرغْ

 زٛخ

زٌْٛ

ِرغْ

 قّه

   

391 flaming
o 

_ ْْٗ َِ فلآِْ ostrich 3 2 4 ٔؼَا

 ؼٚؾ
ٔساَْ ٚؾٖ تدؼح ٌمٍك ٔٛؼـ

 ٚؼظٞ
اٌساجْ

 لاقُ
   

392 harmon
ica 

٘ؽ١ِٔٛ وّٕدح brick 3 8 4 ٠دَُٛؼَْْٖ _

 وا
       ؾ١ِؽٖ قّاْ

393 horses ِغٕا١ِ magnet 1 7 2 غو١ِؽْْ _          يف١سح
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hoe ـ 

394 jar _ َْْٖؾ زىحْ ػٍثح زىحٍِْر ِلازح زىحْ jar 0 0 0 ظَتُّٛ

 ظٚآ
     تثِؽْٚ

395 Pretzel _ ًْْ     زٛذا قؽپْٛ ضثؿ ڨاِٛ وىٟ ض١ّ زٕم thread 2 5 0 زثَ

396 propell
er 

ؽُٚزَْْٗ _ َِ fan 0 5 1 ظٚاِٗ ٔاػٛؼج         

397 spatula _ ْْٗ ٱٌحْ ِملاخ spatula 2 11 1 تاٌََ

 زلالٗ
       پلاخْ ِؽا٠ٗ

398 squash _ _ _ 4 13 3 تًً فمٛـ وؽِٛـ        

399 swordfi
sh 

_ ْْٗ ؼٚواْْ fish 1 1 2 زُٛذَ

 تٍْٛ
ِٕهاؼْ لؽلْ تٛق١ف قّه

 اٌثسؽ
     

400 thermo
meter 

اذؽْ* _ َِ ٛ ُِ thermo ذؽْ
meter 

ظؼخاخْ 3 1 1

 زؽاؼج
١ِؿاْْ

 زؽاؼج
ِم١اـْ

 زؽاؼج
      ِسؽاؼ ١ِؿاْ

 

The table presents all items that were given more than one name and/or elicited naming or identificat ion 

failures. The modal name and other alternative nondominant names given to each picture are listed. Naming 

failures are also listed under DKN (don‟t know name), DKO (don‟t know object) and NR (no responses). 
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Appendix C – List of stimuli in Experiments 1 and 2 

Picture names and French distractors used in Experiment 1 

  
Distractors 

Target name 
in  French 

English 
translation 

Phono-
translation Phonological Semantic Unrelated 

 
chaîne 

 
chain 

 
sabot 

 
chèvre 

 
corde 

 
fourmi 

balançoire swing dauphin baleine chaise table 

clé key médaille cloche porte tonneau 

bougie candle chapeau bouée ampoule feuille 

canon cannon mèche casserole pistolet oignon 

canard duck barre camion poule toupie 

couteau knife cercle couronne lime tigre 

collier necklace chat cochon bague fromage 

coq rooster sacoche corne oie marteau 

cerveau brain moto cerf tête pinceau 

robinet faucet satellite robe arrosoir cœur 

barbecue grill marin balance cuisinière plume 

soleil sun chapiteau sauterelle étoile église 

salière Salt-shaker masque sabre bol crocodile 

bouton button fée bouteille nœud citron 

fleur flower natte flocon vase poubelle 

tortue turtle femme tomate grenouille aiguille 

scie saw momie cible bois poisson 

barrière fence souris bassine arche cuillère 

selle saddle sapin serpent tabouret artichaut 

banane banana mouche barbe raisin pneu 

canapé sofa ballon cage lit drapeau 
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Picture names and TA distractors used in Experiment 2 

  

Distractors 

Target name 
in  French 

English 
translation 

Phono-
translation Phonological Semantic Unrelated 

 
chaîne 

 
chain sal:a ʃɛb:ɛ:k ħbal nɛm:ɛla 

balançoire swing dob batˤri:q korsi tˤɑ:wlɑ 

clé key mɛʢla:q   kla:fɛs bɛ:b birmi:l 

bougie candle ʃabka bulu:na  ʔambu:ba warqa 

canon cannon mɛʢza kalb fard bsˤal 

canard duck batˤa:tˤa kab:u:t dʒɛ:ʒa ʒbɛn 

couteau knife sɛbta ku:ba mɛbrɛd nɛmr 

collier necklace ʃaʒra komidinu: χa:tɛm zarbu:t 

coq rooster sam:a:ʢa:t kol:ɛb waz:a mtˤarqɑ 

cerveau brain moʃʈˤ sɛrwɛ:l ra:s fu:ʃa 

robinet faucet sawtˤ  ʁoril:a miraʃ:a qalb 

barbecue grill masˤtˤra bagra ga:z ri:ʃa 

soleil sun ʃak:ɛl sok:a:ra nɛʒma knisia 

salière Salt-shaker marwħa sal:u:m sˤaħfɑ tɛmsɛ:ħ 

bouton button fɛlfɛl bufriwa  gorbi:ta qa:rɛs  

fleur flower naħlɑ flu:ka maħbɛs zɛbla 

tortue turtle fargi:ta tof:a:ħa ʒra:na ʔɛbra 

scie saw mongɛ:la siga:ru: ħtˤab ħu:ta 

barrière fence su:ria ba:nu: qu:s mʁarfa 

selle saddle saratˤa:n sɛnʒa:b tˤabu:ria gɛnɛria 

banane banana mutˤu:r bar:ɛ:d ʢnɛb ʢaʒla 

canapé sofa bawsˤla karhba farʃ ʢalam 

 

 


